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TJHI IE ARITIEJL 
JP 1lJJll[.JI§ IH[E lID 
IBY '.IT'JHIE 
JllJNJIOR (CJLA.§§ 
ILA WREN(CE 01])ILJL1EG1E 
NJINE'.IT'EEN§EVEN'.IT'JEEN 
V((J)ILllJIWE XXVH 
'3.>f.5~~ 
of 1tlrn:n.s V([))llillme is respec11:flillUy 
mccor<dleill 1to 
DR. C. R. ATKINSON 
• 
• I 
• 
~ ll::IL[ § lbook is 1tlb).(e iresll.llh of. w mmrny 1tlbtouglbt1t:lfun lbtolUllr§. 
'TI'o keep illll pace with 11:he 
recoird made lby 11:he Airieh o:11:' 
previolUls years has lbeellll llllO easy 
1task. We have aimed 1to ]?OJt"a 
1tray Olllllt" life illll lLawrellllce in i11:s 
Valt"iOlUl§ aspec11:S alllld 1to give exa 
piressiollll 11:o 11:lbte 11:rll.lle Lawrellllce 
spi.rh. May i1l: recaH many 
happy days spen1l: at our Aima 
Malter mm.ell serve 1to fu.Jl·tlh.er Lawa 
rence mrai1ty ,.. ,. ,.. ,.. "" .,. .,. 
1.,1111, ,,1,11, 11,11.III 111,1 
• 
.1 pril I, 19r6. 
T 11TVRT:.NC~ has this year ridden on the crest of the wm1e as 
~ far as general prosf'erity is concerned. lf?hen college opened 
in September two hundred and seventy-one 'Uerda11t freshmen 
knocked on the office door and meellly said, "Please let me come in." 
This is eighty more than souyht admission a year ago, and is nearly 
a hundred more than ever asked for entrance to the freshman class 
of any other /Visconsin college. 
During the slimmer yreat honor came lo two of our local sororities 
b:y beiny taken into two of the stronyest nationals in the co11ntr3•, thus 
Kappa Upsilon became Kappa r llpha Theta and Theta Gamma Delta 
became Delta Gamma. 
Of special i11terest to the alumni is the establishment of the 
Lawrence Alumnus, a q1tarlerly maga:::i11e which is desiyned to luep 
all former students inf armed on matters at Lawrence and to be an 
organ for the communication of alumni opinion. The LawrenC(' 
,· /lunini R('cord, which is issued ever')' ten years, was published in 
December and contains milch interesting historical material as wdl 
as a biography of e'uery graduate. 
In athletics Lawrence has had an off :year and the only matter 
worth notiny is that the first Pentathlon track meet by college women 
has been oryani;:;ed and held at Lawrence. Our .·lma:::011s performed 
remarkable physical feats. 
In forensics we ha._•e had a year of notable victories. TVhile our 
freshman debaters lost in both contests by a split 'i!Ote of the judges, 
01t1' regular college teams won in three debates, these being held with 
the following colleges: Gustavus ,·ldolphus, Jlfacallisler, and Cornell. 
The faculty has been increased the present 3•ear by an instructor i11 
F.1191-ish and an instrnctor in modern lanuuayes. The trustees hm.;e 
also elected a professor of botany for the coming 3•ear. This increase 
in the teaching force will very much strengthen the scholastic work 
of the colle[Je and give added advantayes to those who ell/er next year. 
Financia/!31 the college has received little help from its friends, 
bnt expects lo complete the funds necessary for a new chapel and a 
new donnitor3• before the end of next school year. 
In conclusion, we register our belief that in the grade of college 
work done and the loyalty and enthusiasm of the students this has 
been one of the best 31ears Lawrence has known. 
SAMUEL PLANTZ
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EX-PRESIDENT BRADFORD PAUL RAYMOND
T the beginning of the fall term of 1869 two students came from 
Hamline University, St. I'aul, Minnesota, and entered the senior class 
at Lawrence. The class gave them a hearty greeting for it had, before 
they came, but ix men and no women! Bradford Paul Raymond was one of 
the seniors. He soon made for himself a larae place in the school. He was a 
fine student, a aenial companion, a strong character. He was preparing to enter 
the Christian ministry. l:_le was a good singer and as he was supporting himself, 
became the leader of the choir at the J\.Iethodist Church under the pastorate of 
the Rev. George C. Haddock. He graduated with honor in June, 1870, and that 
fall entered the School of Theology, Boston University, graduating in June, 1873. 
September 15, 1873, he wa united in marriage to Miss Lulu A. Rich, of Redwing, 
J\.Iinnesota. He joined the New England . outhern Conference and from 1873 
to 1883 was a pastor. Ile spent a year in study in Germany during thi time, 
and in the fall of 1883 became president of Lavvrence University. In 1889 he 
was called to \ Vesleyan Univer ity as its pre ident. In 1908 he resigned and 
became Professor Emeritus until his death , February 27, 1916. 
Dr. Raymond was born in Connecticut. He came from sturdy New England 
ance tors. He was a soldier in the Civil \Yar. He became one of the strong 
(7] 
preachers of hi church. He wa a marked succes a teacher and college presi-
dent. He kept to the end, his keen intellect, and was still writing with the hope 
of publishing at least another book. He had mastered foundation principles in 
human thought and but few could express them better in private or in public 
than he. His kindness of heart, his faith in his fellow-men, hi unselfish spirit, 
made him a great friend and companion. 
His vi its to Appleton were bright spots in hi life, for his love for the 
college and the people here seemed to grow with the years. 
As teacher and preacher, as college pre ident and citizen, as husband and 
father, as schoolmate and classmate, a friend and companion, as a catholic-
spirited, large-hearted Christian man, Bradford Paul Raymond has left us an 
inheritance that is "incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away." 
Jll!E NlEA 1'JHI 1'1HilE A§JHLE§ 
But yesterday along the hill's bleak side 
Great fires blazed fiercely, and when nightfall came 
I saw them leaping skyward, flame on flame, 
And lurid light the murky darkness dyed, 
\\1hile grim, black shadows stood on either side, 
Like memories of the troubled night, that came 
To haunt it from its past-loss, sorrow, shame-
Ghosts of dead things a dead man's grave denied. 
Today gray ashes mark the spot 
\\"here yesterday we saw the flame leap high. 
\\/here the hot winds of hell blew, all is chill. 
But let deceitful calm deceive you not! 
In hearts of ours, though passion seems to die, 
Fire may be smouldering 'neath the ashes still. 
EBEN E. REXFORD 
[8] 
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I n Memoriam
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Jack Meloney,'17 
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sin College Press Association, 4. 
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T11Es1s: Preparedness. 
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Council, 3, 4; Secretary :\lJ-Collegc Club, 4; 
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THESJ~: Empirical Equations. 
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HARVEY ROELS
DePerc, DePcre l figh chool: Carroll Col-
lege, 1: J listory Club, 3, 4: Rrokaw [louse 
ouncil, .1, 4; Vicc-p1·esident and Treasurer; 
Class na~kethall, 2, 4; Class Football, 2 . 
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Club, 2: E1~gl ish Club, 3, 4: House Council, 
3, 4: Exchange Editor l.awrr11tia11. 4: Dele-
gate to Y. \\ '. C ,\. Com·ention, Chicago, 3; 
Editor Coed Lawre11tia11. 4. 
:\Iajo1·-l-;:nglish. i\linor-11 istory, French. 
Tni-:s 1s: Life in India as Kip ling Sees Tt. 
MARY D. WEBB,lthena 
Lancaster. Lancaster High chool : Vice-
president Freshman Class, 1; Latin Club, r, 
2, 3, 4: German Club, r; Treasurer of Y. W. 
1. 1\ .. 3: Y. \V. C. A. Cabinet, 4: Secretary 
of Athena. 2; Student Senate, 4. 
'd ajor-:\1 athematics. ::\linor-Sciencc. 
T 11 Es1s: Charles Dar\\"in's Influence on i\ locl-
ern Biology. 
CONRAD E. RONNEBERG
Oakes, Oakes ITigh School; Chemistry Club, 
1, 2, 3, 4; 1\111EL Board, 3: Y. ;\,f. C. .\. Cabi-
net. 3, 4; Student Vo lunteer lfancl, 4; H. H. 
G. ,\., 4. 
:\ lajnr-Chcmistry. ::\[inor-'.\f athematics. 
T11Fs1s: Xitrates and the Fixation of :\'itro-
gtn. 
HELEN A. SUGERMAN, llpha G,1mma Phi 
. \ppleton, .\ppleton [ligh School; German 
Club, I, 2; English Club, 3, 4; . \s sociate 
1'..ditvr of 1916 , \RIEL, 3. 
;\(ajor-English . :\linor- 11 istory, German. 
THESJS: Emigration. 
ALBERT L. FRANZKE, Sigma Phi Epsilon, 
.!lace, Tan Kappa . llpha, Distinctii•e 
Forensic L. 
l•' reshman Oratorical Contest; Freshman De-
bate; Choral Club, 2; luterclass Oratorical 
Con test, 2, 3; Carroll-Lawrence Debate, 2: 
Y. .\1. C. A Cabinet, 2, 3; Class President, 2; 
Secretary-Treasurer Board of Oratory and 
Debate, 2: ,\lhion-Lawrence Debate, 3; ARIEL 
Board, 3: Secretary German Club, 3 ; :\Ianager 
Co llege Band, 3; President of Student Senate. 
3; \lice-president Y. M. C. A., 4; Intercolle-
giate Representati\'e in State Oratorical Asso-
ciation, 4 : :\Ianager Girls' Glee Club, --1; Gus-
ta\'US Adolphus-Lawrence Debate, 4; Cornell-
Lawrence Debate, --1; Commencement Orator, 4. 
Major-History. l\linor-Public Speaking. 
T11Es1s: Oration, America in the Fourth 
Stage of the Struggle for Freedom. 
HAROLD K. TAYLOR, Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Orfordville, Brodhead High School; President 
History Cl ub, 3; Board of Oratory and De-
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LYDIA N. GLASER, Phi Beta Kappa 
. \pplcton .. \ppleton High School; Assistant. 
in English . 3 . • f; • \. istant in Botany Labora-
tory, ~-
:-1 ajor-U islory. ;\ linor-Biolo6y. 
THESI~: Democracy and ,\rt. 
1916 
BESS L. CRAGOE, • llpha Delta Pi, 
Theta ., /lpha, Phi Beta Kappa 
Oakfield, Oakfield High School ; Lawrean So-
ciety, r, 2: English lub, 3, 4; President of 
English Club, -l-; Philharmonic Choral lub, 3; 
1916 . \RIEL Board, 3: Secretary-Treasurer 
T!ouse ouncil, 3-President, 4 ; Y. \\'. C. A. 
Cabinet, 4: Lawre11t.ia11, 4. 
l\Iajor-French, Literature. :'.\finor-TTi tory. 
TEESI : French Chateanx. 
MERRILL A. YouTZ, Phi Beta Kappa 
. \pple1on, Appleton 11 igh School; Freshman 
Debate Team ; \ \'hite Prize in Mathematics, 2; 
Treasurer of tudent Senate, 2; Chemistry 
Club, 2. 3, 4 ; enior Pentathlon, 4. 
::\lajor-Chemi try. J\Iinor-1Iathematics. 
Trrnsis: The History and Development of 
the Atomic Hypothesis. 
ERWIN H. SAUER 
Ch1cago, I ll., \Ven dell Phil lips High School; 
Xorthwe,tern University, Evanston; Garrett 
Biblical l nstitute, Chicago; Y. 1I. C. A. Cabi-
net, 4. 
1\lajor-Rcligion. Minor-Philosophy. 
T BESTS: ,-\ onside ration of X ew Testament 
Demonology. 
MABEL BAMFORD,, lthena 
Plymouth, Plymouth High School; Class Sec-
reta ry, 2: Treasurer of Athena, 3; President 
of Athena, -1; Latin Club, r, 2. 
~f ajor-'.\ I a thematics. ::\finor-TTistory. 
Tu1:s1s: Differential Equations. 
FRANK B. YOUNGER 
Appleton, Appleton High School; Biology 
As istant, 3; Philharmonic, 2. 
2\,Iajor-History. l\ I in or-Politics, Economics. 
THESIS: City and Town Life of Eady Eng-
land. 
LYDIA M. EASTMAN, Theta Alpha, Athena 
PlymoLJth, Plymouth High School; Diploma 
in Art, Lawrence College; Art Editor, Coed 
1..awrentian, r; House Council, 2, 3; Y. 'vV. 
C. A. Cabinet. 2, 3; Secretary Home Volun-
teer Band, 3; Engli sh Club, 3; Art Editor 
1916 ARn:L, 3. 
Major-Expression. Minor-History. 
TRESTS: Bret Hart Delineation of California 
Life. 
ELLEN GIBSON,Phi Beta Kap pa 
Green Bay, East Green Bay H igh School. 
Major-History, Latin. Minor-German. 
THESIS: Marriage and Family Life Among 
the Romans. 
TRESTER OSTERHUIS
Waldo, \Valdo High School. 
Major-History. 1\ 1 inor-Philosophy. 
THESIS: Enfranchi ement of the Negro. 
[43] 
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HAROLD G. WILLARD
Xew London, >Jew London High School; 
Choral Cluh, r, 2, 4; Glee Club Accompanist, 
3. 4; Latin Club, r, 2, 3, 4; Editor of I.aw-
rence Lati11ist, 4 . 
.\fajor-Latin. Minor-English. 
THESJ~: Cicero a Gentleman. 
BERTHA E. ZEPP 
F.dgar, Edgar High School; Carroll Col-
lege, 1; Lawrean, 2, 3; History Club, 4 . 
.\fajor-History. Minor-English. 
TH Es rs: Li11coln and Emancipation. 
PAUL LEWIS,Sigma Phi Epsilon 
1\'eyauwega, Weyauwega High School; Y. l\I. 
C. f\. Cabinet. 1; Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Phoenix, (; Vice-president State Prohibition 
Association, 2; Treasurer of Class, 4; Class 
Basketball, 4; Pentathlon, 4; Interfraternity 
Council, 4 . 
.\fajor-History. .\Iinor-Phi!osophy. 
THESIS: Mormonism. 
ESTHERHAYTER, , Jlpha Delta Pi 
Shawano, Shawano High School; English 
Club, 3, 4 . 
.\lajor-English. l\[inor-I-Iisto;-y. 
TnF.SJS: Carpet-bag and :-;:egro Rule. 
[44) 
ADDIEMAE HURLEY,Delta Gamma, , /thena 
Green Bay, \\'est Green Bay High School; 
English Club. 3. 4. 
:\lajor-1 ' nglish, French. :\Iinor-Hislorv. 
THESIS: l•rench \\'omen of 1hc (';old~n ·"\ge. 
MINERM . AUSTIN
Colnmlms, Colnmbu High School; 
Club, J, 2, 3, 4; Vicc-presirlcnl 
Club. 4; Politics Club. 2, 3; 
,\ ssistant, 3, -1· 
Chemistry 
Chemistn 
Chem i, tr;-
1vf aj or-Chemistry. l\Iinor-:\ I :u he:11ati~s. 
THESI S : Democracy and Industry. 
DOROTHY O. AMES 
J\f onroe, River Falls High School; History 
Club, 3; English Club, 3, 4. 
Major-History, Literature. Minor-French. 
THESIS : Life in the Homeric 1\ge. 
ARTHUR J. JOHNSON }.lace 
Beloit, Lawrence Academy; Class President, 1 ; 
Y. l\L C. A. Cabinet, 2, 3-Presiclent, 3; Glee 
Club, I, 2, 3, 4; Secretary-Treasurer Peace 
ssociation, 2; Presient Student Senate, 4. 
l\Iaj or-History. l\Iinor-Economics. 
THESlS: Hi ·tory of the Cur~ency. 
[45] 
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CLARA C. MARSH, .Jthena 
Appleton, Appleton 11 igh School; ~o rman 
Brokaw Scholarship; Latin Club, r; History 
Club, 3, 4; Philharmonic Club, 3, -+· 
:\Jajor-History. i\linor-Liter:iture. 
THESIS : DeYelopment of Anti-Slavery Senti-
ment in the United States. 
EDWARD P. STOKE 
\\'aupaca, Iola High School. 
:\lajor-Religion. Minor-Latin. 
TH ES IS: Commerciali m in the Church. 
ELSIE H. LUECK, ,- /lpha Gamma Phi 
l\f errill, i\Ierrill High School; German Club, 
1, 2, 3; History Club, 4; Lawre11tian, I, 2. 
::'-Jajor- German. l\Tinor--H istory. 
THESIS: Ku Klux Klan. 
CARL NELSON, Delta Iota 
Aurelia, Ia., Chcwkee High School, Chicago 
School of Fine Arts, Morning ide College; 
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 3, 4; Glee Club, 2. 3, 4 ; 
College Band, 2, 3; Conservatory Orchestra, 2; 
Cartooni t Lawre11tian, 3, 4. 
Maj or-Expression. lVl inor--History. 
TH ESIS : Humor. 
GRACE F. WENDT
Ashland, Ashland High School; Latin Club, 
1, 4; Choral Club, 3, 4. . . 
1faj or-Ma thematics. Mm or-Physic . 
THESIS: Differential Equations. 
GRANT E. VAN LONE 
Ft. Atkinson, Palmyra High School; White-
water Normal 
1Jajor-Politics. Minor-History. 
THES1S: Our Unwritten Constitution. 
DELLA WINGER,Athena 
Grand Rapids, Grand Rapids High School; 
Chemistry Club, 2; Vice-president Athena, 3. 
:\Tajor-Biology. l\linor-History. 
THESIS: Comparative Study of Biological 
Sciences in High Schools of Illinois. 
CLYDE A. HUNTING, Phi Beta Kappa, 
Beta Sigma Phi, Mace 
l\Tarinette, Marinette High School; Chemistry 
Laboratory Assistant, 2, 3; Chemistry Club, 
I, 2, 3, 4-President, 3; Joint Winner Ralph 
\\"hite ::\fathematics Prize, 2; President Bro-
kaw Hall, 3, 4: l\Ianager All-College Dav, 4; 
Intercollegiate Debate, 4; Board of Oratory 
and Debate, 4; Class President, 4. 
::\[aior-Chemistry, Mathematics. 
THESIS: Democracy in Higher Education. 
[47] 
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BLANCH F. JENNEY, Athena 
Owosso, Mich., Asl1land High School; Her-
man Saecker Scholarship; Latin CllllJ, 1, 2: 
History Club, 4; Vice-president Athena, 3 ; 
Vice-president Class, .3: President Athena, 4: 
1916 ARU.L Hoard, 3; Y. 1\T. C. A. Cabinet, I, 4. 
Major-Mathematics. Minor-History. 
TB.Es rs: Problems in Empirical Curves. 
THEODORE J. REYKDAL 
'v\T estboro, vVestboro JJigh School; Ministerial 
Association, I, 2; Home Volunteers, 3. 
Major-Religion. Minor-Philo ophy. 
THESIS: Progressivism in Religion. 
EARL C. MACINNIS, Sigma Phi Epsilon, 
Ta1t Kappa rlltha, Mace, Phi Beta 
Kappa, Distinctive Forensic "L" 
Track, I, 2, 3, 4; Pentathlon, 1, 2, 3, 4; Indoor 
Two :Mile Record, 4: Class Basketball, 2, 3, 4; 
Y. l\I. C. f\. Deputation Team, I, 2, 4; Y. l\I. 
C. A. Cabinet, 2, 3-President, 3; Lawrentian 
Staff, 2. :i; ARIEL Board, 3; Student Senate, 
3, 4; R ipon-Lawrence Debate, I; Carroll-
Lawrence Debate, 2; Macalester-Lawrence 
Debate, 4; Class Commencement Orator, 4; 
Manager of Athletics, 3, 4; vVisconsin Schol-
arship; Cornell-Lawrence Debate, 4. 
Major-Social Science. l\linor-Philosophy. 
THESIS: The Church and the Social Problem. 
ESTELLE H . KuRz, Alpha Gamma Phi 
Appleton, Appleton High School ; German 
Club, I, 2; Choral Club, 2. 
Major-Biology. Minor-French, German, En-
glish. 
THFSlS: E,·olution in Plants. 
AMIL W.ZELLMER, Delta Iota 
Fairwater, Brandon lligh School; Class 
Trc:isurcr, 2; Y. :'IL C. A. Treasurer, 3 ;-Cabi-
net, 2, .1, -1; Glee Cl11b, 1, 2. 3, -1: Chcmistr~ 
Club, 1, :>, 3, 4. 
Major-Chemistry. ::'lfinor-Engli,h. 
TuESJS: American Petroleum and Its Deri\'a-
ti\'es. 
ANNA DEAN KELLMAN
Phi Beta Kappa, Lawrean 
Galesville, Galesville High School; Treasurer 
of Lawrean, 2-President, 4; German Club, 2: 
English Club, 3, 4: Coed l.awre11tia11 Board, 3; 
Lewis Prize, 3: Y. \ \ ' . C. • \. Cabinet, -1; Cla ~ 
Orator, 4. 
Major-English, Philosophy. :'II inor-Educa-
tion. 
THESIS: Oickens, the Reformer. 
ARTHUR PETERSON, Theta Phi 
Ean Claire, Eau Claire High School; Phoenix 
Literary Society, J, 2, 3; Freshman Lawren-
tian; Lawrl!ntiau Board 2, 3: Chemistry Club, 
2, 3; German Club, 2, 3; Glee Club, 2, 3, -I: 
Choral Club, 3, -1· 
::'llajor-Politics. {\linor-Physics. 
THESIS: The Dc1·elopment of the Currency. 
ELLEN B. KAYSER, Lawrean 
Green Ray, \,Vest Green Bay High School: 
Vice-president Lawrean, 3; Latin Club, 3, -1; 
German Club, 3: ,\ssistant Editor Lati11ist, 4. 
Major-Latin. German. ~dinar-History. 
THt:SiS: ,-\m11sements and Tra1 el in Roman 
Days. 
[49) 
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ARTHUR D. DAVIS, Delta Iota 
Appleton, Appleton I1igh School; Baseball, I; 
Football, 3, 4; Pentathlon, r, 2, 3 4; Class 
Football, J, 2; Class Basketball, I, 2, 3, 4; 
Track, 2, 3, 4- aptain, 4; Athletic Board, 4. 
1Iajo1·-Engineering. Minor-Geology. 
THESJS: The Origin of the Clinton lron Ores 
of Wisconsin. 
LAURA M. GORDON, .·lthena 
Iola. Iola High School; Treasurer of Athena, 
3; German Club, 2, 3; History Club, 3, 4; 
Secretary Class, 4. 
Maj or-I Ii story. 1[inor-Mathernatics. 
THESIS: The Ph ilippines-A National Prob-
lem. 
LENAH R. BISHOP,Athena 
Coloma, Lawrence , \caderny; German Club, 2; 
Latin Club, 2; English Club, 3, 4; Secretary 
Y. 'vV. C. A., 4. 
1[ajor-English. Minor-History. 
THESIS: The l nfluence of the Exile on Fu-
ture Judaism. 
GEORGE W. YOUNGER 
Appleton, Appleton High School. 
Major-Biology. 1Iinor-Sociology. 
THESIS: The Place of Biology in the High 
School. 
[50] 
MARGUERITE RIESENWEBER, ,1/hena 
Appleton, Appleton High School; Assistant 
Biology, -1· 
Major-German. ::\linor-Biology. 
TnESJS: Lou is Pasteur. 
RoY L. HUMPHREYS, Delta Iota 
Toluca, 111., Necedah High 'chool; 
Basketball, 2, 3, 4; Basketball, 2, 3, 4; 
Class 
Ba e-
Class ball, I ; Track, 3; Pentathlon. 1, 2, 3; 
Footbal l, r, 2; Athletic Board, 3, ~-
Major-1\lathematics. Minor-Engineering. 
THESIS: History of :\[ athematics. 
HERMAN K. HARTMANN 
IIumanistisches Gym nasium, :\'"eustadt a. II., 
Germany, ::\Jis ·ion House College, :\lission 
House Seminary, Plymouth, \Vis. 
l\lajor-German. Minor-Religion. 
THESIS: Gothes Geitz von Berlichingeu unter 
dem Einniiss Shakespeare . 
DORA SHARP, Phi Mu, Theta Alpha, .·lthena 
Milwaukee. South Divi ion High School, ::\lil-
waukee; Choral lub, r, 2; Y. \\'. C. A. Cabi-
net, 2, 3; History !uh, 4. 
Major-History. Minor-Science. 
Trrns1s: The Un ited States Indian Policy. 
[sr] 
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GEORGE MCFETRIDGE
~ew Richmond, Xew Richmond High School. 
]l.,fajor-History. i\linor-Economics. 
Tm-:s is: The Freedom of Speech. 
ANNE M. KLINE 
Kaukauna, Kaukauna TTigh School. 
Maj or-Literature. l\1 inor-Hist ory. 
THESIS: French Art in the .\"ineteenth Cen-
tury. 
DOROTHY HOLBROOK , Kappa llpha Theta 
Appleton. Appleton High School ; Choral, 4. 
Major-Literature. Minor-History. 
Tnrsrs: The Money System. 
ARTHUR C. WITTMAN
Beta Sigma Phi, JI.fa ce 
l\Ierrill, :\Jerrill Iligh School: Football. r, 2, 
3, 4: Assistant Coach, 4; Indoor Track, r , 2, 
3; l .awrcntian Staff, r, 2; Eclit<Jr-in-chief 
1or6 ARIEL; Glee Club, T, 2; Quartet, 2; 
Chapel Choir, 2 . 3 ; Class Play, 4. 
l\lajor-Chemistry. 1Iinor-French. 
T1-11-:s1s: The Theor:,,· of Valu e. 
[52] 
FLOYD BERRY 
Gladstone, :\I ich., Gladstone High School; 
Pentathlon, 2, 3, ..J; Baseball, r; Brokaw 
House Council, 3; Choral Club, 3, 4; Foot-
ball, 3, 4; Track, 4; Politics Cluh, J. 
:\ l aj or-IT istory, Poli tics. :\ l inor-Ecl u~arion. 
THESIS: German Preparedness. 
NORA EXLEY 
:Menasha, Menasha High School; German 
Cluh, 3. 4. 
Major-German. Minor-History. 
THESIS : The Art of Germany. 
CARLETON E. SAECKER 
Beta Sigma Phi, Mace 
:\ppleton, Appleton High , chool; Football, 
2 . 3: Basketball, I, 2, 3, 4-Captain, ..J; 
Assistant Business :Manager J 916 ARIEL; ,\ th-
letic Board, 2; Student Senate, 4. 
:\Iajor-Mathematics. Minor-Physics, Engi-
neering. 
THESIS: Empirical Equations and Probability. 
J OHN T. BOWDEN 
Negaunee, :\lich., X egaunee High School; 
Garrett Biblical Institute, 2; Choral Club, 3. 
:VIajor-Religion. l\Iinor-Philo ophy. 
THESIS: Kingdom of God. 
GEORGE M. NICKELL
1\ppl eton; \\'estfie ld, ~orthwestern .\cademy, 
:\"apers,·ille, Ill. 
:\[ajar-Religion. n[inor-Philosophy. 
THES TS: ,\mos. 
(53] 
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LINDA A. EICHMAN
Appleton, Appleton High School; German 
Clnb, I, 2-Secretary, 2; Choral Club, 3, 4; 
History Club, 3, 4; Delegate to Convention at 
Geneva, 3; Student Volunteer Band, r, 2, 3,4. 
Major-History. Minor-Greek 
THESIS: The Contributions of :.\fonasticism. 
ETHEL E. WHITMORE, Alpha Delta Pi 
l\f ena,ha, Menasha High School; Biology 
Club, I; German Club, 1, 2; History Club, 3; 
English Club, 3, 4-Secretary and Trea urer, 4. 
Major-English. Minor-Hi tory. 
THESJS: Ku Klux Klan. 
PARKER K. BAIRD, Beta Sigma Phi, Mace 
Monroe, Monroe High School; Assistant 
Business Manager Lawrentian, 2; Business 
Manager Lawrentian, 3; Chemistry Club, I, 
2, 3, 4; President Chemistry Club, 4. 
Major- Chemistry. Minor - Mathematics, 
vrench. 
THESIS: Explosives. 
HARRIET D. NOYES, Alpha Gamma Phi 
Daws, Iowa, Daws High School; Coe College, 
Iowa, I; German Club, 2, 3. 
Major-Biology. Minor-German. 
THESIS : Eugenics. 
[54] 
ELVA H. CLARK, Alpha Gamma Phi 
Cando, N. D., Cando High School; Univer-
sity of North Dakota, r, 2. 
Major-Economics. l\linor-English. 
TE ESIS: America's Attitude Toward the 
Philippines. 
EMILY CRIPPS 
Kaukauna, Kaukauna High School; English 
Club, 4. 
Major-History. l\linor-Literature. 
THESIS: The Writings of Thomas Paine and 
Their Effect on the American Re\'olution. 
lssl 
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STANLEY G. METCALF 
. MARIE KAUTSKY 
JANET N. STRATHEAR N
PAT E. WRIGHT
MARGARET E. RITCHIE 
ACTIVITIES: Associate Editor of America' 
G. C. W. 
THESIS: A Study of the :'\'erve Cells in the 
Brain of a Vlorm. 
WILLIAM HENRY COOKE 
Acnvnrns: Ten hours of extra-curricular 
a week. 
THESIS: Social Settlement. 
MERIBAH HAZEN 
ACTIVITIES: Three months in 1Vaupu11, r, 
2, 3. 
THESIS: The Eccentricities of i'lfan. 
DEMPSTER STEW ART P ASSMORE 
Acnvnrrs: Taking care of little brother, 3. 
THESTS: The Value of Home Cooking. 
[59] 
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FORREST KIRKPATRICK 
Acnvrrn:s: Second place 111 1916 ARJEL's 
Handsome l\lan Cont est. 
THESIS: Opportunities in Appleton. 
DOROTHY N. PACKARD 
AcTJ1'1TTES: Largely postal via l\1 adison. 
TnESTS: The Advisability of Establishing 
a Lawrence Tlome Economi cs Department. 
VIRGIL HOM ER DAWLEY 
\ C'TJVJTJES: Soloist, Glee Club, 1933; song, 
"O \\ 'he re, 0 \\ 'here, Is l\Iy Little Dog 
Gone?" 
THES IS: Obstacles to Be Overcome in 
Training Bird Dogs. 
BLANCHE IRENE PINKERTON 
[6o] 
.\cnvn1ES: Charter member of Skinny 
Club, 2; Training Candidates for Bar-
num's, 3. 
THESIS: Light House Keeping for the 
Gcve rnrn en t. 
VIVIAN GERALDINE MCMULLEN
AcT1vnms: Presen·ing peace and quiet on 
third, Ormsby, 2, 3. 
THESIS: \\'hy Talk, the Tongue is But a 
Feeble \ \" eapon. 
ANNA LOUISE HIRT 
Acnvrrms: Lawrence Equal Rights League, 
2. 3. 
T1rns1s: A Graph of the Ups and Downs 
of Lawrence Fussing. 
HENRY C. SPEAR 
.'\cnvnn:s: Starring in French clas . 
Tu ES IS : Oratoricals, or 1Ic and the Junior 
Class. 
Ev A X. FILLMORE 
ACTlVJTIES: Politics Club, 2, 3. 
THESTS: A Justification of Dancing from 
a Philosophical Standpoint. 
[61] 
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RUTHMARY PINKERTON 
,\cnvinES: Chairman of the Omsby-Bro-
kaw ·ooperative As ociation. 
THESIS: ?llanaging the Third Floor Back. 
EDWARD HUGO HUBERTY 
.'\cTJ\'JTrns: Class prodigy, 1, 2, 3. 
TnESJ : Possibilities in the Class of ·16. 
JESSIE I NGEBOR OLDENBURG 
Acnv1TTES: Soloist for Y. W., 2, 3. 
THE rs: Y. 'vV. Accounting at Its Be t. 
J OSEPHIN E TIEGEN 
[62] 
.\CTl\' ITJES: Chaperoning Hazel. 
THESIS: Teaching :is a Distraction. 
MIRIAM NOTT VEEDER 
ACTJ\' JTJES: Writing to Stout 1Ianual 
Training chool. 
THESIS: The D isadvantages of Being an 
Engaged Girl at Lawrence. 
GUYPENDALL BANNISTER 
AcnnTJES: ''Seeing Nellie Home." 
T HES JS : \ Vhy the Sweetest \ V'ay 'Round 
Is the Longest Way Home. 
JENNIE MAE PRATT, Sigma 
AcT11·n1r::s: Ten hour of extra-curricular 
a week. 
Tm:s1 : The Bacteriology of Dish \\'ash-
ing. 
MARIE KAUTSKY, Beta 
ACTJ\'J.TJ ES: Largely su spended. 
THESJS: The Efficiency of the Federal 
Postal Department. 
(63] 
191, 
ERNA M. LEM KE 
1\cTll' tTIES: Strolling after hours: teach-
ing German to hi gh school students. 
TllESTS: Suspending the Rules . 
S TANLEY GEORGE METC ALF 
,\CTIVITJES: Distinguishing between "The 
Twins"; writing letters, I 2, 3. 
Tu ES I·: :-lethods of Running a Junior 
Clas. 11 eeting. 
FREDA GLASER 
. \ CTJl' ITIES: Following 111 the footsteps of 
Lydia. 
THESIS: The Advi abi lity of an Annual 
:\11-College Ball. 
CARRIE CONRAD MOLLOY 
[ 6-1-] 
. \(Tl\'JTIES: Carrying on a conversation 
with men in the library. 
TI-IF.SIS: The Social \'alue of the College 
Library. 
EUGENE SCHAAL, "Red" 
ACTIVITIES : Boss snow-shoveler of the 
campus. 
TuESIS: How I \\"on !lly "L." 
CONSTANCE LUCILE CAMPBELL 
Acnvnms: Cheer leader, Girls' Penta th. 
TnESTS: The Campbell Ian. 
CHARLES WINTHROP METCALF, Kappa 
ACTJVITIES: Orbison House. 
THESIS: The ARJEL Bored. 
LILYAN HAGEN 
ACTIVITIES: Burning the midnight oil. 
THESIS: Cheap Skates. 
[65] 
CLIFFORD w. HAGUE 
ACTIVITIES: First (h)oboe Volunteer Band. 
THESIS : The Study of the Strong Verb 
in Low German. 
KATHERINE MARIE RICHARDSON 
AcnvrnEs: Manager of the training table, 
Girls' Pentath. 
THESIS: Experience Gleaned from :'11y 
Chapel Speeches. 
GEORGE W. HOOPER 
ACTIVITIES: Ormsby Hall. 
THESIS: Adam and Eve. 
RUTH WILKINSON 
[66] 
Acnvnms: Classical Studies, i. e. Greek. 
THESIS: How i\Iuch I Miss Ducky. 
EARL F. STARKEY 
ACTIVITIES: F ussing, I, 2, 3: Eau Claire 
joke exchange ed itor; howling. 
THESIS: Tlow to Obtain Office at College. 
GLADYS PA U L, B eta 
ACTil'ITIES: Chairman of Junior ~lixer ; 
Student Volunteer, T, 2. 
THESIS: The Brick Pressing lndu try in 
Appleton. 
WALLACE W. WILLS
ACTI\'TTIES: Scooping the Daily Post. 
TH ESIS: \\' here I am Different from a 
Real ~Iini ster's Son. 
DoROTIIY NELLIE SYMONS 
AcT1vna:s: Visiting 1\unt Nelli e, 1. 2 3. 
TH ESJS: The Intricacies of the One-step. 
191, 
• • 
SIDNEY EMORY ROGERS 
A TJVITIES: Thirsty Thirty, 1, 2, 3. 
THESIS: The Value of Constancy. 
OLIVE REYN' OLDS 
Acr1v1TLES: Most vigorous. 
THESIS: \\·oman's ourage as Demon-
strated in the Catology Lab. 
W ARREN RAYMOND CANRIGHT 
Acnv1TIES: Coed Lawrcntian staff, 3. 
THESIS: Currency in the United States 
and Lawrence. 
EMMA ELIZA M. HALL 
Acr1v1TIES: Black-balled candidate of 
Flunkadictorians' Club. 
THESTS: Week-end Monopolies. 
[68] 
RAYMOND GEORGE KLEIST 
Acnnnr-:s: Drum major Voluntee1· Band, 
2, 3. 
THESIS: The Most Efficient Means of Mo-
bilizing Pedal Extremities. 
MARY BLACK 
AcTJVJTlES: :\lace, 3; I. P. A., 3. 
THESIS: T,vo Years of Rest Rooming. 
DAVID OscAR ANDERSON, "Alpha Delt" 
ACTIV!Tl ES: Non-smokers' Union, 2, 3; 
Patron of Athena, 3. 
THESIS: The Townsend Acts. 
HAZEL IRENE MEDWAY 
AcnvITJES: Leader of the Radicals in 
Mothers' Meeting. 
THESIS : Numbers and Their Use on Pro-
grams. 
[69] 
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ETHEL THOMAS 
Acnvn1E : Hitting the high spots on the 
Glee Girls' Tour. 
THESIS: Vocal Gymnastics. 
EDWIN HERMAN W ALT ERBACH 
"Alpha Delt'' 
AcTJVITJES: Nothing doing until after 
Apri l, (3). 
THESIS: Why They Put Herman in Her-
mansville. 
LOLA MARGARET WILLIAMS, "Beta Sig" 
AcnvITIES : Keeping old dates fresh. 
THESlS: \•Vhy l\Iethodist Ministers Go In-
sane, or the Profile on the Horizon. 
DOROTHY VoELKER 
ACTIVITIES: Same as Jan's. 
THESIS: Correct ions, and How I Make 
Them. 
CHARLES H. MERKE 
Acn\'lTlES: Preceptor of the Chapel Study 
Class. 
THESlS: Social Efficiency. 
LORAINE LINEA TAYLOR, Theta Phi 
ACTIVITIES: vVaiting for the mail (while 
on the Glee Club trip). 
THESIS: \IVhy I P refer Lawrence to Beloit. 
NELLIE M. BROWN, Delta Iota 
ACTIVITIES: Smiling and guying. 
THESIS: The l\Ieaning of "Extra-curricu-
lar." 
WILLIAM WALKER BROWN 
AcnvJTJES: Keeping Ormsby on the water-
wagon. 
THESIS: "La Table Fran,;;aise." 
(71] 
191 't 
1917 
N INAE. PACKARD 
ACTlVlTIES: In inverse proportion to her 
size. 
THESIS: The Social l\Iachina tion s of 
Dorothy . 
ALICE RUTH SKEWES
ACT11·1T1Es: All-Coll ege Movie Club, 2, 3; 
.\RJEL :\linstrels, 3. 
THESIS: Cou rting Corpulence. 
WILLIAM CHAFFEEDDY 
AcT11·1nES: \Vatchful waiting. 
THESIS: A Social Duty. 
GLADYS JONES 
1\CTT\' JTIES: Very animated. 
TnESJS: The Creation of Avoirdupois 
Through Exercise. 
[72] 
FLORENCE S. WHEELER 
ACTIVITIES: Making competition for Orrns-
bites. 
THESIS: The Charm in an Evening of 
Study. 
MARION JOSCLYNHUNT
A CTIVITIES: Ragging the boys to sleep, 
I, 2, J. 
THESIS: vVhy Have an "us" in Fussing? 
ISABELL E. RITTER 
Acnvrrrns: May Day Fairy Dance, 2, 3. 
THESIS : Harmony in Colors. 
LAURA ESTELLA SCOTT 
AcTlVITJES: iv!easles, durn 'em. 
THESIS: A ~ ew Chapel or an Infirmary? 
[73] 
1917 
• 
• 
ELMER WILLIAMHEROLD 
1\cT11·n1Es: Lawrence League of ;\Jascu-
Iine X cutrality. 
T1-1 ESIS: The Effects of the 1Iexican Sand-
storms on the Grit of Our Soldiers. 
GRACE ESTELLE PRATT 
ACTIVITIES: 1915 football mascot; fir t 
place Orm by Friday ~ight Stunt. 
THESIS: The ;\[caning of Preparedne s on 
the Fox. 
FREDRICA KLA BADA BROWN
A TJl' ITIES: Ormsby Annex Peace Guar-
dian, r, 2, 3-
THESIS: The Idiosyncrasies of College 
Students. 
AGNES MAY HERBST, Delta Iota 
AcTlVITIES: Smiling for ..... (the joy 
there is in a smile). 
T1rnsrs: The Value of Vacations. 
[74] 
CATHERINE SARA JONES
Acnvnrns: Secretary of the Coed Date 
Bureau. 
TIIESIS: The AdYantages of Egoism O,·er 
ltruism. 
LEO ELDRED DAWLEY 
AcTJVITJES: A.G. C. TVcekl.v busines man-
ager. 
THESIS: The Psychology of a Club Ticket. 
MADGE IRENE RYAN 
AcnvIT!ES: Most elusive. 
THESIS: An Expository Biography of 
Peter the Great. 
PETER MIHELCHECH
AcnvrrrEs: Oak Street Dorm. 
THESIS: The Enigma of Chapel Speeches. 
[75] 
19ll' 
1911' 
ROBERT JAMES SMITH 
1\In Phi, Delta Gamma, Phi Mu. etc . 
. \cTl\' ITIES: Parishional, 3; Sophomore 
Prom Chairman, 2. 
THESIS: • \ Determination of the Causes 
of Pulpit Palsey. 
ELLA FERN PERRY 
Acn1·1TJES: Ormsby Consumers' League, 3. 
T1ec:s1s: A Differentiation Between Minis-
ters' Daughters and :Ministers' Sons. 
HELEN SLOCUM TAYLOR 
, \c-r11' 1T1Es: Fussing and discussing. 
TnEs1s: Advantages of a Ferry for the 
Campus. 
JULES VERNE HOUGHTALING 
.llpha Gamma 
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ACTIVITIES: Van \\"yk booth warmer, 1, 2, 3. 
THESIS: ~[oclern Slang and Its Use. 
HAROLD F. SHATTUCK, "Alpha Cam" 
AcnnTIES: Ain't got but one. See below. 
THESIS: The Epistle of Paul. 
CLEMENT R. HACKWORTHY, Kappa 
ACTIVITIES: Double B flat bass, Student 
Volunteer Band. 
THESIS : Tailoring. 
ADELE WENTWORTH
.\ CTIVlTTES: Potential. 
THESI S : Ways and Means of Subduing 
One's Voice. 
FRANK SCHNEIDER 
ACTIVITIES: Ylanager of the Biggest Smile 
on the campus, r, 2, 3. 
THESIS : The Peaceful German of Appleton. 
[77] 
19ft 
PATRICK WRIGHT
ACTIVITIES: Fusser Club, I, 21 3. 
THESIS: Preparedness. 
JANET NELSON STRATHEARN 
AcnvtTJES: Vigorou s when awake. 
THESIS: Canoeing on the Fox. 
EARL CHARLES BEACH, "Alpha Delt'' 
AcTJVIT!ES: \/Ile should worry, he doesn't. 
THESIS: The Advantages of J\fy Junior 
Year. 
HAZEL DOROTHY MILLARD
ACTIVITIES : Stringing Joey. 
THESIS: How to E cape Jan. 
'.IT'JHIJE {:LA§§ OJF 1917 
0 one can tell what the future holds for the members of the class of 
1917, but the hi tory of the class up to the present is one which every 
Junior may point to with pride. After losing the first All-College Day 
meet, '17 redeemed itself by winning every point from the Freshmen the fol-
lowing year. True, we have not shone as bright as we might in interclass 
contest , but 1917 has contributed it full share to the glory of the Blue and \Vhite. 
Six of the men who composed two of our four championship football teams 
are from our ranks. This year Harold \Vharfielcl was the star of the basketball 
team and, at the end of the season, was elected captain for next year. The annual 
cross-country run has been won by 1917 for the past three years. Summing up 
the athletics, nine members of the class are wearers of the athletic "L." 
\Ve have shone our brightest in forensics. The Freshman debate teams 
won from Beloit and Ripon by unanimous decisions. The next year there was 
one and this year there were two members from the class on the college debate 
teams, all of which have won their laurels in winning three debates. David 
Anderson has won second place in the state oratorical contests, besides winning 
first in the home contest this year. Four members of our Junior Class have 
won forensic "L"s, and three are members of T1au Kappa Alpha. 
The class has been equally prominent in all other activities, having con-
tributed two Y. \V. C. A. presidents and one Y. M. C. A. president, be ides 
many of the other workers in the religious organizations. The class has also 
contributed leaders in the various clubs. The manager of the Boys' Glee Club, 
the president of the Board of Oratory and Debate, and the manager and associate 
editor of the Lawrentian are Juniors. Three meml ers of the class have secured 
the distinction of Phi Beta Kappa membership this year. \Ve have made a good 
impression in the past, and we hope that we may continue to labor and to achieve 
for Lawrence in the future. 
[79] 
DAVID O. ANDERSON,'17 
Winner First Place in Interclass Oratorical Contest 
Winner Second Place in TVisconsin Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest 
[80] 

President 
Vice-president 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
[82] 
REXFORD MITCHELL 
. LOISM. CHENEY 
MURIEL E . LARSON 
. GLENN BENNETT 
Top row-Touton, Kornreich, Berdan. 
Second row--Ainsworth, VanderBie, Blashfield, Shipman, McKnight, Behnke. 
Rott.0111 row-Broughton, Dean. 
MACK ENSIE AINSWORTH - "Igot out for football once ( in high school)." 
ADA ANTHEs-"Skinny." "Plea~e be a little more quiet, girls." 
SAMUEL ARNQUIST-" arnrny." "lVIy Crim.1 ." 
FRANCIS ATKINSON-"Atty." "Looking at it from the author's viewpoint." 
JOHNBALDWIN-"Johnnie." "\Veil, I'm sure." 
CARL BEHNKE-''I'm the Milwaukee model for Hughes-Cameron, Clever Clothes." 
GLENN BENNETT-"You oughter see my girl back home." 
WALTER BERDAN-"Say, youse guys." 
CARRIE BLAIR-"Honestly, is it really true?" 
HERBERT BLASHFIELD-" cientifically speaking." 
ELIZABETHBLOTZ - "Beth.""Hen-up-a-tree. \Vhere's lieb ?" 
RUTHBoYCE-"Oh, I think it is too lovely for words." 
RICHARD BREWER-"Dick." " ;01 clam them girls, they get me." 
EVERETT BRISTOW-"I stay at the Y- ( \Vhy?)." 
LAWRENCE BROUGHTON-''! look at thi,, matter in this way." 
[83] 
Top row-Wilson, Brewer, Moss, Mitchell, Lowry, Pagenkopf, Steele. 
S eco11d row-Kimball , Meadows, Raether, Rasmusson, Delbridge, Cranston, Wallis . 
Third row-Cheney, Williams, Baldwin, Komers. Saunders, Davis, Curry. 
Bot/0111 row-Martin, Shufflebotham, Hanson, Rogers, Verwey, Swendson. 
DEFOREST BROWN-Editor's note: After a diligent search, we found that he 
never says anything. 
J AY BUTTs-"I arise at -J. :30 A. M. It' good for one's complexion." 
ETH EL CASEY-"\\'ho borrowed my alarm clock?" 
OLIVE CHAPIN-"That's pretty swell." 
Lors CnENEv-''Please pay your House-Council fine!" 
ALICE CoRR--"Rusty." "Who wants to play 500 ?" 
BRADLEY CoNRAD--"B racl." "I can't go with you tonight. fellows. Ruth is 
waiting for me no\\·." 
RUBY CRANSTON·-"Hobo." "Honestly, girls . I'm so rushed with work I'm 
nearly crazy." 
CARRIE CuRRY-"Yes, I rather like those 'Pentath' pennants." 
LILLIAN DANIELs-"I'm so di gu ted." 
KATHRYN DAVIS-"Oh, thank you just ever o much." 
HARRY DEAN-"You ought to see the golf links in our back yard up in Glenwood." 
Top row-Toll, Griffiths, Hupe, Irwin, Fenton, Shand, Watson. 
Second raw-Hilpertshauser, Moyer, Vincent, Lomas, Dunn, Pierce, Vanderlip. 
Third row-Butts, Young, Hambrook, Boyce, Wentz, Hampel, McCourt. 
Bo//0111 row-11 orne, M athys, Schultz, M illard, Fawcett, Blair, Gabelein. 
HELEN DELBRIDGE-"Really, I haven't looked at my French." 
EDWARD DOTY-"l'm as bad as Murphy; I walked to Green Bay one morning." 
GLADYS DE MEz-"\\'hat's on at the moYies today?" 
LAWRENCE DuNN- "\Vell, couldn't you state it thi . " ·ay?" 
WILMER EDWARDs-"T lo\'e the name of Betty, but not \\ 'atson." 
ERICK ELG - "Oh,ye , I go do\1·11 to "Milwaukee real often." ·'Yes, and they all 
wear these glasses out east." 
ASHER ELLIs-".Ash." "Pas prepare." 
SIDNEYFELL-"Sid." "Has anyone seen Emma?" 
CLYDE FENTON-'·Do I look bashful?" 
RUTHFI NDEISEN-"Findy." "I don't know what to do. I'm so worried about 
everything." 
OLAF FLooD--"T still believe my future lies in Stock Books." 
ESTHER FRANKLlN-"HaYe you heard the latest?" 
CHARLOTTE GABELEIN-"l\foses, 11·here's my sweater?" 
[85] 
Top row--Hinricks, Holtz, Groff. Conrad, Luecker, Luce, Edwards. 
Second row--Bennett, Chapin, Terp, Fell, Jones, Laut, Sherwood. 
Third row--Daniels, Metcalf, Mouat, Janes, Puchner, Findeisen, Smith. 
Botto111 row-Elg, Hirt, Arnquist. Reiner, Kimball, Richter. 
MAURINE GIBSON-''Did I get a letter from Shorty th is morning?" 
JOSEPHGRIFFITHS-" 11ut Doctor, don't you think-" 
KENELM GROFF-"Buddie." "1Iadison had it on this joint a mile." 
ROBERT HAMBROOK-"Please don't interfere with my schedule." 
ELFRIEDA HAMPEL-"Got any news for the Lawrcntian?" 
Ev ANGELINE HILPERTSHAUSER-"Land sakes, didn't I get any mail?" 
GORDON HINRICKs-"Heinie." "I got my new tie, and gee. it's a beaut." 
BERTHA HIRT-"Bert." "Oh, do you really think so?" 
FRANK HoERNKE-' 'I can't see you for du t." 
GLADYS HoLSTEIN-"Gaby." Really now, girls!" 
MARY HoLT-"Really, my hair curls naturally in the summer time." 
HAROLD HoLTz-"Peg." "No aqui, no es verdad." 
RoY HuPE-"\Vhoops." "I wonder where Zella is." 
HOWARD IRWIN-"Doc." "\Veil, I'm sure." 
ADELINE JANES-"Yes, I had a lovely time on the Glee Club trip." 
DOROTHEA JOHNSON-"Have you read the assi<mment in Ed?" 
[86] 
ROBEY J ONEs-''Are you going to Y. \ V. now?" 
KENDRICK KIMBALL-"Kim." "One Prof. said that I was an undesirable char-
acter, but you can't believe all you hear." 
LEONA KIMBALL-" Let's play tennis." 
MIKEKLINE-"Mike." "How's your heart, Betty?" 
MADELINE KoMERs-"Mal." "Gee! I had a good time." 
EUGENE KoRNREICH-"Gene." "Have you seen Kathryn? Gue s she's out with 
Dick." 
ARLINGTON KRAUSE-"l\1arquette was too near home to suit me." 
RussELL KuEHMSTED--"Abie." 'Tm never going to get married; you have to 
stick around home too much ." 
M URIEL LARSON-"\ Vhy Rex, you're the prune." 
MARGARET LAUT-'·Maggie." "I can't help worrying; it's my nature." 
LORAINE LoMAs-'·Oh, what will I ever do? \\' hat would you do?" 
HOWARD LowRY-"Maybe I'll come over and take you walking ome time." 
HAROLDLucE-"I think you're right." 
ELMER LUECKER-"Ich und der Kaiser." 
OSCAR LINDEMANN-"Don't forget to pay me that nickel you owe me." 
LESTER MARTIN-"How could any one Hayter?" 
DELLA MATHYs-"I wish I knew what to do about it." 
MARY MEADows-"Is that Ody? Isn't he adorable?" 
EARL MEATING-"Climb under the sink with the rest of the pipe " 
ELEANOR METCALF-"0h, it's just too sweet for anything." 
JENNIE MILLARD--'·Sure I can smile if I want to." 
REX MITCHELL-"\\' ell, I'm sure." ( with no variations). 
FLOYD MIoNK-"Those Prof . don't seem to appreciate the value of my gray 
sweater." 
CHARLES Moss-''I can catch anything; I've even had chicken-pox." 
STU ART MoUAT-"I am ready for anything, from a badger-fight to a trip to 
Neenah." 
JULIA MoYER-''Isn't it perfectly lovely?" 
EARL MCCOURT-"You didn't know that I wa a rough-neck until this yea r, did 
you?" 
MARIE MCKNIGHT-"\Yhere's my ink eraser?" ( Biology Lab.) 
MARGARETTA NEHLS "\ \'ish this was vacation." 
CHARLES NIM ITS -"Look out! That's my fiddle." 
HENRY PAGENKOPF-"Pag." "Gimme a match." 
JOSEPHINEPIERCE-"Jo." "Oh, I've got so much to tell you, girls." 
RAY PETER SON-"\\.hat's the late t style this season?" 
IRVING PUCHNER-"Puch." Let's have a game of auction ." 
ANNA RADFORD--"Ann." "Yes, I had a lovely time, but I'm glad to get back." 
"Yes, I think that his hair is a little more auburn." 
ERNEST RASMUSSON-"If they would only let me run that debate class." 
JOSEPHRICHTER-" Philosophy isn't in my line. Rhetoric either." · 
PAUL RINER-'·I can beat Heinie when it comes to rough-necks. Guess I'll Bray." 
RoB ROYRoBERTs- "Down at the Fort, we- " 
RoBERT RoGERs- "Bob." "\Vhich one shall I take tonight?" 
DoROTHY Ross- "Durn." ''\\fish I was a man!" 
OTISSAUNDERs- "Otie." "I wish to announce- " 
EDWARD SCHULTZ-"Gerrnanv." '·Deutschland i.iber alles. Pass the auerkraut." 
J OHN SHAND--"They used to fool me last year, but now I've cut my wisdom 
teeth." 
GEORGE SH ERWOOD--"Tubby." ''I'm going to read 'The Fall of a Tub.'" 
HAROLD SHERMAN-"l belong to the Army.'' 
OsBERT SHIPMAN-"Me an' Rex won our bet." 
MARTHA SHUFFLEBOTHAM-"Oh girls, I just howled.'' 
MARGUERITE SM ITH-"Marg." "I think so, too" 
NORMAN SMITH-"They can't spoof you, can they, Harry?" 
VIDA SMITH-''\\'here's my Lillian?" 
EDWARD SoPER- "Look at me. H'I'm H'English !" 
RAY SoRENSON-"How' my pomp strike you?" 
RUTHSTAIR- ''I've had Taylor excommunicated." 
NORMA STAUFFER - "Dear me, I'll be late to my eight o'clock again." 
FRED STEELE- ·'Goodness gracious, my French!" 
JAMES SWENDSON-"Sure I take a daily." (Crescenz) 
HELENTERP-"That Rhetoric will be the death of me: 2 A. M. again tonight.'' 
EDWARD ToLL- ' 'Ecldic.'' "\Veil, I'm ure !" (with no variations) 
OTTO TRENTLAGE- ''I'll bust that saloon league yet." 
LAMONT UHLMAN-"Monty." "I \\'ish we'd have school all the time." 
MARTON VANDER BIE-"\Vhere' Ruth? Is the mail in?" 
EVA V ANDERLIP -"That's p1-etty foxy, I think.'' 
PAUL VINCENT-"Nig." ''\Veil, I'm sure!" 
HARRY WALLIS -"lh1ck.'' "You can't spoof me that easy." 
ALLEN WATSON-"\Vatto." \\'here in thunder is my girl; have you seen her?" 
BRITON WILKINSON-·'Brit." "\Vhy should I go to chapel?" 
MAY WILLIAMs-"Shorty." "\\lell,-now 1ac says- " 
ETHEL YOUNG-"On with the dance!" 
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IFRIE§IHIMAN CILA§§ OIFIFKC:IEIR§ 
President 
Vice-president 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
GEORGE O. F. POUNDSTONE 
. AMY S. HELMER 
GLADYS BARTLETT 
CHARLES PoND 
Top row-Spindler, H. Smith, McCrary, Vanderlinden, Curry, Waterpool, Barnes. 
Second row-El lis, Runquist, B. Harn, Singleton, G. Harn, Julian, Knapp. 
Third row-:McFetridge, Hammond, Wishek, Bunnell, Fredericks, Brewster, Miller. 
Bottom row-Wallman, Williams, Samson, Peterson, Weed, Nuss. 
Top row-Gerritts, R. Taylor, E. Taylor, Lambert, Hoyer, Owens, Nowak. 
Seco11d row-Schreiner, Dustrude, Sorenson, Fillion, Hooper, Calvert, Cooke. 
Third row-Allen, Mashek, Adam , Schu lte, Prichard, Macinnis, Lamont. 
Bottuw row-Gi lmore, Deming, Gordon, Buckmaster, R. 'Williams, Harker, Atkinson. 
Top row-Zimm erman, Bangsberg, Foltz, Norton, Townsend, Molzow, Snow. 
Scco11d row-Lowry, Boll, Colby, Edwa rd s, Heth, Risdon. 
Third ro,ll-Temby, Pugh, West, Pond, Griffiths, Johnson, S. Smith . 
Fot/0111 row-Darcy, Lambrecht, Draper. Pinkerton, Liebermann, Whitten, Silvernale. 
Top row-Stumpf, Monat. Muscavitch. Gettleman, Reynolds, Day, Root. 
Second row---Lewis, Bach, Bauernfeind, Hale, Elmgren, Champion. 
Third roa~Sten inger, Miller, Maske, Detjen, Jamieson. Klumb, Allison. 
Bot/0111 row-Huber, Johnson, Meuli, Ba rtl ett, Mc Elroy, Brad ish, Brownlee. 
Top row-Lucas, Olson, Hoeper, E iler, A. Helmer, Hackett, Archerd. 
Second row-Brenner, D. Smith, Paff, E. Helmer, Alexander, Florida. 
Third row---Horstfall, Poundstone, Kellman, Bohlman, Davidson. 
Botto111 row-Bray, Orr, Stimson, Wheeler.
Tot, raw-Lawrence, Marshall, Jones, Carey, Braun, Schacht, Paul. 
Seco11d row-Nicholson, Lowe, Davis, Wetmore, Callahan, Donner, Schlafke. 
Th-ird row-Roels, Hench, Schwalbach, Lyman, Blomholm, Pynn, Lean. 
Bottom row-Evans, Lawson, Hallenback, Ware, Schottler, Peterson. 
RUTHBRADISH
\\Tinner Lawrence Scholarship 
[94] 
IRENE GETTLEMAN 
\\'inner )Jorman Brokaw Scholarship 
·==-.-:~@--------

FREDERICK VANCE EVANS
Dean Lawrence Consrrua tory of Aiusic 
CARL J. WATERMAN                                               CLEVELAND BOHNET
Tenor 
PERCY FULLINWIDER
T'iolinist 
[97] 
H ERM AN FREDERICK SM ITH
Tenor 
LUDOLPH ARENS
Pianist 
MARY MARGUERITE ARENS
Expression 
J. G. MOHR
Piano Tuning 
MRS. ALMA MAY REED 
Voice 
NETTIE STENINGER FULLI NWIDER
Pianist 
ESTHERLARSON 
Violi11ist 
Inez 
Mrs. Abel 
The Neighbors 
Grandma 
Ezra Williams 
Peter 
THE ~E[GI-IBORS 
Preseuted by E.1:/iressfon Class of Mrs. Arens 
(AST OF (HARACTEIIS 
LILLIAN MUNDT 
. AGNES TORSON
MISSES HENTSCHEL, LEVERINGTON, THIESSEN 
ELLEN ROWELL
MR. SMITH
BILL EDDY
[99] 
L 
[mo] 
ELLEN ROWELL, .\ppleton 
P. G. Voice, Junior Methods. Likes to 
sew; needs her pic_ture taken. 
GERALDINE H ILL, Crystal Fal ls, 1lich . 
Senior Voice, Senior :Methods. Lively; 
likes goldworkcrs; needs yariety. 
I RENE N ELSON, Escanaba, 11 ich. 
Senior Piano. ITeartgrabber; likes to 
talk; needs a muffler. 
ALVA Koen, Plymouth 
Junior Piano. Kot ugly; likes Betas : 
needs educating. 
VIOLET LORENZEN, .\ppleton 
enior ~Jethods. Creator of Bearded 
Lady; likes to be teased; needs fussing. 
MALINDA BROWN, ,\ppleton 
enior Piano. Shy; like curls; needs 
a date. 
• 
HOWARDJAEKEL, Appleton 
Senior Piano. Likes Lillian; needs a 
hair-cut. 
M ILDREDBOYCE,Oconto Falls 
Senior Methods. Likes to be steered; 
needs a helm. 
VIOLA ZIMMERMAN, Bea,·cr D::un 
Junior Piano. Likes some people: 
needs more pep. 
MRS. SIM MONS, Oshkosh 
Senior Voice. \ Vas professor at Smith; 
likes to use the Recital Hall between 
8 and 9; needs to be careful. 
RUTH PENDELL, Bangor 
.T unior Violin. In Joye; likes silyer-
warc ( spoons) : needs more beaux. 
MINNIE ALPERS, Appleton 
Junior Piano. Likes-guess: needs-
guess again. 
[IOI] 
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H ELEN DONNER, Green Bay 
Junior l\Icthods. Likes to give piano 
lessons; needs a better pupil. 
BERTHA BERGMAN, Bark River, .\fich. 
Junior Piano. Conqueror of \\'. II. 
likes Swans; needs better judgment. 
LOUISE TIMSON, Cheyen ne, \Vyo. 
Junior Piano. Good scout; like. danc-
ing; needs to learn how. 
MARGARET SNOW, Woodman 
Junior Piano. Silent; like practice; 
needs several things . 
ALICE CORR,Juneau 
Senior Piano. Bashful; likes rough 
hou se; need to become acquainted. 
ESTHERL ARSON, Green Bay 
Senior Violin; likes special delivery 
letters: needs to in crease her vocabulary. 
MAURINE GIBSON, Des :\loines, Ia. 
Junior Voice, Junior :\lethods. Lone-
some; likes attention: needs some one 
to love her. 
DESSA LEVERINGTON, \\'arren, lll. 
Junior Piano. oquettish; likes 1·ag-
time ; needs attention. 
LORAINE S CHULTE,Dollar Ray, ~lich. 
Junior Piano . Speculator; likes him; 
needs admonition. 
LILYAN BRADEN, Terre Haute, Ind. 
P. G. Piano. Nice; likes everybody; 
needs straightening. 
M ERLE TREMBATH, Ishpeming, Mich. 
Senior lVIethods. I leartbreaker ; like · 
boys; needs a chaperon. 
GUDRUNESTVAD, Neenah 
Junior Violin. Likes to fiddle; needs 
practice. 
GIRLS' GLEE CLUB
Director 
Reader 
lvl aiwgcr 
Acco 111 pa11 ist 
First Sopranos 
RUTH FINDEISEN
GERALDINE HILL
BETH FARGO 
ETHEL THOMAS 
HELEN DONNER 
MARYSLAUGHTER 
DARREL HEWS
MARION RAMSEY 
AMY HELMER
BERTHA BERGMAN
HARRIET KUEHMSTED
LILLIAN MUNDT
First Altos 
ADELINE JANES 
VIOLET LORENZEN 
RUTH HARPER 
BERTHA RETZ 
ELIZABETH HELM ER
PAULA RUDER
ALMA HAYS REED 
LILLIAN MUNDT 
ALBERT FRANZKE
MERLE TREMBATH 
Second Sopranos 
MAURI NE GIBSON 
MIRIAM VANDER BIE
JESSIE TAYLOR 
MARGARET MATHIE
RUTH PENDELL 
ALICECORR
CLAUDINE ZEIGLE
LOR RAI NE TAYLOR 
BLANCHE KNAPP 
Second Altos 
RUTH HUDSON
ARIE KAUTSKY
MABLE LE TENDRE
MAE WILLIAMS
ITINERARY
Friday, :\larch IO-Brillion, \Vis. 
:\Jonday, :\larch 20-Green Bay, \\· is. 
Tuesday, :.larch 21-:.Iarinette, \\' is. 
\\'ednesday, :.larch 22-1Ienominec, :\Iich. 
Thursday, :\Iarch 23-Gladstone, ?II icl1. 
Friday, ;\larch 24-Iron :.lountain, :\lie!,. 
Saturday, :.larch 25-Crystal Falls, :\licl1. 
Sunday, :\larch 26--Crystal Falls, l\Jicl,. 
:\Ionday, :.larch 2i-Iron River, Mich. 
Tue ·day, March 28-\ \'ater meet, J\lich. 
W cdnesday, ;\larch 29--.\ntigo, \Vis. 
Thursday, :\larch 30-Edgar, \\ ·is. 
Friday, ;\[arch 31-Stevens Point, \Vis. 
Saturday, .\pril r-1 r ome. 
Top row-Kuehmsted,Donner, Bergman, Hews, Mundt, Peterson, H ill, Retz, Harper, Mielke. 
Serond row - Pendell,Trembath, Kautsky, Janes, Rowell, Corr, Knapp, Mathie, Ramsey, Zeigle, Williams.
80//0111 r.nv-Thomas, Findeisen, Vander Bie, A. Helmer, Le Tend re. Mrs. Reed, H udson, Taylor, Gibson, Slaughter, Fargo. 
MEN'S GLEE CLUB
First Tenor 
RAYMOND GREEN 
HERMAN F. SMITH 
AMIL W. ZELLMER
WILLIAM CHAMBERLAIN
MARION HUNT 
R. SORENSON 
DANIEL PRESTON 
HARRY WILSON
ARTHUR FRIEDRICH
First Bass 
WILLIAM EDDY
JonN BALDWIN 
ARTHUR ]. JOHNSON
H. HOWLANDFISK
GEORGE POUNDSTONE 
DONALD SMITH
ARNOLD FAWCETT 
.!\larch 6-.Menasha 
March IO-Kaukauna 
1Iarch 17-illarion 
March I8-r9-\Vausau 
~larch 20-Viroqua 
March 21-Bangor 
l\Iarch 22-Sparta 
March 23-Kilbourn 
SE.\SOK OF 1916 
Secoud Ten or 
ARTH UR PETERSON 
PAUL LEWIS
H ARRY PETERMAN 
M. MCELROY
HAROLD HOLTZ 
GLENNB ENNETT 
BRADLEY CONRAD 
EDWARD SCHULTZ 
Second Hass 
CLEMENT HACKWORTHY
DAVID O. ANDERSON 
HOMER BARNES 
D. JAMIESON
ARTHUR VINCENT
THEODORE SLOAT 
lTIXERi\RY 
~farch 2-1-\Vatertown 
~larch 25-26-Ft. Atkinson 
\larch 27-Beloit 
.\larch 28--Austin-Chicago, III. 
1\f arch 29-Chicago, Ill. 
!\larch 30-:\lilwaukee (afternoon) 
l\Jarch 30-\Vauwato. a (e,·ening) 
.\larch 31-l\lilwaukee 
April I-Oshkosh 
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Top roiv-Vincent, P eterman, Sorenson, Schultz, Barnes, Conrad, Johnson, Nelson, Willard, Fri edericks. 
Srco 11d row-McElroy, Bennett, Chamberlain, P ound ston e, Eddy, Hackworthy, And erson, Sloat, Eil er, Baldwin, J ami eson. 
Th ird row-Willson, F awcett, H oltz. Green , H oughtaling, Waterman, Evans, P eter son, Smith, F isk, Lewi s. 
80/10111 row-Zellmer, D. Smi th, Preston. 
Director 
SWENDSON 
HEROLD 
SCHULTZ 
POUNDSTONE 
HACKETT 
EDDY 
BREWER 
BUTTS 
TAYLOR 
BROWN 
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HERMAN SMITH
SCHWALBACH 
JULIAN
FOLSOM
TOLL 
STENINGER 
DUNN 
HINRICHS 
HARKER
KRUEGER 
PROFESSOR FULLINW1DER 
MRS. FULLINWIDER 
PROFESSOR ARENS 
MISS LARSON 
Top row-Zeigle, Snyder, Ramsey, Knapp. 
Second row-Scott, Lachmann, Nelson, Le Tend re, Lorenzen, Hews. 
Bottom row-Boyce, Baker, Fairfield, Horne, Fargo. 
CLARA HUDSONFAIRFIELD 
Decorative Design 
AIMEE BAKER 
Drawing 
0 me Art is made manifest when Beauty enters into beino-. It is 
expressed in any production which involves the highest spiritual devel-
opment of mankind. It is produced under the guidance of man's noblest 
instincts. Art is that quality found in any work which. when stripped of all else, 
remains a constant source of uplifting inspiration. Art is Beauty become real ; 
it is the soul emancipated through creation. 
, \rt may be, therefore, expressed in the humblest implement:; of man as well 
as in the most lordly decoration. The weaYer at hi loom, the potter at his \\·heel, 
the smithy at his forge, and the carpenter at his bench may have an equal share 
in its production with the culptor, the painter, the architect, and the musician. 
So art may be found at any time, in any place; it may reveal it elf in small 
things as well as in great things, and in its revelation it will lift up all who come 
in contact with it. ROYAL BAILEY FARNUM. 
[III] 
\\ "oRK DONE uv Miss A1MEE BAKER's CLASSES 
;~~ 
~ ... 
II! ·\\~ ' 
,. 'I· • 
....t .. 
~ 
Origi11al Com position 
Ou tdoor Sketch 
WoRK Dom, BY MRS. FAlRF1Ern·s CLASSES 
Still Life Study-Colored Crayon 
\,VoRK UNDER :'.\Ins . FAIRFIELD'S CLASSES 
-. .s O -
~ HL[TICS 
JRJEV:U]EW OJF TJHIJE JFOOTJRALL §lEA.§ON 
T the fir t football practice Coach Catlin was minus the last 
year's backfield, excepting Elliott. There was abundant material 
for a promi ing year, a year in which it was hoped to duplicate 
the championships of the last four years. 
The season opened with a defeat by the University of 
\\"isconsin. The weakness of the backfield showed very much. 
From Madison the team went to Ann Arbor to play the Univer-
sity of Michigan. A remarkable showing was made against 
Yost's much heavier team as indicated by the score, 39 too in 
Michigan's favor. That same week Oshkosh Normal fell 61 too. 
All attention was then turned to the Lake Forest game. Lawrence, however. 
with the game won until the last quarter, lost on a couple of "fluke" plays by a 
17 to 14 score. 
Three \\"eek after the Lake Forest game, Carroll "·as played at \Vaukesha. 
By hard playing and the loyal support of the student who accompanied the team. 
Lawrence won, only in the last quarte,-, I I to 8. 
The following Saturday Ripon came to Appleton with her entire school. 
They defeated the Blue and \Vhite in a hard-fought game. 
Considering the difficult task Coach Catlin had in getting together a good 
backfield and handicapped by many injuries, the team made a good showing 
Pr::tctically the whole team will be back next fall. 
Oct. 2 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 9 
Oct. 16 
Oct. :,o 
::-Jov. 6 
Xov. 13 
Lawrence 
Lawrence 
Lawrence 
Lawrence 
Lawrence 
Lawrence 
Lawrence 
CAPT. RUSSELL WILKINSON
THE SCORE 
0 University of \\"i consin 82 
0 Uni,·ersity of ~lichigan 39 
61 Oshkosh Normal 0 
14 Lake Forest 17 
26 l\larquette 9 
13 Carroll 8 
0 Ripon 7 
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CAPTAIN "SHORTY" WILKlNSON 
CAPTATN-ELECT "RED'' ELLlOTT 
[n8] 
EARL MAclNNIS 
Business M anayer of A thlctics 
ARTHUR WITTMAN
Assistant. Football Coach 
COACH C H AMPLIN 
[ 120] 
WHARFIELD
MACINNIS (Manager)
BASKETBALL TEAM 
ELLIOTT HOLTZ MONAT
SAECKER (Captain) 
[ I2I] 
HUMPHREYS
CHAMPLIN (Coach) 
REVIEW OF '1['1H[E BA§KJE'1rJllAil...lL §JEA§ON 
LTHOUGH thi ha not been an entirely successful year for Lawrerrce 
so far as basketball is concerned, yet under the circumstances the show-
ing made by the team has been exceptionally good. 
During the last three or four years the Lawrence five has been composed 
of men who haYe played together for from four to eight years, some of them 
all through high school and college. ·with the start of the past season, only two 
"L" men were back. Around these two men Coach Champlin faced the difficult 
task of constructing an entirely new team. The prospect seemed bright at first , 
for there seemed to be an unusually large amount of freshman material. How-
ever, three men left school at the encl of the first semester and Humphrey missed 
two of the hardest game of the year on account of sickness. 
Despite these handicaps, Coach Champlin faced each game with confidence 
and although we lost our important games, the Lawrence bunch went into them 
with spirit and fotirrht all the way through. The Lawrence student body should 
feel that the past season has been one of unsurmountable handicaps and that all 
that a coach could do has been <lone to maintain our high tandarcl. 
\\Tith \Vharfield, Holtz, Elliott, and Monat back to form a nucleus for next 
year's quad, it looks like a championship team for Lawrence. Good luck, 
"\Vharry"; clean 'em up. 
CARLETON E. SAECKER, Captain. 
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CAPTAIN "GAG" SAECKER 
CAPTAIN-ELECT "WHARRY" WHARFIELD
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Twelfitlht A.JtD.llltUJ.ail [JtD.tl:eJl"sclhtofastic Baslk.e1tlhailil 1I'omrltllameJtD.1t 
\\TJKXERS 
First . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baraboo 
Second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grand Rapids 
Third ....................... . ..................... Fond du Lac 
First Place for Appearance and Conduct ......... . ... . ... Baraboo 
SCORES 
Thursday Afternoo11, March 30 
v\'ittenbcrg ... ... .................. 22 Baraboo ........................... 26 
:Madison ............. . .......... . .. 21 }lenomonie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Thursday Eveuing 
Fond du Lac ....................... 31 Grand Rapids ...................... 20 
A bland ........ . .•................ IO }Ion roe . .............. . ........... 18 
Frida3• E'i!e/li11g, March JI 
Baraboo .. . ........................ 41 Grand Rapids .... . ................. 18 
\\'ittenberg ... .. ....... . ........... 19 Foll(] du Lac . . .. . . . ................ 16 
Saturday Evening, April r 
Fond du Lac .. . .................... 45 Baraboo ............... . .. . ........ 31 
\Vittenberg .......... . ... . ......... 25 Grand Rapids ...................... 13 
ALL-STATE TToxoRARY BASKETBALL TEAllI 
Karst, Fond du Lac, R. F. Layden, Baraboo, L. F. 
precker, Baraboo, Center. Pecl rson, Grand Rapids, L. G. 
\V. Fitzgerald, Fond du Lac, R. G. 
§OPJHJ:OM:OllUE JBA§OCETJllALJL 'flEAM 
Firs1l: Place 
KORNREICH HOLTZ 
ELLIOTT WALLIS KIMBALL
SAUNDERS IRWIN
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§01?IHrOM:OllUE J?JENT A TIHr1LON TJEAM: 
SAUNDERS TOLL SHAND PUCHNER
SCHULTZ BUTTS
FELL 
WALLIS
HOLTZ
MCCOURT HUPE
RI NER VINCENT 
ANNU AJL J?JENT A TIHI1LO N 
flT'iHE Annual Pentathlon was held in Al exander Gymnasium on Tuesday, l\farch 14, 1916. 
Jl This year it wa really a Pentathlon, a. the Consen·atory entered a team, making the 
fifth enlr>·· The meet was won by the Sophomores with 49 points, the Seniors second 
with 40 points. the Freshmen third with 17 points, the Consen-atory fourth with 7 points, 
and the Juniors fifth with -1 points. Two records were broken. :\Iacinnis lowered his two• 
mile record of I I :or"J,$ to 10 :53, and the Senior relay team lowered the half mile relay record 
from l :54 to 1 :53%. 
THREE II1c:nEST Po1:n \\. 1NNrns 
First, Davis (Senior) . . 
Second, l\Jaclnnis ( Senior) . 
Third, P. Vincent ( Sophomore) 
19 points 
15 points 
ro points 
WllUE§'IT'L:U:NG CJLA§§ 
AINSWORTH LUECKERCOACH CHAMPLIN JONES HEROLD
CHAPMAN LEE PRITCHARD KLEIST HOOPER OLSON
MUSCOVITSCH ATKINSON RINER AUSTIN
§JENllOR Jl?JEN'IT' A '[']H[JL([)N 'IT'JEAM 
Second Place 
LEWIS SWANN BERRY
MACINNIS DAVIS 
YOUTZ
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WEARERS OF THE "L" 
Football 
RUSSELL WILKINSON
J USTIN BARRY 
ARTHUR WITTMAN
EARL POTTINGER
J OSEPH MCCLELLAND
CARLETON SAECKER
GEORGE BOUCHARD 
ELMER WITTUHN
PHILO LINDLEY 
Football 
PAT WRIGHT
HARRY WALLIS 
RoY HUPE 
WALTER BERDAN 
WILLIAM ELLIOTT 
GEORGE HINTON 
Football 
PETE LLOYD 
ARTHUR DAVIS
PAUL VINCENT 
HARRY RICE
CHARLES POND 
ARTHUR SCHUESSLER 
HOWARD IRWIN 
IRVING CURRY 
1912 
Bas/1etball 
IRWIN W1TTUHN 
ELMERWITTUHN
ALDEN THOMPSON 
CARLETON SAECKER
1913 
Football
IRWIN WITTUHN
BURNS BEACH 
RO Y SAMPSON 
FRANK SCHNEIDER
Track 
ARTHUR DAVIS
1914 
Basketball 
ROY HUMPHREYS
WALTER JOHNSON 
1915 
Track 
EARL MAclNNlS 
GEORGE BOUCHARD 
ALDEN THOMPSON
ARGALL JOHNSON 
CARROLL CRANDALL 
FRANCIS TH URBER 
EDWARD A DA MS
ROYLEUTSKER 
RALPH OWENS 
EUGENE SCHAAL 
Track 
HAROLD HOLTZ 
Basl1etball 
HAROLD HOLTZ 
WILLIAM ELLIOTT 
HAR OLD WHAR FIELD 
WILLIAM MONAT 

PROFESSOR ORR 
OlUIR Il)JEJllA 'lrJE ({)OAClHI 
ROF. F. \ \ ' e ley Orr is undoubtedly one of the best debate coaches 
in the country. The en\'iable 1·ecord made L,y Lawrence in debate 
since Professor Orr came here testifies to the excellence of his work. 
La\\-rence has won eighteen out of twenty-four debates in the last ix years. 
Xo matter ho\\· good the material to work with may have been, successful 
debaters could not ha\·e been produced without an efficient, skillful coach. 
The men who have Geen trained by Professor Orr all concur in pronouncing 
the debate work under him the most profitable course they have taken. The 
system with which the work is prosecuted, the thoroughness with which the 
que~tion is studied, combine to make the men keen, analytic thinkers, and forceful 
speakers. 
Lawrence is justly proud of the faculty member who has been the "man 
behind the gun" in making Lawrence one of the strongest debating colleges 
in the :.\Jiddle West. 
[ I 33) 
M ITCH ELL M IH ELC HECH
LA WJRIENCIE - GlU§'.lr A VU§ A]JH())JLJPlli[l[J§ DIER.A '.lrE 
TVon by Lawrence, Two to 011e 
QUESTION 
RESOLVED: That minimum ,Yage laws should be applied to fac-
tories, vvorkshops (including sweatshops), and department stores in 
the various states. Affirmative supported by Lawrence. 
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BROWN MACINNIS BALDWIN
:U:..A Wlll!ENCIE a MrACAlLIE§'IrIER [J)JEJBA 1rIE 
Won Unanimously by Lawrence 
QUESTION 
REsoLVED: That minimum wage laws should be applied to fac-
tories, workshops (including weatshops), and department stores in 
the various states. Negative supported by Lawrence. 
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O'GERAN AEBISCH ER VINCENT
LA WJRJENCJE C JBJEILO:IT'Il.' JFJRJE§IT-:IIMAN ]l)JEJBATJE 
iv on Unanimously by Beloit 
QUESTIO~ 
RESOL\'ED: That minimum wage laws shoul l be applied to fac-
tories, workshops ( including sweatshops) , and department stores in 
the various states. Affirmative supported by Lawrence. 
MEINECKE PAUL
LA Wlll!KNCJE • CAI1UROJLL JFJRJE§Jf:JlJWAN J])JEJBA 11.'JE 
vVon by Carroll, Two to One 
QUESTIO~ 
RESOLYED: That minimum wage laws should be applied to fac-
tories, workshop (including sweatshops), and department stores in 
the various states. Negative supported by Lawrence. 
j137J 
FRANZKE MITCHELL                            MACINNIS
LAWJIUKNCE - CORNELL Jl])lEBA'flE 
TVon Unanimously by Lawrence 
QGESTfO~ 
RESOL\'ED: That minimum \,·age laws should he applied to fac-
tories, workshops (including sweatshops), and department store in 
the various statf's. Affirmati,·c supported by Lawrence. 
BALDWIN HOUGHTALING
PROFESSOR ORR
FRANZ KE ANDERSON
O'GERAN 
JBOATIU]) OJF ORA 'JI'OJRY AN[]) DlEJBA 'lI'lE 
President 
Vice-president mid Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary and Treasurer . 
Representative Jntercolleyiate Oratorical /lssociation 
Re presentat i'l•c to Peace / / ssociat ion 
DAVID ANDERSON
JULES HOUGHTALING 
JOHN BALDWIN 
A. L. FRANZKE 
. C. A. HUNTING 
ANDERSON 
BALDWIN 
FRANZKE 
HOUGHTALING
MEMBERS 
HUNTING
O'GERAN 
PROF. F. W. ORR 
PROF. M. L. SPENCER 
IlUEVKEW OJF l[J)EBA 11.'E §EA§ON 
EV ER did a Lawrence debate season proffer more puzzling pros1,ccts, begin more 
doubtfully, and end more satisfactorily than did our forensic season this year. 
, \lbe1·t Franzke and Peter ~lihelchech of last year's all-college teams remained 
as a nucleus upon which to build this year's fortunes. The forensic activities of 
Earl ~laclnnis in his freshman and sophomore years made him an i1waluablc 
addition to this nucleus. Several members of last year's freshman teams, and a number of 
other aspirants, totaling about fifteen candidates, comprised the list from which the depleted 
ranb of the all-college teams could he recruited. 
The tryouts for both the all-college and fre hman teams occurred immccliatcly after 
the Christmas recess. The successful candidates for the all-college teams were Albert L. 
Franzke, Earl C. Macfnnis, Peter 1,J ihelchech, W. \\'alkcr Brown, John Baldwin, and Rex 
lll itch ell; alternates, Clyde . \. Hunting and Elmer Loecker. The selections for the freshman 
teams \\'ere Frederick 1\ebischer, Vincent Delameter, Frank llleinecke, . \rthur Vincent, 
Olin Paul, and Edward O'Gcran; alternates, Harold Lee and Herbert Bohlman. 
The season opened on \Vednesday, March 8, in a triangle freshman debate with Beloit 
and Carroll on the issue: Resoh·ed, that minimum wage laws should be applied to factories, 
\\'Orkshops ( including sweatshops), and department stores in the various states. , \ebischer, 
O'Geran, and Vincent defended the afnrmati,·e against Beloit al the latter place. Delameter, 
Paul, and "\leineckc defended the ne:;atiYe here against Carroll. Hoth teams lost by 2 to I 
decisions. this being the first time in four years that Lawrence has lost a freshman debate. 
Our freshmen acquitted thcmseh·es creditably, however. 
On Friday, :\larch 17, in the Lawrence chapel, Franzke, 1Iihelchech, and "\litchell 
advocated the affirmative of the same question against Gustavu ,\dolphus College of 
St. Peter, lllinnesota. The 2 to I decision in favor of Lawrence indicates that the issues 
were very closely contested. 
The following Tuesday, i\larcb 21, witnessed another clash over this question at 
"\linneapolis, when leader Macinnis, well supported hy Brown and Baldwin, argued the 
negati,·e against :\Jacalester College. J\lthough this debate was also closely conte ted, our 
bovs scored a unanimous victorv. 
- The final and most difficuit contest of the year occurred here on Friday, April 7, 
with Cornell College of 1It. Vernon, Iowa. llfaclnnis, leader of the successful negative 
team, united with Franzke and :\litchell to uphold the affirmative. The unanimous decision 
for Lawrence was indeed indicative of the decisive victory which our boys easily earned. 
"Seldom has Lawrence been represented by a single team comprising such a powerful 
combination of forensic experience and natural ability.'' 
The work of Franzke and l\Jaclnnis during the entire season was of a very high 
order. Both men graduate without having ever been defeated. Franzke has helped to win 
five fo1·ensic victories: "\laclnnis, four. Franzke's work during his entire four years has 
been phenomenal. Tlis endowment of exceptional natural ability, combined with his experi-
ence and training make him a forensic leader of very superior power. 
\Vith four all-college debaters remaining, and some good material in the freshman 
team., we hope and belieYe that next year our esteemed coach will again pilot our forensic 
forces to Yictory. 
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1917 AJfUJEL BOARD 
Editor-i11-c/ricf . 
Assistant Editor 
Business Manager . . 
Assist.ant Business sifauagcr 
ASSOCJATE EDITORS 
WAL KER BROWN
WARREN CANRIGHT 
WILLIAMEDDY
EMMA HALL 
AGNES HERBST 
EDWARD HUBERTY 
C. W. METCALF 
. LOLA WILLIAM 
EDWIN WALTERBACH 
J. V. HOUGHTALING 
MARIE KAUTSKY 
RUTH PIN KERTON
OLIVE REYNOLDS 
HAROLD SHATTUCK
DOROTHY SYMONS 
DOROTHY VOELKER 
Editor-in-chief . 
Associate Editor 
Business Man.ager 
Assistant Business jfanager 
Cartoonist . 
Sporting Editor 
C on.scrvatory Editor 
Chapel Editor . 
Social Editor 
ExcJumge Editor 
Coed Editor 
WALLACE WILLS
BESSIE CRAGOE 
STAFF 
JOSEPHINE PIERCE 
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CLARENCE M. MITCHELL
E. MARGARET RITCHIE 
LEO E. DAWLEY 
ALLEN s. WATSON
. . CARL NELSON 
KENDRICK L. KIMBALL 
. LILLIAN MUNDT , 
. ELFREDA HAMPEL 
JANET STRATHEARN 
. MAY RODERIC 
. ZELLA KEENE
WARRENCANRIGHT
AGNES HERBST 
• 
MlISCIELLANIEO U§ l?UJBL][ CA 'fll ON§ 
THE LAWRENCE LATINIST 
Editor-in-chief . 
Associate Editors 
HAROLD WILLARD
I ELLEN KAYSER
JESS IE OLDENBURG
THE LA WREN CE BULLETIN 
THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC BULLETIN
THE LAWRENCE ALUMNUS 
THE ALUMNI RECORD 

President 
Vicc-J>residcnt 
Secretary 
Treasurer . 
Se11ior Class 
Junior Class . 
Top row-Cooke, Rogers, Schaal, Holtz. 
Seco11d row-Saecker, Webb, Johnson, Mundt, Smith 
B0tlo1J1 row--Keene, Alexander, Maclnnis, Ritchie. 
STUD EN'lr §EN A TE 
OFFTCERS 
Y. !If. C. A. 
Y. IV. C . .4. 
ARTHUR JOHNSON 
ROBERT SMITH
. ZELLA KEENE
EUGENE SCHAAL 
EMORY ROGERS 
. MARY WEBB 
CARLETON SAECKER 
W. HENRY COOKE 
HAROLD HOLTZ Lawrc11tic111 . MARGARET R1Tcll1E S oplio111ore Class 
Fresh111a11 Class CLINTON ALEXANDER 
Board of At/z/etics 
School of Afusic L1LLIAN MUNDT
EARL MACINNIS
Board of Oratory 011d Debate CLYDEHUNTING 
Top row-Humphreys, Wright. 
Second row-Champlin, Evans, Spencer, Atkinson, Custer. 
Bo/10111 row-Davis, Macinnis. 
A 1'1HILIE1r11(C BOAJIU]) OlF CON1rR01L 
Director of Athletics 
Ma11ager of Athletics 
Faculty A! embers 
Baslutball Representative 
Football Representative 
Track Rcpresc11tative 
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. E. H. CHAMPLIN 
E. C. MAcINNIS 
{ 
M. L. SPENCER 
F. V . EVANS 
C. R. .ATKINSON 
JoHN CusTER 
ROYHUMPHREYS 
PAT WRIGHT
ART DAVIS 
President . 
Vice-president 
Top row-Brown, Snyder, Helmer, Keene, Braden. 
Second row-Medway, Cragoe, Mundt, Hazen, Pinkerton. 
Bottom row-Taylor, Roderic, Taylor. 
FIRST SE?l[ESTER 
Secretary aud Treasurer 
BESSIE CRAGOE
. ZELLA KEENE
HAZEL MEDWAY
Top row-Braden, Cheney, Mundt, Taylor, Hazen. 
Second row----Reynolds, Taylor, Helmer, Snyder, Roderic. 
Third row-Medway, Pinkerton, Brown. 
§. lHI. G. A. <C([])11JN<CKlL 
President. 
Vice-Preside11t 
S ecre/ar:;• a11d Treasurer 
SECO::-.JD SE:\JESTER 
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MERlBAH HAZEN 
HAZEL MEDWAY 
LOIS CHENEY 
Top row-Reinke, Lowry, Roels, Jones. 
Second row-Lewis, Olson, Foster, Muscovitsch, Luce. 
Third row----Schwalbach, Puchner, Soper, Maclnnis, Maske. 
Bottom row--Wes t, Hunting. 
BROKAW JHIAILIT.. GOVJERNOOJEN1r A§§OCRA 1'liON 
President . 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
TreasHrer . 
FIRST SEMESTER 
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CLYDE A. HUNTING 
HERBERT C. MASKE
HOWARD W. LOWRY 
HARVEY ROELS
Top row-Foster, Kleist, Reinke, Roels, Poundstone. 
Second row-Lowe, McElroy, Hunting, Hooper, J ami eson. 
Rot/0111 row-Friedrich, Bennet, O'Geran. Johnson, Shipman. 
IlllROKA W JHIAJLJL GOVJEJRNMJ:JEN'f A§§OCIA 'f:U:ON 
President 
Vice-preside11t 
S ecretary-Trcasurcr 
Social Chairma11 
SEco;-:n SEMESTER 
CLYDE A. HUNTING 
HARVEY ROELS
LOUISA. R EI NKE 
ARTHUR JOHNSON 


Top row-S il ve rnale, Bergman, Deming, Craig, Wheeler, McMullen. 
Second row-Scott, Chapin, Kellman, Blotz, Keene. 
Tliird row-Jones, Archerd, Hudson, Kayser, Shufflebotham, Hample. 
Fourth row--Young, Packard, Packard, Richter, Coch rane. 
Botto111 row-Lyman, Richardson. 
:U:..A WJIUEAN :U:..11r1EJRARY §0<CI1E1rY 
MRS. R. C. MULLENIX 
LAWREAN PATRO"NESSES 
MRS.• L. B. ROGERS MRS. L. YouTz 
O l•FlCERS FIRST SEJ\JESTER 
President . 
Vice-pres ident . . . 
S ecrelary and Treasurer 
Progrn111 Chair111an 
Lawrr11t·ian RPporter 
ANNA DEAN KELLMAN
. . ELLEN KAYSER
MARTHA SHUFFLEBOTHAM 
. . . ZELLA KEENE 
KATHERINE RICHARDSON 
OFFl CERS SECOND SEMESTER 
President . 
/' ice-president . . . 
S ecretn.ry and Treasurer 
Program Chair111an 
Lawre11tian Reporter 
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. ZELLA KEENE
JESSIE COCHRANE 
MARI E ARCH ERD
. . . STELLA SCOTT
KATHERLNE RI CHARDSON 
Top roi,•--Teigen, Schulte, Sorenson, Anthes, Curry, Jones, Brown.
Second nnv--Gordon, Lucas, Went worth, Draper, Horsfall. Steven. , Jenney, Winger.
Ratto111 raw-Daniel, Brenner, Mathys, Raether, Bis hop, Nehls, Sharp. 
A 'f!HLEN"A JL:IT'fIERARY §0C1rlE'fY 
MRS. CHARLES KARNOPP 
MRS. O. P. FAIRFIELD
PATRONES ES 
MRS. E. E. DUNN MRS. A. F. TUTTLE 
MRS. FREDERICK VANCE EVANS MRS. RUFUSMATHER BAGG 
MRS. GEORGE FINTON
OFFICERS FIRST SDI ESTER OFFJCERS SECOXD SE:\IESTER 
PrPsident . . 
Vice-president . 
S rcretarv 
Treas11r~r 
Critir 
MABEL BAMFORD
. HAZEL MEDWAY
ADELE WENTWORTH
LOIS CHENEY 
EMMA HALL 
Presidc11t . . 
Vice-f>reside11t 
Secrctarv . 
Treas11rer 
Critic . 
Top ro·w--Pratt, B. Hirt, A. Hirt, Hazen, Medway.
BLANCHE JENNEY 
MARGARETTA NEHLS 
CATHERINE JONES
JOSEPHINE TEIGEN 
· LAURA GORDON
Seco11d row-Jones, Cook, McKnight, Skewes, Riesenweber, Cheney, Gordon. 
Bot/0111 row-Pratt, Hall, Finton, Bamford, Webb, Marsh, Eastman. 
Top row-~Mihelchech, Shipman, Hallenbeck, Williams, Steele, O'Geran, Riner, McElroy, Dunn. 
Second row-Champion, Dean, Schaal, Mitchell, Kleist, Lowry, Swann, Peck, Broughton. 
Third row-Sherwood, Hoernke, Herold, Berry, Professor Atkinson, Huberty, Lindemann, Behnke, Allison. 
Bottom row-Lee, Schultz. 
PO lLil'lI'li C§ CJL UJB 
I'1·esideut 
Vice-presidc11/ 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Adviser 
HARROLD ALLISON
FREDERICK AEBISCHER
PROF. C. R. ATKINSON 
CARL BEHN KE 
FLOYD BERRY 
LA WRENCE BROUGHTON
IDEN CHAMPION
LYSLE COLEMAN
JESSIECHAPMAN
HARRY DEAN 
LAWRENCE DUNN 
WILMEREDWARDS
OLAF FLOOD
VERNON HALLENBACH
FRANKE HOERNKE 
ELMER H EROLD 
EDWARD HUBERTY
RAYMOND KLEIST 
HAROLD LEE
OSCAR LINDEMANN 
HOWARD LOWRY 
OFFICERS 
~IDrBER 
ED HUBERTY
FRED E. STEELE
LYSLE COLEMAN
LAWRENCEDUNN
PROF. C. R. ATKINSON, Ph.D. 
ELMER LUECKER
HUGH MCELROY
PETER MIH ELCH ECH
REXFORD MITCHELL
EDWARD O'GERAN
Hr AROLD PECK
H. A. PETERMAN
JOSEPH RICHTER 
PAUL RINER 
EUGENE SCHAAL
ED SCHULTZ
JOHN SHAND
REGINALD SHAUB
GEORGE SHERWOOD
OSBERTSHIPMAN
NORMAN SMITH
ELMER SWANN
FRED STEELE
L. UHLMAN
M. WILLIAMS
CARL WISHEK
Top row-Brewer, Austin, Rogers, West, Swendson, Muscovitsch, Hunting, Luce, Youtz. 
Srcond row-K imball, Hooper, Pagenkopf, Baird, Samson, N orton. 
Third row-Baurenfeind, Fell, Nicholson, Youtz, Hall, Wetmore, Saunders. 
Bol/0111 ro~Wallman, Ronneherg, Poppe, Zellmer, Rasmusson. 
Prcsidr11/ 
Vice-/>reside11/ . 
S arclary-Trcas11rcr 
PROFESSORYOUTZ 
MR. POPPE 
CLYDE HUNTING
PARKER BAIRD
EMMA HALL 
CHARLOTTE NORTON
VICTOR LAWRENCE 
H AROLD LUCE
JUSTI N WELLS
CHEMIS TRY CL UB
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS
HENRY PAGENKOPF 
LEONA KIMBALL
MERRILL YOUTZ
KARL WISHEK
EARNEST RASMUSSEN
NATHAN BERGSTROM
M INOR AUSTIN
GEORGE HOOPER
SIDN EY FELL 
LESTER WEST
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PARKER BAIRD 
MINOR AUSTIN 
LEONA KIMBALL 
RICHARD BREWER 
OTIS SA U NDERS 
EMORY ROGERS 
GLADYS NICHOLSON
J A M ES S WENDSON 
LAWRENCE DUNN 
AMIL ZELLMER
OTTO WALLMAN
EMMETT SAMSON 
Top row-Herbst, Whitmore, Stroud, Symons, Bishop, McNaughton, Stevens . 
S ero 11d roiv---Keene, Cripps, M eadows, Skewes, Kellman, Cragoe, Pinkerton. 
Third row-Ames, Roderic, Hayter, Barber, Hogan, Green, Jones. 
Bottom row-Pratt, Sugerman, Hurley, Spencer, Shufflebotham, Reynolds, Cochrane. 
Prcsidl'nt 
Vice-1>reside11t 
F acuity ,,_/ di•iser 
DR. LOUISE DUDLEY 
DR. M. L. SPEN CER 
MISS HARRIET BARBER 
DOROTHY AMES 
LENAH BISHOP 
JESSIE COCHRANE
EMILY CRIPPS
BESS CRAGOE
VERONICA GREEN
ESTER HAYTER 
ENGLISH CLUB
MEMBERS
AGNES HERBST 
VIOLET HOGAN
ED. H. HUBERTY 
ADDIE MAE HURLEY
GLADYS JONES
ZELLA KEENE 
IDA MACKIN
MARY M EADOWS
BLANCH PINKERTON
JENNIE PRATT 
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. BESS CRAGOE
ETHEL WHITMORE 
DR. LOUISEDUDLEY
OLIVE REYNOLDS 
MAY RODERIC 
KATHERINE STEVENS
ANNA DEAN KELLMAN 
RUTH S KEWES
MARTHA SHUFFLEBOTHAM
HELEN SUGERMAN
ANNA STROUD 
DOROTHY SYMONS 
ETHEL WHITMORE
Top roic-:-McCourt, Dean, Delbridge, Roels, Sande, Swann, Eichman. 
Secoud rou'-Gordon, Taylor, Perry, Walterbach, Thomas, Chapin, Ritter. 
Third roa'-Ryan, Franzke, Marsh, Brown, Sharpe, Custer, Campbell. 
Boll.0111 ro·w•--Daniels, Hazen, :Medway, Scott, Jenney. 
President 
/ "icr-president 
Secrl'tary and Treasurer 
CARRIE BLAIR
W. WALKER BROWN
CONSTANCE CAMPBELL
OLIVE CHAPIN
JESSE CHAPMAN
PROF. J. s. CUSTER
LILLIAN DANIELS 
KATHERINE DAVIS 
HARRY DEAN 
HELEN DELBRIDGE
LINDAEICHMAN 
HI STORY CL UB
M EMBERS 
ALBERT FRANZKE 
LAURA GORDON
MERIBA H HAZEN
BLANCHEJENNEY 
OSCAR LINDEMANN 
ELS IE LUECK
CLARA MARSH
IRENE MCCOURT
HAZELM EDWAYy 
FERN PERRY 
ANNARADFORD 
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W. WALKER BROWN 
HAZEL M EDWAY
EDWIN H. WALTERBACH
ISABELLERITTER
H ARVE Y ROELS
MADGE RYAN 
EvA SANDE 
STELLA SCOTT 
DORA SHARP
ELMER SWANN
HAROLD TAYLOR
ETHEL THOMAS
EDWlN H. W ALTERBACH
BERTHA ZEPP 
LA WREN CE INTER CO LLEG IA TE PR OHIB ITI ON
ASSOCIA TION
Preside1tt . 
Vice-president 
S ccretary-Treasurer 
OTTO TRENTLAGE
LOIS CHENEY
GRAEME O'GERAN 
ARTHUR J. JOHNSON 
E. H. SAUER 
LAWRENCE V. BROUGHTON 
E. P . STONE 
HENRY C. SPEAR 
P. MIHELCHECH
SIDNEY D. FELL 
H. A. ALLISON 
J. H . GRIFFITH 
J. H. HALE 
THOMAS I. LEE 
H. WILLARD
M EMIBERSHJP 
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. OTTO TRENTLAGE 
. LOIS CHENEY 
ROBERT w. HAMBROOK 
CLYDE A. HUNTING
L. R COLEMAN 
CARL G . OLSON 
ARVIN DONNER
G. ULRIK BLOMHOLM 
EARL MACINNIS
F. C. AEBISCHER 
MARTHA SHUFFLEBOTHAM 
MARY HOLT 
NORMA STAUFFER 
EMMA HALL 
ZELLA KEENE 
MAY WILLIAMS
ROBERT W.HA M BROOK 
GARFIELD DAY 


YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
CABINET
President . 
Vice-president 
Secretar31 
Treasurer . 
OFFICERS 
EMMA HALL 
J ENNIE PRATT 
LEON A KIMBALL
J ANET STRATHEARN 
CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES
JtI issionar)' . 
De1Jotio11al . 
T' oluntary Study 
Social Ser1 1ice 
Social 
Co nference . 
Association News 
. ROBEY J ONES 
. HAZEL MEDWAY 
ANNARADFORD 
MARIE MCKNIGHT
KATHRYN DAVIS 
MAY WILLIAMS
AGNES HERBST 
Y. W. C A. Cabinet
Top row-McKnight, Strathearn, Kimball. 
Seco11d row-Williams, Medway, Hall, Pratt, Jones. 
Bottom row-Davis, Herbst. 
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YOlUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA TION
CABINET
President . 
Vice-president 
Secretary 
Treasurer . 
OFFICERS 
W. HENRY COOKE 
EUGENE SCHAAL 
GLENN BENNETT 
SIDNEY D. FELL 
CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES 
Devotional Chairman 
Social Chairman 
Deputation Chairman 
Church Membership 
Religious Education 
Community Service 
Reporter 
Employment Secretary 
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H. W. BLASHFIELD 
E. JOHN BALDWIN 
. FRED E. STEELE 
W. WALKER BROWN 
EMORY ROGERS 
F. HOMER BARNES 
ELMER W. HEROLD 
REXFORD MITCHELL 
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 
Top row-Steele, Schaal, Mitchell, Rogers. 
Se-cond row-Herold, Bennett, Barnes, Brown, Fell. 
Bottom row-Blashfield, Baldwin. 
STUDENT VOLUNTEER BAND 
President 
Vice-president 
S ecretar:y and Treas1trer 
C orrespo11ding S ecrctary 
IRVIN V. BAKER 
FREDERICA BROWN 
JENNIE BROWNLEE 
LINDA EICHMAN 
BLANCHE JENNEY
OFFI ERS 
MEMBERS
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CONRAD E. RONNEBERG 
IRVINV. BAKER 
FREDERICA BROWN 
BLANCHE JENNEY 
ARTHUR J. JOHNSON 
ROBEY ]ONES 
ELLEN RAETHERS 
CONRAD E. RONNEBERG
EARL F. STARKEY 

FR!\TRES LX F.\C LTYfE 
LOU IS BAKER, i\.i\l., Ph.D. 
J. H. FARLEY, Ph.S., A.M. 
JENNIE FUERSTENAU, \. ~!. 
J.C. LYMER,/\.:.1., S.T.H. 
SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph.D., LL.D., D.D. 
A. A. TREVER,1\ .:\f., S.T.B., Ph.D. 
C. W.·. TREAT, Ph.B., r\.:-1. 
E. D. W RIGHT, .\ .B .. Ph.D. 
WILSON S. NAYLOR, i\.B., S.T.B., D.D. L. A. YOUTZ Ph.i\f., S.:.l., Ph.D. 
MONONA CHENEY, B .. ·\. 
PAULINEGILLESPIE B .. \. 
FLORENCE BEACH, B.r\. 
RAYMOND CRAMER,B. 1\. 
WILLARD FORD, FL\. 
BESS IE CR AGOE
ELLEN G IBSON
LYDIA GLASER 
EMMA HALL 
EDWARD HUBERTY
CLYDE HUNTING
FR:-\ TRES 
Class of r91 + 
Class of 1915 
Class of 19r6 
MERR ILL YOUTZ
ELSIE KOPLIN, B . .A. 
MARGARETT STOPPENBACH, B.A. 
1 T- F · r ::T, B. ,\. 
HU GH MISDALL, B.A. 
LEOW H ISTON, B.A. 
A NNA W.HOGAN
ANNA DEAN KELLMAN
EARL MCINNIS
KATHERINE STEVENS 
RUTH SKEWES
LA URA SCHULZE
Top-Mcinnis. 
Second row-~Huberty, Gibson, Cragoe, Youtz. 
Third row-Skewes, Hall, Hunting, Glaser, Stevens. 
Bottom, row-Kellman, Schulze, Hogan. 
'][' A lU KAl?JP A AlLJPJHIA 
mHE purpose of Tau Kappa Alpha, the national, honorary, forensic fraternity, is two-fold. It aims to stimulate greater interest in public speaking among the undergraduates of American colleges. But its 
primary purpose is the recognition of true excellence in forensic attainments. 
Only those who have represented their college in an intercollegiate debate or 
oratorical contest arc eligible to membership. But mere eligibility does not 
in ure election. The Lawrence chapter, believing that the more difficult the 
honor is to obtain, the greater it \\"ill be, have limited the membership to eligibl·-= 
juniors and seniors who have proven their undoubted riaht to wear the key. 
To be elected a member of Tau Kappa Alpha, is the highest honor attainable 
in the intercollegiate forensic world. 
ALBERT FRANZKE
EARL MACINNIS
WALKER BROWN 
PETER MIH ELCHECH 
ACTIVE CHAPTER
DAVID O. ANDERSON 
DR. W. s. NAYLOR 
PROF. F. w. ORR 
DR. M. L. SPENCER 
Top row~Mihelchech, Anderson, Franzke. 
Bottom row-Orr, Maclnnis, Naylor. 
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THETA ALPHA
Eonorary §oror:nty of 1Lawrellllce CoHege 
Established I9L/-
QUALIFICATION S FOR MEMBERSHIP 
LI GI BILITY fo r membership shall consist of activity 
intellectual , social. and phys ical lin e . 
along spiritual , 
It shall consi t in the completion of at least two and 
of coll ege work. 
one-hat f years 
A t least an a,·erage B grade in schola rship . 
Th e pa rti cipation in one or more phases of extra-c urri cul ar activities . 
RUTH MIELKE, 'q 
FLORENZE PLANTZ, 'q 
PAULINE G I LLESPIE, '14 
MAY CLARIDGE,'q 
H ELEN HUMPHREY, ' q 
GERTRUDE B ISHOP, ' q 
VERA CASS, '14 
LELA GOBLE,' 15 
MARIEM SMITH, '15 
EMMA HARPER, '15 
MIN SMITH, ' 15 
DOROTHY GREGORY, '15 
FLORENCE FELL, '15 
HESTERCOTTON, '15 
llO:--:'OR ROLL 
MARYJANE STILES, '15 
HELEN KETCHUM, ' 16 
BERN ICE Ross, '16 
DORA SHARP,'16 
IRENE MCCOURT, ' 16 
LYDIA EASTMAN ' 16 
BESS CRAGOE, '16 
EMMA HALL, '17 
MERIBAH HAZEN, '17 
BLANCH PINKERTON, ' r7 
RUTH PINKERTON, '17 
OLIVE R EYNOLDS, '17 
MARGARET RITCHIE, '17 
RUTH SKEWES, '17 
EASTMAN
CRAGOE 
MCCOURT 
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SHARP 
THE MACE
Honorairy JF:irateirnn1l:y of Lawirence Colilege 
Established 191 I 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP 
E shall be elected to membership in the l\Iace for excellence in scholar-
ship, in literary activities, in foren ics, in athletics, and for recognized 
student leadership. This shall not be interpreted to mean, however, 
that a person shall necessarily be elected fo r excellence in any one of the above 
lines of activity. 
No person shall be elected who has not completed two and one-ha! f years 
of college work. 
A man shall not be elected who has not ob tained a 13 grade in sixty 
per cent of his tudies. 
A person who at any time shall ha,·e been convicted of cheating. or of 
any dishonorabl e conduct, sha ll not be eligibl e for membership. 
ROLL OF TTOXOR 
CONRAD KRANZ, '11 
JOHN JOCKINSON, 'IT 
JOHN STUHLFAUTH,'IT 
WENDELL KUMLEIN, 'l l 
FRANK FOOTE, '11 
A MER CLARE, 'r r 
PAUL IVEY,·12 
CH ARLES BEYER, '12 
CHRIS ISELY, '1 2 
GEORGE KOEHN, '12 
BENJAMIN SIAS, ·u 
LEE RASEY, '13 
RALPH TIPPET, '13 
\ WILLARD LOWE, 'I .l 
SPENCER WOODWORTH,'13 
CURTISBOYCE, '14 
PAUL AMUNDSON, 'q 
EDWARD AESCHLIMAN, '14 
DUDLEY FOWLER, 'q 
WALKERB OWN, '17 
I 1761 
CHARLES PORS, '14 
EARL TIPPET, '14 
ROBERT WILSON,'I.1 
EL M ERABRAHAM SON, 'I 5 
FRED ARNDT, '15 
WALTER TIPPET, '15 
ALDEN THOMPSON, '15 
CARLETON SAECKER, '16 
ARTHUR WITTMAN,'r6 
EARL MACINNIS, '16 
NORMAN CAWLEY, '16 
CLYDE HUNTING, 'r6 
ALBERT FRANZKE, 'r6 
PARKER BAIRD, 'r6 
ARTHUR JOHNSON, 'r6 
CLARENCE MITCHELL, '16 
EMORY ROGERS, '17 
JULES HOUGHTALING, 'I7 
HENRY COOKE, '17 

MU PHI EPSILON 
:Pi Chapter 
Organized in 1912 
PATRONESSES 
MRs. JuDSON ROSEBUSH MRS. MARK CATLIN 
MRS. WILLIAM HARPER MRS. H. W. ABRAHAM 
MRS. FREDERICK VANCE EVANS MRS. J. S . REEVE 
MRS. WILLIAM H. KILLEN 
IREN E ALBRECHT 
LILYAN BRADEN 
ALICE CORR 
VERNA GOLTZ 
RUTH HARPER 
GERALDINE HILL 
MIRIA M JONES 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
MYRLE TREMBATH 
ESTER LARSON 
LILLIAN MUNDT 
IRENE NELSON 
RUTHPENDALL 
MRS. A. M. REED 
ELLEN ROWELL 
MRS. SIMMONS
Top row-Trembath, Jones, Larson, Nelson, Albrecht, Harper, Corr, Simmons. 
Secoud row-Hill, Ragatz, Rowell, Mrs. Reed, Mundt, Pendall. 
Bottom row-Goltz, Braden. 
ALPHA GAMMA PHI
MRS. H. W. ABRAHAM 
MRS. PETER MCNAUGHTON
PATRO;,JES ES 
HOi\"ORARY 1\lDIBERS 
l\IRs. FRANK YouNG 
MRS. N. C. WAL KER 
MISS MILDRED FAVILLE 
MRS. BENJAMIN R USSELL 
MISS LOUISE THOMAS
MRS. J. B. MCCH ESNEY
SORORES IN URBE 
MISS ANNE HARWOOD 
Miss ESTHER ERB 
MISS HELEN MCNAUGHTON
MRS. T. W. ORBISON
M RS. J. s. REEVES
Miss MARY BERGSTROM 
MRS. WILLIAMJ. ROEMER
MRS. GEORGE HEWITT
MRS. CURTIS BYNUM 
MRS.. L. B. ROGERS
MISS IRMA ERB 
MISS ETHEL SHERMAN
SORORES I;,J U)JIVERSITATE 
Seniors 
ELVA CLARK 
ESTELLE KURZ
HELEN SUGERMAN 
Juniors 
GLADYS PAUL 
JANET STRATHEARN 
CLAUDINE ARMSTRONG 
GRACE BREWSTER
S0pl10111ore 
ALICE CORR 
Freshmen 
KATHERINE LAMBRECHT 
Pledges 
MILDRED BRA Y
MARY BUNNELL 
MARIAN HOYER 
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ELSIE LUECK 
HARRIET NOYES 
MIRIA M VEEDER 
LOLA WILLIAMS
BESSIE HARN 
GRACE HARN 
N ELLIE W HITT EN 
LULU WILLIAMS
ANNA WISHEK
Top row-Kurz, Bray, Bunnell, Strathearn, Hoyer, Veeder, Paul. 
Second row--Noyes, Lambrecht, Whitten, Wi lliams, Lu eck, Willi ams, Brewster, B. H arn . 
Bottom row-Armstrong, Clark, Suge rm an, Corr, G. Harn, Wishek. 
ALPHA DEL TA PI
MRS. N , Hl. BROK A W
M RS. F. J. EDWARDS 
MRS. . L. MARSTON
MRS. H. G. SAECKER 
MRS. LEONARD DELONG
M ISS RUTHHARPER 
MISS EMMA HARPER 
Theta Chapter 
Organi:::ed in 1904 
PATRO r ESSES 
MRS. J. G. ROSEBUSH
SORORES lN URBE 
MRS. HARRY GOCHNAUER 
MRS. WM. HARPER 
MRS. A. A. TREVER 
MRS. O. P. ScHLAFER 
MRS. F. w. ORR 
MISS ELLEN ROWELL
MRS. A. C. REMLEY 
M ISS BARBARA SCHLAFER
SORORES IX UX!YERSIT . \TE 
Se11iors 
BESS CRAGOE
VIOLET HOGAN 
ERNA LEMKE 
MARY MEADOWS
KATHRYN DAVIS 
ANNA RADFORD 
MADELINE KOMERS
CHARLOTTE NORTON
ADELINE JANES
EUNICE HARKER
l11111ors 
S0p'10111ores 
Frcsh111e11 
Pledges 
ESTHER HAYTER 
ETHEL WHITMORE
ISABELLE RITTER 
HELEN DELBRIDGE 
MARGARET LAUT 
ESTHER FRANKLIN 
M ARJORIE HORNE 
FLORENCE OWENS 
ELTA TOWNSEND 
ANN IE LIEBERMAN N 
-----~~-~Top row-Townsend, Laut, Delbridge, Lemke, Meadows, Owens, Cragoe, Davis, Whitmore. 
Botto111 row--Liebermann, Franklin, Harker, Komers, Hayter, Hogan, Ritter, N orton, Janes, Horne. 
DELTA GAMMA
Alpha .Ze1ta Chapter 
Established 1915 
MRS. R. E. CARNCRoss 
:MRS. G. M. HENBEST 
MRS. P. G. W. KELLER 
MRS. G. THOMAS 
MRS. C. W. TREAT 
MRS. J. S. CUSTER
MRS. R. B. MEREDITH
MRS. F. G. MOYLE
MISS ELEANOR BANTA
PATRO:-,JESSES 
MRS. J. A. WOOD
MRS. G. M. MILLER 
MRS. H. F. HECKERT 
MRS. C. w. TREAT 
MRS. J. H. FARLEY 
ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION 
MISS DoROTHY GRAY 
MISS GRACE BENNETT
MISS ADA HAHN 
MISS LUCRETIAVANZANDT 
MISS ANNETTE BUCHANAN
SORORES JX UXIVERSITATE 
Se11iors 
R UTH HUDSON
ANNA HIRT
JENNIE PRATT 
BERTHA HIRT
HELEN TERP 
JOSEPHINE PIERCE 
R UBY CRANSTON 
CRESENZ DA WLEY
LOUISE STIMSON 
ADDIE MAE HURLEY 
JESSIE COCHRANE 
Juniors 
MARIE KAUTSKY 
JESSIE OLDENBERG
OLIVE R EYNOLDS 
S0pho111ores 
MAY WILLIAMS
Freshmen 
EDITH CRANSTON 
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MARGUERITE SMITH 
CHARLOTTE GABELEIN 
ELEANOR METCALFE 
MURIEL LARSON
EVA HOOPER 
MARGARET COOKE 
Top ruit~A. Hirt, E. Cranston, Dawley, Olden berg, Stimson, H udson, R. Cranston. 
Second row-Prati, Reynolds, Metcalfe, Gabelein, Hurley, Cooke, Pierce, Terp. 
Bo/10111 row-Larson, Smith, Cochrane, Kautsky, Williams, B. Hirt, Hooper. 
KAPP A ALPHA THET A 
Alpha IP'si Chapter 
Established 1915 
SORO RES l N URBE 
MRS. RIC HARD THICKENS 
MRS. CARL ROSEBUSH 
MRS. GEORGE FANNON 
1,J !SS DAISY INGOLD 
?11 LSS CALLA GUYLES 
MRS. M. L. SPENCER (Alpha Delta) 
Mrss HELEN REILLY 
Miss CONSTANCE JOHNSON 
Miss MARGARET KILLEN 
:\-I1ss DOROTHY CLARK 
SORORES TX U~IVERSITATE 
S /!1110/'S 
lDA MACKIN
LORlNE TAYLOR 
ELIZABETH STEVENS 
MIRIAM VANDER B1E 
GLADYS HOLSTEIN 
RUTH FINDEISEN 
AMY HELMER 
MARIE PAFF 
RUTH HOEPER
GERTRUDE DETJEN 
DOROTHY HOLBROOK 
ANNE STROUD 
Juniors 
Sophomores
Freshmen 
DORIS LACHMAN 
Pledge 
HELEN LA WSON
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FLORENCE WHEELER
MARGARET RITCHIE 
CARRIE BLAIR 
LORAINE LOMAS 
NORMA STAUFFER 
ELSIE DAVIDSON 
HELEN RISDON 
ELIZABETH HELMER
GERALDINE PUGH 
Top row-Risdon, Lomas, Davidson, Stauffer, Paff, Lawson, Taylor. 
Sccoud row-Findeisen, Vander Bie, Ritchi e, E. Helmer, Lachman, Holstein, Pugh. 
Bot/ om row-Hoepe r, Detjen, Blair, Stroud, Wheeler, Mackin, Holbrook, Stevens, A. Helmer. 
THET A PHI FRA TERNITY
JAMES A. WOOD
KARL E. STANSBURY 
L. H. MOORE
H. W. ABRAHAM 
ROY H. JONES 
W. L. CONKEY 
J. S. REEVE 
T. W. ORBISON
GEORGE J. STANSBURY 
Founded in I897 
FRATRES IN URBE 
GEORGE BALDWIN 
FRANK YO UNG 
GEORGE P. HEWITT 
CHARLES S. BOYD 
JOHN FAVILLE
GEORGE w. THOM 
T. E. ORBISON 
FREDERICK G. MOYLE 
R ICHARD PATTERSON 
HARRY W. GoCHNAUER 
CARLETON W. SMITH 
A. C. REMLEY 
KENNETH S. DICKINSON 
PHIL s. DICKINSON
GEORGEFANNON 
E . TALCOTT BARNES 
HARRY B. SYLVESTER 
DUANE B . LANGE 
G. GERALD OTTO 
FRATRES JK FACULTATE 
SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph.D. ALBERTA. TREVER MARK S. CATLIN 
JOHNS. CUSTER M. LYLE SPENCER 
FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE 
S e11iors 
ARTHUR PETERSON 
W. RUSSELL WILKINSON
Juniors 
NATHAN H. BERGSTROM 
FRED D. HOENIG J. BRITON WILKINSON
WALLACE W. WILLS GLYNDON F . STEFFEN 
CLEMENT R. HACKWORTHY
BRADLEY B. CONRAD 
ASHER R. ELLIS 
RussELL 0. KUEHMSTED
RAYMOND A. PETERSON 
PETER J. LLOYD 
WILLIAMMONAT
WILLIAM MEULI
FRED E. STUMPF
Sophomores 
KENELM R. GROFF 
Fres/1111en 
OSCAR E. LINDEM ANN 
J. STUART MONAT 
HAROLD B. PECK 
JAY W.HARKER 
GEORGE G. WOOD
ARTH UR S. ScH UESSLER 
HARRY J. RICE 
ELMER E. BOLL 
,~_,~JlJf,tf 
• ]I 1 ~ ., ' ~ .. , , 'V , "7 t. · • · · . . . ~ ~ ~ ,, ,,?,, 
"" 
Top row-Monat, Peterson, Lloyd, Graef, Wilkinson, Keuhmsted, Hackworthy, A Peterson, Bergstrom, Rice, Conrad . 
Second roiv--Peck, Wills, Boll, Harker, Mouat, E llis, Hoenig, Lindemann, Schuessler. 
· Bottom-Meuli. 
DR. E. H. BROOKS 
J. A. HAWES 
E. A. EDMONDS 
EUGENE COLVIN 
Organized in 1901 
FRA TRES IN URBE 
F. S. BRADFORD 
G. W JONES 
J.E. THOMAS 
GEORGEUTz 
F. F. WETTENGEL
CHARLES KAR NOPP
CHARLES TIPPET 
FRATRES I:'.\ FACULTATE 
JOHN HERBERT FARLEY, A.M. CHARLES RAYMOND ATKINSON, Ph.D. 
FREDERICK VANCE EVANS 
FRA TRES 1 X UNIV ER SIT ATE 
Seniors 
P AR KER BAIRD 
CLYDE HUNTING 
DAVID ANDERSON 
EARL BEACH 
WARREN CANRIGHT 
CLIFFORD HAGUE 
WALTER BERDAN 
DE FOREST BROWN 
WILLIAM ELLIOTT 
HAROLD HANSON
GORDON HINRICHS
HAROLD HOLTZ 
HAROLD LUCE 
CARROLL ATKINSON 
WILLARD CHIPMAN
ALFRED BRADFORD 
A. RAYMOND GREEN 
funio1·s 
S0p/,0111orcs 
Freshmen 
OSBORN PASSMORE 
Associate 
WALKER F. VANCE 
Pledges 
LESTER WEST 
CARLETON SAECKER 
ARTHUR WITTMAN
JULES HOUGHTALING 
EARL MEATING 
DEMPSTER PASSMORE 
HAROLD SHATTUCK 
LESLIE MARTIN
H EN RY p AGENKOPF 
ROB ROY ROBERTS 
ROBERT ROGERS 
HAROLD SHERMAN 
JAMES SWENDSON 
FORREST TOUTON 
VERNON HALLENBECK 
FORREST KELLMAN 
HARRY PETERMAN 

WILLIAM HARPER 
H. C. HUMPHREY 
H. L. SORENSON 
H. F. HECKERT 
DEL TA IOT A
Organized in I903 
HO)JORARY i\lHlBERS 
J OSEPH STEELE 
GEORGE MILLER 
C. D. THOMAS 
F. E. CLARK 
G. w. MORY
J. G. ROSEBUSH 
E. C. OFFINGER 
FR. \TRES lN FACULTATE 
CARL J. WATERMAN ELLIS CHAMPLIN 
FRATRES IN URBE 
HOWELL THOMAS KARL HAUGEN ALDEN THOMPSON 
EDWIN ST. CLAIR 
FRATRES IX UNIVERSlTATE 
Seniors 
ARTHUR DAVIS
H. HOWLANDFISK
ROYHu MPHREYS
GUY BANNISTER 
MARION HUNT 
C. W. METCALF
SAMUEL ARNQUIST 
RICHARD BREWER
ARNOLD FAWCETT 
ARNOLD BRAUN 
CHARLEY POND
LYSLE HACKETT 
Juniors 
PAT WRIGHT
Sophomores 
FRED STEELE 
Fresh111e11 
GEORGE STENINGER 
Pledges 
HAROLD LEE 
CARL NELSON
CLARENCE MITCHELL
AMIL ZELLMER
G. S. METCALF
EARL STARKEY 
HAROLD WHARFIELD
ROY HUPE
OTISSAUNDERS 
EDWARD SCHULTZ 
FRED NIXON
RoY RouLAND 
DURLIN HACKETT 
: ,,, 
Top row-Hupe, Wharfield, Pond, C. Metcalf, Arnquist, Steele, Brewer, Starkey, S. Metcalf. 
Second row-Saunders, Nelson, Davis, Champlin, Mitchell, Humphreys, Braun, Fisk. 
Bottom row-Fawcett, Steninger, Bannister, Thompson, Zellmer, H unt, Schultz. 
Wisconsin Alpha Clmap1teir 
P. G. W. KELLER 
HENRY w. TUTTRUP
J. L. HETTINGER 
FRA TRES IN URBE 
C. G. CANNON
WILLIAM D. MARSH
G. E. BUCHANAN 
A. R. EADS 
A. F . TUTTLE 
NICSIMON 
FR.\TRES JN F , \ CULT.-\ T E 
PROF. J.C. LYMER PROF. O. P. FAIRFIELD PROF. C. W. TREAT 
PROF. F. W. ORR PROF. H. F. SMITH
FR.\TRES IX UNIVERSITATE 
Seniors 
EARL C. MAclNNlS 
PAUL E. LEWIS 
LEO DAWLEY 
FORREST KIRKPATRICK
EMORY ROGERS
WILLIAMEDDY
JOHN BALDWIN
HARRY WALLIS
ALLAN WATSON 
PAUL VlNCENT 
MIKE KLEIN 
WALTER EILER 
ARTHUR VINCENT 
CARL OLESON 
Juniors 
S0pho111orrs 
EUGENE KORNREICH 
Fresl1111cn 
DoN. SMITH 
P/i'dges 
HAROLD K. TAYLOR 
ALBERT L. FRANZKE 
EDWIN WALTERBACH
VIRGIL DAWLEY 
ROBERT SMITH
HENRY COOKE 
NORMAN SMITH 
REXFORD MITCHELL
DANIEL PRESTON 
HOWARD IRWIN 
ED. TOLL
CLINTON ALEXANDER 
THEODORE SLOAT 
IRVINGCURRY 

INTERFRA TERNITY COUNCIL
Theta Phi 
Beta Sigma Phi 
Delta Iota 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
CLEMENT HACKWORTIIY 
JULES HOUGHTALING 
CHARLES METCALF 
PAUL LEWIS 
HACKWORTHY 
HOUGHTALING 
LEWIS 
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METCALF 
1f'JHIIE DRIEAM 1f'JHIA 1r ])][JED 
BY EBEN E. REXFORD 
They came to her where she sat alone 
\Vith the grief that seemed turning her heart to stone, 
And they said, "He is dying. Come and say 
The word he would hear ere he goes away." 
She came and knelt down by the dying bed, 
And he smiled up in her face, and said, 
"I am dying, clear. But I say to you 
There is no death for a love that's true. 
"Face to face with God, I can tell you this-
The love that was told in our first long kiss 
Is a thing that will Ii ve when the heart is dust, 
And the ring that ealed it is red with rust. 
"I shall love you there as I loved you here, 
And know you are true as the sun to it sphere, 
For heaven would not be a heaven to me 
If I thought that love could forget," said he. 
Then he smiled in her eyes a wan, white smile, 
And was strangely still for a little while, 
And then came a hudder, a faint, last cry, 
And she knew that his time had come to die. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
In the Land of Souls where no grave is, 
No pang of parting, he could but miss 
The love that had made hi earth-life sweet, 
And he yearned for it, standing by God's white seat-
Longed for it o that his voice would break 
In the heavenly song with his heart's dumb ache 
For the love that seemed drawing him back from Goel 
Through the gateway fashioned of earth's green sod. 
At last, so strong had the yearning grown, 
For the old earth-love, and for that alone, 
That he sc:tlecl heaven's wall, and past moon and star 
He journeyed earthward, fast and far, 
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Till he came to the place where he thought to find 
The one true heart he had left behind. 
He crossed the threshold. He cried, "I am here!" 
But the woman who heard hid her face in fear, 
For another sat where his place had been-
No welcome for him at the wayside inn. 
If God, leaning over the heavenly wall, 
Heard the bitter cry that his lips let fall 
When he knew, past doubt and past hope, his loss, 
He must have thought of Christ on the cross! 
The sound of it came through the gathered gloom 
To the man and the woman inside the room, 
And he shivered and cried, "\i\That a sound of dole.! 
It seems like the cry of a poor, lost soul!" 
And the face of the woman who heard was white 
With dread, for she knew that the sound in the night 
Was the bitter cry of a soul that knew 
How fickle the heart he had counted true. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
He dug a grave in the garden bed 
For the dear and beautiful dream that was dead-
And a bell in a distant chapel tolled-
As he buried it deep under moss and mould. 
Then he turned away and went journeying back 
O'er the long white leagues of the starry track-
\i\Tent back to remember -0, pity him , Goel!-
The dead thing under the garden sod. 
"If I could I would not forget." he cried, 
"The love that tho' dead, has never died." 
But rernembering-"Gocl of all souls!" cried he, 
"Henceforth must heaven be as hell to me." 
[2011 
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Championship of old 'Wisconsin 
\ \ il t thou walk with us no more? 
Have we not as truly wooed thee 
As those chosen ones of yore? 
Truly, Abe and \\.alt have left us, 
But we still have Shorty and Red. 
\\ 'e have struggled hard and fallen. 
Cold the glances you have shed. 
Still our hopes have never faltered; 
Life is not a single day. 
Another year, our fate is altered; 
Thou shall come to u to stay. 
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DEDICATION 
T O YOU, deluded dipsomaniacs, morbid 
melancholiacs, frugal fussers, solemn 
sore-heads, hypercritical hysteriacs, who by 
your tremendous efforts in attaining fame on 
our campus, have made yourselves and your 
jokes subject to reproduction herein; 
To you who are able to appreciate your own 
cleverness; 
To you who realize that you are honored in 
receiving cheap advertising; 
To you who are good enough to take your 
jolce, and appreciate the trouble we had in 
obtaining it; 
We respectfully dedicate this, your Spice-
B ox. 
,; 
lbieimtg a 
o:tf 
<Cun1t§'} <Co]t]_geilll.imli <Ca<rll.§'} <Cmlim <Cmll."]t]_ffige'} 
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SEPTEMBER 
14-15. Registration days. Frosh arrive with fond parents. 
16. We are ofT with good resolutions. 
17. Freshman-Sophomore rush. 
19. First college Yespers. 
2I. All-College Day. ophomores put freshmen on the she] f. 
::..i. \,\' aJk s\round. 
25. Dora Sharp is seen at the mol'ie . 
26. Emory Rogers and :\I ay Gropp take their first "down-river." 
2 1. Everyone goes to church. 
OCTOBER 
--------
12. Teachers notice an imprm·cment rn recitations. 
13. . \RIEL Board begins work. 
14. First lost fountain-pen "ad" read by Doc Plantz. 
J. . \rtie \\'ittman appointed 
as istant football coach. 
2. Lawrence vs. \\ ' isconsin. 
(Nuf said.) 
4. Just another day to coerce 
the poor freshman. 
5. Olie i\Jead get a new hat. 
6. Lawrence Y . l\lichiga11. 
Lawrence athletics Jay 
in supply of towels. 
1. Olin Paul gets his for not 
obeying the almighty 
Sophs. 
8. "Jan" is appointed fire 
chief at Ormsby. 
(). Truce begins. Lawrence 
wins against Oshkosh 
Normal. 
IO. F reshrnen receiYe cool 
nods from upperclass-
men. 
r 1. • \ my terious po ter ap-
pears. 
15. Chapel Notice: "i\lr. Eaton would like to see 11iss Dudley in the hall after chapel." 
16. Red \\'alterbach has a date with Anna. 
17. "'.\Jiss Dudley and :\Ir. Eaton go walking. 
18. Pledge day. :\Jany freshmen look chesty. 
20. Virst i\lusic Chapel. (Xot quite the la t.) 
2r. Dr. i\[ullenix gives his essay on Chickens in chapel. 
22. Football chapel. Really exciting. 
2.3. Lawrence vs. Lake Forest. l\Iore hard luck 
25. :Notice in chapel: "i\ l r. Eaton would prefer to see i\lis. :\kNaughton instead of l\1iss 
Dudley." 
26. Veronica Green receives her two hundred and seventy-second letter from Bubbles. 
27. Jenkin Lloyd Jones speaks in chapel. Professor Crafer goes to sleep. 
28. Esther Hayter entertains Leslie l\lartin in the Ormsby parlors. 
29. 1 falloween party in the gym. The roulette wheel recei,·es many longing glances but 
nothing i done. 
30. Lawrence YS. i\ farquctte. Something like it. W e won. 
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NO VJEIWllllER 
I. Freshmen hang up their green lids. 
2. Unfathomable poster appears. 
3. Unpardonable social error; Mis Barber puts elbow on the table. 
5. Boosters' meeting for the Carroll game. Football men all promise to do their best. 
6. Lawrence vs. Carroll. Hopes for State Championship go up. 
8. Mysterious telegram arri,·es from :\laryanna Georgia, signed R. R. 
IO. Another telegram recei\'ecl by faculty from Georgia. 
II. Ditto. Coed chapel to arouse a little enthusiasm. 
12. R. R. arri\'e in chapel with Ripon's goat. Ariel Minstrel Show. 
13. Lawrence YS. Ripon. Our championship aspirations shattered. 
14. Gloom and sorrow. 
15. Art Johnson announce that he has received another letter from Superior. 
16. Freshman cla s meeting conducted according to Roberts' Rules of Order. 
17. Brick and Bill entertain the ARIEL Board with cider and rye bread. 
18. Senior men sit in gallery while girls appear in "caps-and-gowns." 
19. :di s Barber is seen talking to a man on Ormsby porch. 
20. \\' e want a vacation Friday. 
22. \\'e got it. 
23. Class Oratorical Contest. Sophomore Japs win over the Junior Quakers, but Juniors 
win oratorical contest. 
24. Home for ThanksgiYing. .:\gain we kick our feet under mother's table. 
25. Thanksgiving-Brokaw Hall Jolly IT ouse. Admission ten cents. 
26. Ormsby Hall Open House. \\"ho paid the bills? 
27. Betas hold a "wake" for Spender. 
28. The Editor slept through this day. 
29. He has not come-to yet. 
30. Lydia Ea,tman flashes a diamond. 
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10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
q . 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Dec_6. 
til 
i. Professor Hagg springs another new suit. 
2. R ev iv al meeting in chapel. \Vho'll be next ? 
3. \Ve begin to count the clays to Christmas vaca-
tion. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
\\"alker Brown says "deuce." 
:-.Jothing doing, ,o we take this opportunity to 
worry about Elwood. 
TTarvey Roel s at the Rink. 
Eh·a Clark has a elate with Toute from 7 :J·J 
until 9 :oo, and with Groff from 9 :oo until-
no, we won't tell. 
Howard Lowry does his Chri tmas shopping 
early. 
9. Satan invents college fraternities, 1776. 
Juterfraternity Banquet. Riot at Brokaw. News for the whole country. 
Cheese dream pread ,t Ormsby at 2 .\. )t. 
Sunday. Chickens have gone up. Ormsby Hall compelled to go back to pork. 
Mothers' meet ing. Talk 011 etiquette. 
Ormsby fi re drills. \\' hy encourage the girls to use mild curses. 
Ormsbyites looking forward to Leap Year. 
Se\·en more shopping days before Christmas. 
Santa Claus appears in chapel and gives 1-\1nEL Board a much needed book of censored 
jokes. 
18. E\·eryone emigrates. 
19. l 
20. 
21. I 
22, 
23. 
24. 
25. Committee excused for Christmas. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
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~-} Committee still enjoying themselves, 
-· making new resolutions. 
3. 
-+· School opens. Everyone hard at it. 
5. l fouse Council fails to see value of 
this even ing to some. 
b. J\ir resounds with crash o f broken 
resolutions. 
7. Oshkosh :S:ormal basketbal l game. 
8. Panhellcnic Costume Party in the Gym. 
9. Dick Drewer tarts teaching in the 
~ l\l ission Sunday School. 
IO. I. P. ,\. organized. \\'oe to the Thirsty 
Thirty. 
II. Leona Kimball carries the restroom clock so that she will not lose any time. 
12. _ \ brown switch is found in Library. ..\. G. . \\ '. appears. 
13. Doc l\Iully conducts a testimony meeting in Biology class. 
14. Professor Tre,·er translates Latin 1-cferences for those who know nothing of Latin. 
15. Everyone has the "grip." Trays block the halls at Ormsby. 
16. Sunday, eve ryborly lights the cold. 
17. Ch ristmas jewelry begins to turn green. 
18. Ju st one of our usual unexciting, prosaic, and thoroughl y uninteresting day . 
19. Lawte11 tian appears. 
20. Last of resolutions gone to the wind. 
21. Twenty below. Art John son plans the Spring Yacht Ride in chapel. 
22. Ethel Edwards takes a nap. 
23. Church. 
24. Peabody girl are squelched for crawling in window. 
25. Lillian l\Iundt announce her engage ment. 
26. Ida Schulte finishes her twenty-sixth yard of tatting. (Light occupations.) 
27. Zella Keene and l\fartha Shuffiebotham take a walk. 
28. :.\larion La:\Iont meets l\fr. Bashful Reynolds at 6 :30 on the Main Hall steps. 
29. Elsie Lueck stays away from the movies. 
30. ARJEL Board have a chance to rest and study for exams. 
31. Sophomore girls blister their heels trying to learn to roller skate. 

• !) 
~ 
IF1Elll!R 1U AIRY 
r. Senior-Sophomore skating party at the 
"Hipp." 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
econcl semester begins. Renewed hopes. 
lfarolcl Hanson buys a new flannel shirt 
at Pett's rummage sale and discard 
white collars. 
Ethel \\"hitmore has a elate with Gene in 
X eenah. See February 8. 
Girls start training for the '"Pentath." 
:\liss 11cXaughton contemplate. organiz-
ing a ''first-aid' bureau. Sec Febru-
ary 5. 
, \llyn goes lo Northwestern. \\'e needn't 
tell the rest. 
8. Ethel \\ 'hitmore announce her engage-
ment to G ne Coh·in. 
9. Squirrels try to get freshmen in chapel. 
10. 1\lice :\Jiller and her $ro,ooo proves lo be a fake. 
II. Cupid's Jetter is read in chapel. 
12. Y. \V. and Y. :\1. banquet and elections. 
13. .Another quiet day at home. 
14. Valentine's Day. College sent out very few. 
l 5. Doc Sammy talks in chapel; .. A Pair of Clothes." 
16. Pete gets Madge in late for the 99th time. 
17. '\otice in chapel: "English Club will meet at Stirn on's instead of Saturday." 
18. Jnnior-Freshman Party in the Gym. 
19. :.\larion Silvernale figures out that there are 31 days, or 744 hours, or 44,640 minutes 
before Spring Vacation. 
20. Pagenkopf goes to church and ask the price of admission. 
21. Faculty running around pretty lively all day. 
22. Faculty Reception. 
23. Tatting Club have initiation ervices. 
24. Glady_s Jones gets a letter from Ripon. 
25. Snix :'.\Iitchell tries fussing again. 
26. Y. \V. Pageant. 
27. Senior girl een at Maje tic. 
28. \\'e have Yisitors in the Ariel room. 
29. Nothing doing. The girls are pretty slow. 
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r. Comes in like a lion. ARIEL Board works in the same manner. 
2. Lois Hull rccci,·es another indefinite squelch. 
3. Roller-skating party at Ormsby. 
4. Profe sor Atkinson gets a quarter's worth of hair removed. 
5. Y. \V. Installation. 
6. Freshman Lawre11tian makes its appearance. Carroll Atkinson out of town. 
7. Signs of spring. A German hand starts to play but is frozen out. 
8. Uerrill Y outz seen trying to make a date with ----. 
9. First spring hat seen on the campus. 
IO. Everyone trying out for "Pentath." 
II. Announcement of Dr. Atkinson's resignation. 
12. Sunday. \Vriting home for money. 
13. Miss Barber lets the cat out of the bag about the surprise party on St. Patrick's day. 
14. Another of those Tuesday morning chapels. 
15. Juniors receive four points in the "Pentath." Wlhat's the matter with Red? 
16. Much rejoicing in chapel by the Sophomores. 
17. St. Patricks' Day Party at Orm by. 
18. First Girls' "Pentath." Pretty hard on the men. 
19. Coed Athletes take a church skip. 
20. Florence Wheeler slowly recovering. See 18th. 
21. The girls at Bess Cragoe's table eat with their left hand out of sympathy. 
22. Spring vacation begins. Once more we enjoy a few nights of peaceful slumbers, 
23. undisturbed by the gab fests, midnight spreads, and somnambuli~m of our raving friends. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. Back at the old stand. 
30. Basketball tournament. Coeds, especially Oli ve Johnson and Beth Blotz, smile at the 
strange young men, in order to keep up the reputation of the college. 
31. Dr. Atkinson makes his seventy-third announcement about Tournament. "The Y. W. 
C. A. will act a chaperons." 
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APIIUL 
1. The Faculty yotes to giYe an .·\JI-College 
Dance. April fool. 
2. Martha Shuffiebotham starts for Kaukauna 
on the bosom of the Fox. 
3. \\. ild rumors of more tcnni courts to be 
pro\·ided by the college. 
4. Baseball enthusiasts begin to prepare for 
season. 
5. Zella Keene, ex-faithful House Councillor, 
squelched for entertaining "l loops"' in 
the parlor out-of-hours. 
6. Some of the more daring try ''down-river.'' 
7. Earl Meating springs a large, new pair of 
shoes. 
8. Signs of spring: freckles appear. 
9. The new spring flo" ers are seen parading College Avenue. 
IO. Ripon Glee Club gives \"Cry pleasant concert. 
1 I. "Bob" Smith and "Bob" Roger. fail to appear for a elate to play tennis with Leona 
and ''l\Jiclge" al 5 11. M. 
12. Another of our pleasing music chapels. The singer failed lo arise. 
13. Trcne ::'lfcCourt elected i\lay Queen. 
q. Tubby Jamieson becomes the ;\Ian of the Hour. 
15. . \ stray tramp sleeps under enior Bench. Seat sale for Concert. 
16. Burdan discoYers that the dampness of his watch i clue to the spring 111 it. 
17. Late ones trying to buy ,cats for Home Concert. 
18. Home Concert of Boys' Glee Club. ;\[ary \Vebb and Bess Cragoe elected attendants 
to the :\I ay Queen. 
19. Professor Custer gets excited and says '·Gee" in the middle of hi lecture. 
::m. Tennis news has grown to enormou proportions. 
21. Rain. Spoiled everything: no clown-river. 
22. !\lac waits on table at Ormsby. 
23. Lillian Lewis returns from l\lilwaukee with a frat pin. 
2-1. \\'e are through. 
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he. Tnic tcl!T of _.!iovr 
~c::, (. h~Ta.c:t"'e1"' IS lo frnd 'f 
~ov rn,G- 'wve whsn ..!jo\J 
&rt ,la.,nme.il clown har-ci. 
The Editor-in-chief and the Joke Editor will be quietly waiting in their 
office the day of the sale of this book. Please do not be so inconsiderate as 
to all come at once. The floor space is limited. The phone has been taken out, 
o we will have plenty of time to listen to ail knocks, etc. Special arrangement 
has been made with the Triangle 'lotion Picture Company to take moving 
pictures of all tho e that come. The e will be published in a supplement to 
next year's book. 
Here' a toast to those whose name have escaped 
From poem or grind or jingle or joke; 
\Ve won't tell the price you've secretly taked 
To stop the cruel pen of the Editor-folk. 
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The heavy line indicates the trend of Lawrence fu ssers during the year. 
The clot and clash break in the heavy line denotes the condition of the fussing 
market during the pring vacation. Only Doc Hunting and one Ormsby girl 
remained, but intensive operations tended to raise the record. 
The dotted line represents the status of freshman fus ing throughout the 
emester. The line, unlike the freshmen , speaks for itself. As we go to press, 
there are indications that the pring f . is getting the goats of a goodly number 
of the yearlings. This indicates, we hope, that the youngsters are becoming 
as imilatecl. 
The before and after election statistics were gleaned from the Ormsby maid; 
they are representative and authentic. If you don't believe us, ask Othelia. 
\Ve recommend that the special religious meetings be held during these pre-
carious weeks to relieve the crreat moral strain on the candidates. 
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'fIHrlE GJIM:M:E <ClL1IJB 
A new club has recently been organized al Lawrence, which has heen termed the 
"Gimme Club." This noble organization ranks well in Lawrence, being placed on a par 
with such honorarv orders as the ).[ace, Theta . \lpha, and Phi Beta Kappa. The unique 
feature of this c!Lib lies in the fact that its members are chosen from both sides of the 
house. 
The open motto of this club is "Gimme 
--- ---." ,\ny suitable "orcls may be 
s11ppli d for the two blanks, although we 
commonh· believe them to be those shown in 
the acco1i1panying pictures. 
Q11alificatio11s far Mc111bcrship 
l. . \ plea ing smile, inclined to be en-
ticing, is an absolute necessity in order to 
become successful in the "Gimme.'' 
J J. A good grasping appendage is also a 
neccssitv. The member should he of ample 
size, in· order to avoid missing the treasured 
article. 
Ilf. ,\ taking way. 
JV. Xo person is eligible to this club who 
has large ears, as they bespeak generosity. 
V. Eve1·y would-be member must ha,·e a 
record of saying "'Gimme" at least seventeen 
times per day. This does not include meal-
time. 
VJ. Anv member who is refused more than twice during the period of any one week 
must forfeit Iiis membership in the rlub. 
Gra11d !'resident 
Gra11d T'ire-J>resident 
S ecrclar:-• and Treasurer 
J.,Y BUTTS 
BtNKS :.IETCALF 
ALLEN \VAT ON 
SA~! RNQUIST 
STEWART l\foUAT 
HARRY DEAN 
KENELM GROff 
\\'ARR!cN CANRlCHT 
DAVID ANDERSON 
FLOYD l\loNK 
Fo1mEsr Km KPATRILK 
Fnrn II0EN1G 
OFFICERS 
)IE1rBER 
ESTHER JT .\YTER 
r\RTHUR \\irrT~IAN 
KENDRICK Kn111ALL 
. 1L>\Ul!INE GIBSON 
Sr X ]\{ITC HELL 
RL'TH HARPER 
I . AllELLE RJTTER 
ETHEL Bl!CK~L\STER 
I ff.LEN S :MITH 
ACNES HAMMOND 
HELEN DEI, IlRIDGE 
BETH FARGO 
lRENE GETTLEMAK 
VIOLET LORENZEN 
0LIE JOHXSOX 
)IAE GROPP 
o sun-i,·ing patrons or palronesse .. 
1:ouncl on a Biology quiz paper: "The scope of Binlogy i:; two lenses." 
J."ound on a literature paper: "The Rowley poems are a series of poems." 
C \ncl no freshmen are allowed to take the course.) 
Fre:;hman girl: "Is there any pay connected with the :.\[instrel Show the 
AR1 EL lloarcl is giving?" She evidently thought the AR TEL Board ,Yas putting 
on that show for the amusement of the college. Think again, Freshie. 
Professor Custer: "In colonial days. the women worked on the farms. 
Those were good old clays." 
'.\Iyra l\laclnnis: ·'l\ly, I wish that my brother were here. Ile knows 
enrything." 
Professor Youtz (in qualitative chemistry): "Cocoanut oil is good for the 
hair. It makes the head smell like a cocoanut." 
1\1 iss Dudley: ":.\ly hopes are gro\\·ing stronger, for the days arc growing 
lono-cr." 
Could Frank B. Younger? If so, \\' arren Can right. 
\ \ 'hat is mind? ~ o matter. \\'hat is matter? Xever mind. 
Dr. Mullenix's pct: "I once held the chair- excuse me, I mean the settee 
of natural soence. 
\\"1IY RHETORIC TEACHER, GO Ii'JSANE 
"In the South. the literature partook of the nature of the people, being 
optimistic, hopeful, entertaining, unreliable, not deeply reiigiou or truthful." 
"Colet had been in Italy and had had a reLirth of his icleas although his own 
were not changed." 
·'The Drama League has made Shakespeare's birthday a day that ought 
to be remembered." 
"I spent about fifteen minute in a barber's chair to have my hair clipped 
to the head." 
"I heard Gypsy Smith, the gipsy evangelist, and William J. Bryan, the 
grape-juice champion." 
"His father died and he went to California." 
"l'lato was a friend of Sidnev's." 
"Sidney treats Joye as a neces;ary evil." 
·'They face death fearlessly, even when expecting it." 
"It is especially true that they really fine Goel." 
"\Ve should continue to live and play the worm. \\'e can find love if we 
try hard enough; but even if we do not, we should be a woman." 
'·l\Iy father was the treasure of the school board." 
"\\"hen a man keeps hi soul wrapped up in the pleasures of the world." 
"He worries his mind almost to death." 
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A lll!EVJIJEW OJF IR1EVJI1EW§ (())JF 'JI'IH[JE WOMAN'§ 
WO Rl[l) 0 JF A 'JI'IH[LJE'JI'JI C§ 
I:,.. PEKTATHLON is a quantity of athletic evidence assembled and tried before a 
_& crowd of rooting spectators, the participants i11 which receive a foot square of pool-
table felt for their efforts. 
vVith this fresh from \Vebster's unabridged and the virile example of the Lawrence 
athletes as an impetus, woman delved deep into the problem of athletic exercise and casting 
aside traditions of the school, entered upon a training chedule for her own pentathlon. 
This came from the simple suggestion of one of the fair sex that woman was the equal of 
man in every other way, yes indeed, far ahead in the great majority, with the exception 
of athletics. Thus planted in the fertile feminine mind the seed of conquest, it was fostered 
and grew to such proportions that physical exercise became a necessity, and woman rose 
to the occasion with a noble spirit, for a noble cause, and trusting fervently in a noble 
outcome. She won! 
The training lasted for several weeks, and although the sterner sex knew nothing of 
the events transpiring within the walls of Training Camp Ormsby, there was training. 
Strict adherence to the rules of athletics, good upbuilcling foods-proteid foods-was a 
requirement for the lady athlete. Nix on the pie, be .it cu tard or dried apple, nothing 
stirring on the nervous pudding, steer clear of Van \,Vyk's; these were the mandates of 
the captains . Delicacies were stricken from the menu, and cornbeef, cabbage, potatoes, 
and other anti-delicacies were introduced to the gids. The captains made it understood 
that each woman must not only observe training rules in regard to food, but also must 
sleep from seven to fi\'e, le sons or no lessons-result, 110 lessons. However, Jan, Bess, 
Dora, and Carrie, along with many others of their co-workers, kept the rules to the letter. 
It cut into dates and frivolities in which mere man indulges, but what is that compa1·ed to 
the winning of a cause? Many a youth fresh from his clay with his books, whisked up the 
Ormsby steps, only to whisk clown again when SHE said, "I can't go out tonight; I've got 
to do five in the morning." Perhaps he thought she intended cleaning up five men like 
him, or walking five blocks, but did he? Emphatically and decidedly, NO! She meant 
she had to run five miles before breakfast. Then she went up to her room and into bed, 
and lay awake four hours even, wondering whom he took to see Francis X. at the Bijou, 
and slept through an eight o'clock the next morning. However, in the afternoon with the 
boys out to see them practice, the ladies of Lawrence ambled through their various exer-
cises, and finally under their captains, the hurdlers, distance runners and weight women 
were assembled for a reiteration of the above training rules, by Irene. 
The day of the great event dawned bright and clear and the women representing the 
variou classe were partitioned off so they could give each other the once over without 
ensnaring their phalanges in some opposing athlete's locks. The first event was called; 
the roar of applause was terrific as Jan stepped into place. Ten thousand eyes were on 
her as she raised the mighty weight, ten thousand hands applauded as she said ''Thy noise 
abate"; five thousand necks were craned as she whirled the weight about. "She's made 
a world's record!'" went up the mighty shout. The next event brought Carrie to the front 
as the idol of the hour, for it was her start on the distinction of being the individual high 
point winner. Then Bess broke the record and almost her ankle in the sprint events. The 
fact is she made ro-flat men look like ham actors playing Hamlet. The last e,·ent was 
run, the gun fired and as the smoke cleared away-behold-five thousand laughing, crying, 
fainting, hairpinless women yelling "Veni, Vedi, Vici, Athletics!" 
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Lawrence CoUege of IFu.ss:fillD.g, Cou.rses l~H5-1917 
I. INTRODUCTIO T TO LA WREN CE GIRLS. Th rough out the year. 
T. W. Th. F., 9 :oo. Credit, four hours. Prof. Alfred Bradford. 
General instruction in the rudiments of fussing. Laboratory 
twice a week. 
IL MAKING A HIT. Through.out the year. 
S. M. T. \V. T. F. S., all the time. Credit, eight hours. Prof. 
Charles Champion. (Open to girls only.) 
III. \VEEK-ENDS. Through.out the year. 
F. S. S., 7 :30-10 :15. Credit, three hours . Professors Beach 
and Anderson. (Recommended by Editor.) 
IV. SPECIAL INSTRUCTION. 
How to avoid "lock-ins" ............ PROF. BrNKS METCALF 
Out-of-town fussing .................. PROF. Cnr,K LEWIS 
Town fu ing ................. PROF. FORREST KI.RKPATRICK 
Geography of fussing ................. PROF. ART \\' ITT MAN 
Extensive study of four years. 
How to act gracefully in Ormsby parlor. PROF. LESLfE l\IARTIN 
Occasional fussing ............... PROF. \V ARREN CANRlGIIT 
Long-distance fussing ............. PROF. RED \\' ALT ERBACH 
Constant fussing ........ . . . ........... . ..... . .. . 
f PRoF. BRICK SrrATTUCK 
I PROF. JULES HOUGIITALING 
Faculty fussing ............................... MME. REED 
How to bring matters to a climax . . ...... PROF. FUERSTENAU 
Mr. Boase, in French class: "He plunged his frightened look into the 
tairca e." 
Stan Metcalf and Sam Arnquist had dates with the Harn twins one Friday 
night. They wanted another, but got them mixed up and could not be sure they 
were askino- the right one. 
Charles Nimits attended a class recently. He wore the air of a mouse in 
the Y. \ \'. C. A. restroom. 
Dr. I\' aylor: "The lie is an abomination unto the Lord and a yery present 
help in times of trouble." 
Miss Dudley: " fter the break-up of the Roman Empire, we have the 
invasion of the Guns and Hoths." 
Professor Trever, in Medieval History class: "About where in time are we?" 
Margaret Cooke, in a freshman theme: "The shell of the clam is used for 
pearl button and food." 
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SECOliI> n.ooR 'Bl\(.!( 
Si.c;1110 l10HsP: :\like Klein say<;, "f went lo a sleigh-ride party once when all the girls 
lost their dignity 011 account of the cold ." Shall we have ours' \Veil, I'm sure! 
(S igned) Tm, S1ci1A PRF.ACHF:RS. 
Or'lllsby: \ \lhoevcr look tweh·e electric curlers from Room 34, please return imme-
diately. J n great demand. 
LOST-A bar o [ castile soap. Finder please return to Room 2. 
WA:\'TED-An American Lit. A Browni11z. A House Decoration. 
ETHEL \\ "mnroRE. 
Orbison II011sc: Come across! Buy her a chocolate bar! On ly 5c. She may be 
starving. 
Jfain Hall: Lost, a gray ove rcoat. Culprit please return to the cloak room or 
!Jang up in the JTall. 
Or111sby: Please read this notice at dinner: 
Since so many students are so anxious to hear from and ask questions from one 
who has been through the "Life m the Trenches," l \\"ill gi,·e a little talk on th e subject 
in the chapel from 4 P. M. to S P. M. A question-box will he open for everybody al o. 
J mu st ask ten cents admission. 
ELWOOD SMITH. 
Interurban Conductor (to i\Jisses Dudley and i\lac"\'aughto11 as they enter a car at 
Kimberley): " \ \That's the matter: aren"t the shops running today'" 
Betty Helmer, afte r receivin g one of her many week-encl Jock-ins, exclaimed: ·'\\.ell, 
no woman is perfect!"' 
·1 6's Prayer: '·O Lord, we thank thee that we are not as o ther classes are.'' 
:!Extract lFrom lFreslliman ~ s ]l)fary 
mn 11:lh.e GRee (Cillllllli 'firip 
l\Iarch 17.-"Left at S :50. , \11 dressed 
fo r the concert. Had to hustle as I staid over-
time at Oak Street. Got off at Hortonville. ~ 
Saw Norma and Tubby. Full house at Marion. 
Staid out in the country t \\"O miles. Swell bed 
and breakfast." 
March 18 and 19.-"\\'ausau. Got here 
about r :oo P. M. Had dinner in church dining-
roorn. Some dinner. Ate seven sandwiches 
and a lot of friedcake . Rehearsals. Full 
house at the concert. Staid at Ruders, 3rd 
Ave. Some place. Swell time. Some girls. Hated to leave." 
March 20.-"Viroqua. Such a time getting here! Left Wausau at 8 :oo P. M. 
Some trip. Used backs of seats for a bed. 'Iley ! Janitor answer the phone. ' 
Couldn't other arrangements have been made? Got to New Lisbon at midnight. 
Left at ,i :oo A. M. Had breakfa tat Sparta. Got to Viroqua at 9 :oo and sang 
in the high ·chool. Full house at night. Amen. ome sleepy bunch. Good pep 
in the concert, though." 
J\f arch 2r.-"Bangor. Smallest to\,·n. Rode on the top of a freight train 
to get there. A ll ate at Preston's. Slept at a nice place. Oh! baby, but I like 
plaid coats, don't you, \Valt? Full house at the concert." 
farch 22.-"Sparta. Some time. Staid at a boarding-house. Full hou e 
at the concert in the Armo rv. \Vilson and I stopped at a restaurant after the 
concert. ~icht wahr ?" -
?11arch 23 .-"Kilbourn. \Vaterman's home town, boys. RE GOOD. Full 
hou e as usual. Small town . Took the train for \\ 'atertown at SAO A. M. 
David Anderson, in translating a French sentence which shou ld be, "The 
bi hop kis ed the child on the forehead": "The bishop pushed the child to the 
front--Oh, er-no-the bi hop placed the child on the floor." 
Elmer wann was carrying on a heated discu sion with Katherine Stevens 
in Principles of T aching class. Suddenly Professor Rogers called on Mr. Swann. 
''Excuse me, but I didn't understand the que tion, Professor." 
"\\ 'e ll, Swann, I beg your pardon for interrupting." 
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§11:aggeiring §tat:ns1t:ncs 
If all the people who knock the ARIEL were put in a straight line they would reach 
two hundred and sixty-seven times around Main Hall. 
If all the people who praise the AR1f:1.. were put in a IVd, there would still be se,·eral 
good seats left. 
Dr. Spencer has dropped enough "r's" in one month to pave Lawe Street. 
It wou ld take two square miles of pine forest to furnish enough lumber for the matche 
used in one day by Floyd '.\Ionk. 
The coeds at Lawrence use enough tooth powder to supply the standing army of the 
United States. The supply i kept in a can containing 40 cubic inches. 
If all the letter s of Art Johnson's from Superior were published in the spring, they 
would fill the College Library. 
If a ll the time that the Board spent 011 the ARIEL had been used in their studies, 
there would be sixteen members more in the Phi Beta roll call. 
Year Hng Beef 
Choice Extracts from "The Story of My Life" 
BY VRE H:MAN THEMTSTS 
"During my infancy, 1 am told that the first year of my life was spent 111 a critical 
condition." 
"Having been horn on a farm, the first fifteen years of my life were spent 111 the 
quiet but pleasant pleasures such as the farm affords." 
'·I, Louis Reinke, Freshman of Lawrence College, was born on the seventh clay of 
February soon afte r the Civil W.ir." 
"l\fy father and mother were both of American decent." 
"My presents here is accounted for by the care I received when a boy." 
"I worked the four Xmas seasons during my high school course at the ten cent store." 
·'I had intended to go to Lawrence as long as 1 could remember." 
"Soon after I was converted to God, the old call lo prepare for the mi sionary field 
was again awakened in my conscience and thi time 1 could not reject any more." 
"In summing up my entire life o far, I will say that it has been made up of numerous 
periods, each of different length and of different object." 
A Cold, Clammy Conspiracy 
or 
A Banana Peel on the Library Steps 
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VAN \\'YK'S ON A W EEK- END NIG H T 
CALE-20c = $r.oo 
Chee§e ])ream Raving§ 
If an Orn,sby House Council lor talked in her sleep 
The plott111gs revealed would be frightfully deep. 
Bertha liirt had a man in the parlor one day 
Out of hours. She got ~quelched in the usual way, 
And then a most terrible uproar began. 
··I wouldn't ha\'e cared, had the squelch not said '1Ian.'" 
,\nd now we'll take up the petition from Pete, 
For a clock on the Conkey House porch, and a . eat. 
Last night i\J ay Roderic and Zel la Keene 
At a downtown restaurant at midnight were seen. 
From the Ormsby Council we hold them expelled, 
Our standards of dignity must he upheld. 
The Sm ith girls came home from a party one night 
And revelled straight on till the gray morning light. 
r\n indefinite squelch 0 0 11 will stir their regret; 
Cheer up, little children, you'll learn the rules yet. 
Other strange and deep mysteries wou ld hC' re\'ealed, 
If the lipa of the "councillors'' . hould be un ealed. 
Liglbrlt ([J)ccccn.lijpBi11:n.ol!Il§ 
Dr. Naylor looking for the first gray hair on the top of his head. 
Poli,hing "Red" Schaal"s Pentath medals. 
Adding up "Skully" i\ lartin's A grades. 
Mowing the grass on the vacant lot across from the Sherman IIouse. 
Keeping the campus over the steam-pipes covered with snow during the winter. 
Reading the brewery ads jn the /Visconsi11 Christian .-ldvocate. 
Springing chapel jokes on unsu . pecting freshmen. 
Studying psych. and chem. with a victroia playing in the next room. 
Arthur Peterson reading Responsive Readings in chapel. 
Bob Smith taking the same girl out an average of at least once a month. 
Holding an All-College smoker in the Ormsby parlors. 
Calling rehearsals for the college bane\. 
Breaking ground for the proposed new chapel. 
Telling Librarian Zelia Ann Smith that you don't use tobacco nor chew gum. 
Tnforming Doc Sammy that you are too busy to talk over your flunks w ith him. 
\,Vatching the members of the J. P. !\. '" li ft one at the Sherman." 
\\latching Jamieson "beat it" down College .\venue to Brokaw. 
\Vriting X0:'\1'E on the chapel attendance slips week a [ter week. 
\,\lhen Jamieson went home Thanksgiving, some old girl of his said: "Say, did you 
know that the Opera House caught on fire two weeks ago?" 
Jamieson: "Is it still burning~" 
Professor i\fulli c, after an exceedingly flat joke: '"This is the time for the class to 
laugh. Haven't you been here Jong enough to laugh at the teacher's jokes even though 
you do not see the point?" 
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VAUGHAN, SPENCAH 
AND SIGMA BOYS 
FACE CHARGES 
Student Senate Returns Verdict ol 
Guilty in All Three Cnses, With 
Sentence Suspended. 
Thrre imoortant cases were 
rousiderrd 1'1onday arternoon at. 
the criminal session of the . tu 
dent Senate. Not only were the 
defl"ndants involved some of the 
most prominent men and iJH,;ti, 
tutions in the college, but the 
misdemeanors with which they 
were rha rged wei·e of such a 
dast,trdly character that consid· 
erablo interest attaches thereto. 
The cases follow: 
1. Student Senate r.,. Dr. 
llf. Lyle Spencab. 
Charge: Per/)etration of Stale 
Joi,,.,. 
Dr. Spe11cah is herein charA"ed 
with thP serious misdempanor 
of havin~ rescued !rom oblivion 
with 1nalicious intent to preser\'e 
from extinction, certain u11<:outh 
jests which bad deservedly found 
their way to the lit('rary scrap, 
heap. 
Yer<lict: Guilt,•. 
2. ~ tudent Seflate 1'8 . Sigma 
Phi Epsilon Fraternitr. 
Charge: Orirninar .Xeuliaen<·,, 
in F'ailirig to Com11l11 with C:r1'· 
tain Rorial RtrnHlards of tltr 
Jn.rdit1rtior1. · 
, igmn Phi Epsilon is herrin 
C'harged with having horrified 
the Denn of ,vomen, des!ro)'ecl 
the penre or mind of the House 
Council, east consternation and 
glomn O\"'f'r the Jives of countless 
membrrs of the frminine eontin, 
g-ent, to Sa.I' nothing- or destro)'· 
ing the pqnilihrium of the purses 
of C'ertn in male mcmhers of t he 
!-!hHlrnt bod~·, clue to the pur-
chase of consolation 1·oses and 
C'andv. 
Yt;rdi<'t: Guilt\'. 
3. Student Senate r.,. Dr 
.T. (1. Ynughan. 
Charge: Fn,wrml11 Let·iftt-
It is with cleen rrgret that 
this c•hnn.te is mricle, hut the 
se1·io11 s nnturP of the offe1u;(" haa 
made it imperative that som<:: 
action hr tnkrn. \VC' are pre· 
pared to lH" v·p1•y ron('rete in this 
instanrr. On Novrmher .5, 1915, 
at exnrtl~· nineteen minutes :l fter 
ninr. tlw farP of the worth,, 
profPssor of missi011s was i:,ee11 
to 1·elnx in a most unbecoming 
wa ,- : llw rot·nrrs of the mouth 
wen" rxtended and the eves 
g-lenmrcl with 11 strnni;re twinkle: 
in short, mnrh to thr ronsf('rna-
tion of the st11de11t bodr. Dr. 
Ynughnn smilt>d. Should this 
The' Mace has elected the 
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high rrimr have been committed 
in any place other tlrn n in 
ehnpel. before th stuclent hocl.v. 
the offense wou lcl not be con, 
siclercd as heinous. 
Ven1id: Guilt,·. 
Char,g-es of C(}linl significante 
were hrought ag-ainst Professo1 
~iullenix for failure to wash the 
biology laboraton• towPI, and 
again8f Doc Ilunting for win· 
ning his Phi Beta Kappa key 
und<"r false pretenses. II0wev·e1-, 
the gra11itr in the Senate jail 
already shows signs of heing ex· 
ha.ustl:'d and tlH'S<' charges wrr(' 
unwillinIZ"IY, lmL nC'<'('ssaril~-. laid 
on the ta hie. 
VOTES FOR 
WIMMEN! 
Wlwn Adam Cell asleeJ) in the 
Garden of Paradise and the 
angC'l of the Lord gave him an 
anrestheti<' and operated on hi s 
rihs, a new being was thrown 
upon ilw tender mercies of the 
world. 
Adam awoke. Eve stood hy 
his sid('. And alLhough he re· 
sisted, her s h·cn voice and 
naug-hty {'Y{'S were too much. 
He u te the apple. 
'J.1h(' feminine sex has now 
adopted a new method or attack 
and Lawrence girls have joined 
in tl1e movC'ment. 
OnP hundred strong they 
gathC'r d in the }~ngl1sh 1·oom 
and nided by Dr. Atkmson with 
pa.rliump11tary advice and the 
mornl support of four 0th.et 
ml•re men, thrv organize the 
Ec111nl , uffrn.ge League. 
:.Memhprship ca rd s read: 
'J1his certifies that 1'Iiss 
Blank is n full member of 
the Equal Suffrage Lengue. 
~ hC' i~ hereby permitted to 
hurl lwicks, hribr voters, 
an <l ntluck legislators dur· 
ing the closC'd season. 
Signed bY President 
ancl S cretary. 
EXTRA! 
EMORY RO G IERS 
SWEARS? 
Prominent Y. M. C. A. Leader Indulges 
- Stubs Small Toe on Left 
Foot in Main Hall. 
Emo1·y Sidney Rogers, l\[urion, 
promi1wnt .in Y. l\L C .. ..-\. and 
Epworth League circles, has 
fallen. 
Thl~ fall, in exactness of 
:;;;.peerh, and near-fall, physically, 
canw while 1lr. Rogers wus 1·un-
ning out of l\fnin I [ull in an at· 
tempt to skip on e o.r Dr . Nay· 
lor· s Bible cln si-ws. Di· . Na)1lor 
carnrted the length of the hall 
after lllr. Rogers, but fuilr<l lo 
catch the c11lprit 1-~·ca, verily,-
donhle culprit. 
11 nood night! T haven't my 
lesson for thP first time this 
Yea1\ and I'm not going to 
Class," were t.h(' last sensihlt:> 
word!-i of the criminal. ITis high 
sop1·ano did not aguin waft upon 
the welkin unlil the seco nd joint 
of the most petit digit of his 
left pedal exti-em·ity connected 
with one of the steps, then-hut 
it woul<l not be fair to print 
what he said. 
Su ffic·e it to ttclcl that h e held 
earnest ronv<'nwlion with t lrnt 
self-saUJ.e step for some three 
minutes: then with the manli· 
nei,,s of masf'ulinity swelling 
within his bosom, he pirked up 
hi s hl'litten•d notebooks and jug-
gled toward home. 
THETAS WIN FIERCE 
CONTEST 
The spellin g hee between the 
Theta Phi fraternity and a se· 
lectcd team from Broka·w second 
and third floor frl'Rhmen, 1·esult· 
ed in a ,pic-tory for the ThC'tas. 
THE LA WRENTIAN IS NOW AMERICA'S 
GREATEST COLLEGE WEEKLY. IT IS ABSO-
LUTELY THE BIGGEST LITTLE THING IN 
THE JOURNALISTIC LINE THAT LAWRENCE 
HAS EVER SEEN. Here 1s something to be proud 
of We should all be proud of the Lawrentian 
because it is AMERICA'S GREATEST COLLEGE 
WEEKLY. But remember, the Trustees won't have 
beer ads in our paper, so let's all begin to boost the 
advertisers so they'll put more ads in the paper. Let's 
show how much we appreciate the fact that the Law-
rentian is AMERICA'S GREATEST COLLEGE 
WEEKLY. Let's not take a copy unless we've got 
a club ticket. And remember it's AMERICA'S 
GREATEST COLLEGE WEEKLY. 
Also don't forget who it is that makes the Law-
rentian possible. (It's out at last.) It's the adver-
tisers. Don't patronize them. Remember, it's 
AMERICA'S GREATEST COLLEGE WEEKLY. 
We are printing a list of the advertisers, so you 
won't have to read through the paper to find whom to 
patronize. We got them, they'll get you. THE 
LA WRENTIAN IS AMERICA'S GREATEST 
COLLEGE WEEKLY. DON'T FORGET IT. 
(Oh, if we only could.) 
Five Cents P er-haps 
REAL VOCATIONAL 
CONFERENCE OPENS 
HERE NEXT WEEK 
Interestin g Addresses by Co-eds, Ex 
perts in Their Res1>ective Lines. 
Feature Annual Event. 
Dean Harriet Louise Barher 
has announced the program for 
the annual ,~ocn.tional confer 
en ce, which is to open a 
Ormsby 11 ext week. 
'l'h(:" program includes ad 
dTesses on various subjects of 
peculinr interest to women, and 
on the list of speakers are some 
of the most entertainin g talker 
in thC' college. 
'l'he cont'ercnrr should be 
heard by every Lawrence girl 
The prop:ram follows: 
lrednescllty, 3 :30 p. m. 
··Jiow I Annexf'cl a Beta Pin" 
.. . . . , . .. E1'll EL ,VnIT)10RE 
If thl' time is not too shor 
:IIiss " -hitmore will also tel 
how the Al/lhalpha Delts keep a 
secr et. 
"Opportunities in Juicy Bits" 
........... L1°orA E.,sT''-'" 
1
·Li!e without scanclal is emp 
ty." .\n attempt was made to 
have l\[iss Irma Hard hanclle 
this subject, buL as she is Yer~· 
bus.,r thesf? spring- cla~·s sh e could 
not nttend. 
1'/iursday, 8 :30 ,,. m. 
11 Grafting in Eclucalion" .... 
...... .. .... E-r11EL 'r 11o)r.\~ 
"Always t ry to kC'ep nwnke 
cluring -,your 11 :SO." 
"Opportunities h1 tate Insti-
tutions'' ...... JJo.!NXIE PH,\TT 
TinsNl on two years' experi 
ence in Oshkosh nnd other fields 
110J)pot·tunities in Entertnin-
ing" ........ Jl[AliY JlfaADO\\".f 
'l1hr library as my field o 
conquest. 
Frida//, 3 :30 /). m. 
11The Eclucationnl \ rnlu c of 
the :Pat Lncly" .. ELSIE Lu1-;<·K 
She will describe her ncth·i 
ties in this field. She s1,eak 
with authorit~r upon this suhjrc-t 
:cBaseball: the Coming Yoca· 
Lion for Women" ....... . 
........... LINDA E1c11~rAx 
Miss Eichman has recC'nth· 
entered this gr nt work and will 
give a lucicl explanation of it 
opportunities for young women 
Friday, 7 :30 /). ,,,. 
The Re ri ('s or meetings wil 
close with the following address 
'J:he mPeting will conclude in 
amplp time to permit tbr ladies 
to retrl'at to their clomicilC's ere 
the fatnl hour of detention 
anoroaches. 
"The Man Question" ...... . 
............ RuT11 S1n:wfo~!=I: 
:h[iss Skewes is very capahle 
on this subject. You muRt all 
staY, gi rls, to hC'at· her , for that 
is whnt we all wnnt-a man . 
PERSONAL 
Ke1·osene ~\li er visitPcl Doc 
Sarnrn,· over Sunday. 
F.mrna TTall sprnt the week 
end at her home in this rity. 
111•0 THE LA \\'RE'.\'TT1\ X MAY 15, 1916 
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BROKERS MEET 
Scheme for Alleviation of Financial 
Stress Vinally Discovered by 
Not-a-Cent Bonnister. 
( A JJ}Jtedat,,<l Press) 
Little Chute, Feb. 16.-0ur 
•illnge gazed in awe at the 
demonstration of lmstness al.ul-
ity clispln~·ed by two strangers 
in our midst, :N .. A. C . .Han-
nistt~r and Onl,r Ca1· Fare 
Mit<·hf'll, who are said to be 
Lawrence stud<•nts. 
Tlw ~-oung mt.•n and their 
ladies had forsaken rt group of 
·h illy, but ha.pp,·, young people 
on a i,;Jrigh ride, heca.use it was 
too colcl for tlw above-mention-
ed gents and friends feminine. 
The four dest'rters decided lo 
tukt.~ the interurhan car, but the 
ame was a Ion~ time in coming 
1n<l L,efore it <·ou ld sneak in 
rom Kaukauna to Grand 
1venue, Little Chute, a hunger, 
equn l onl;\' to those diRtressing 
pangs suffered by A r<'tic explor-
Prs without food for several 
nonths, snPaked over the a.na.· 
omies of ou1· lll'roes and hero-
nes. 
The men-how noble and gal-
ant the\· ha,~c lwcome in 1916 
---0ffe1·ed to bu,· (·andy for their 
queens and the latter two did 
not kick the former two in the 
fa.cc because of the suggestion. 
When the first pieces of glu· 
cose had gone to fill the cavities, 
the men came to-they had only 
a. nickel between them. 
rrhereat, X. A. C. Bannister 
eizecl the candy 11nd flew buck 
o the corner g rocer,, sl01·e 
where pm·chased. By ski llful 
display of the knowledge of fi. 
nance; and the fifteen cents' 
;t,•orth of candy still remaining, 
1e wheedled the clerk into ac-
cepting the candy as a pawn 
for the fifteen sou•. 
Ile 1·etu rncd to the more-
hungry - than - ever - beeause -
of · the • appetizer group and 
ther departed for Appleton, 
minus the cuncly, but rich in 
business exp rience. 
MACINNIS GE.TS HIS 
PAY CHECK--STOCK 
MARKET IS SlUCK 
In spite of the fact that there 
was not enough money in the 
tTensurr to hand out the usual 
little golcl footbnlls, ilfanriger 
Earl Car n egie 1'IacTn11is re-
ceivecl his monthly salary check 
)'este1·day. As usual. the amount 
was $11.11. 
)fr. Maclnnis was loath to 
state to the LAWJU_;~TlAN'S 
financial editor ns to what use 
he would make of the money, 
fearing that unflne publicity 
might preeipitate a n1n on the 
stock market. It iR rumored, 
howP,·er, that he will pa.y his 
bill at the Sig-mri house for 
September, 1914. 
Spncl the LAWRESTJAX home. 
FUSSER'S EXPENSE 
ACCOUNT 
Classified 
I. "PJ,,\Xl.T" FCf'ISER (gar-
den ,,nriety; very common). 
1 eelluloicl collar ........ $0.10 
I tie (reel). . . . . . . . . . . . . .15 
1 All-Coll ege Day ticket . . .% 
l\1'0\'if'S for two... . . . . . . . .20 
Peanuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .05 
Shoes resoled . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Christmas card (for her). .1<1 
Van's after skoting...... .20 
1 celluloid coll a r . . . . . . . . .10 
Dhnnoncl shirt st ucl for 
facult.r reception . . . . . . .10 
Shoes .......... 2.98 
Downri\Ter marshmallows . .15 
.. He:nt" ean,l ~·. . . . . . . . . . .03 
Shoes resoled . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
JI. "B,ILCO:\'Y" ~'l' RER 
(Do<'s well under cultiva-
tion). 
All-College Day (for two). $0.50 
Downriver (for two)..... .60 
(Ko hont; she likes to 
walk.) 
Neckties (nsso1·tcd) ...... 1.00 
Su it presseecl . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
:Mo\~ieR nnd , ... an's . . .40 
Fiske O'Irarn ........... 1.60 
Cnndy (for her) ..... . .. 1.00 
, uit J)r('SSNl.. . . . . . . . . . . .50 
1\fo,·i<'R nnd Vu n's . . . . . . . .40 
Resenecl seats for basket-
lrnll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 
lJyreum ronrse (2)..... . .50 
Reserved sea ts for basket· 
hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2CJ 
Rink (she skates clivinel.r) .30 
Ruhhe,·s (for l) . . . . . . . . .80 
Pmlll'ell a . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5CJ 
Y:rn·s (for suµper)... . . . .60 
Downrh-er . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 
New lid ............... . J.~5 
Rilk hnsr.......... .7.1 
Downriver (hont nncl ents) 1.00 
uomnr the Tent maker". . . 1. 75 
1',lowen; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
TlI. " BOX SEAT" F"PSSER 
(R11re; nlmost extinct.) 
Dress suit ..... ........ $4 0.00 
White g-lo,·es. . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
J1,rntt'rnitr dance--
Cab ...........•... 
Flowf'rs ........... . 
li1nvo1"s . .... .. ..... . 
Violets .............. . 
Dinne-r at ShE>rmnn .... . 
Automobile (et"ening) .. . 
Box seat at theatre .... . 
Roses . . .......... .. . . 
Book on Et iquelte (sec-
ond hnncl) ......... . 
~~w gloves ........... . 
I 1e .. . .•••.•... • ••.•• 
lfanirure ............ . 
Orchids ..... . .. . .... . 
Dinn r at Tiotel '.Menashn. 
~eiJh .............. . 
Cnndv .............. . 
}fanirure ......... . .. . 
rraxi for Wnshington·s 
1.50 
2 .00 
3.00 
1.00 
3.00 
4.00 
4.ou 
l..50 
.75 
L,O 
.50 
.50 
10.00 
4 .00 
2.00 
1.50 
.50 
hirthdn.,· party . . . . . . . 2.00 
, ilk hnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.98 
:Manie11re ......... , , .. 
Roses ( for Feb. 14) •... 
.50 
2.00 
30.00 ~e'"'. suit ............. . 
1 ax, . . . . . . . . . . 3.0(J 
Brokaw Hall Cafeteria 
Openfroni 7:00 to 8:oo A.M. 
and from 5:30 to 6:30 P.M. 
Regular Dinner at 12 :30 
Break.fast Ale-nu 
Toast Flapjacks Oatmeal Grapenuts 
Excelsior Fruit in Season Poached Egg 
Tea Coffee ::\Iilk 
Dinner Jlenu 
Spuds 
Kiddem 
Fresh Veal Imported Gravy 
Sauerkraut Beans Silage 
Pickle 
Brown Bread Roels White Bread 
Chocolate Pie a la Mud 
Fish-eye Pudding 
Supper Menu 
Scalped Murphys Bow-wows Rare Beefsteak 
Dressing Ila sh oquettes Pork 
\Vaxtite Biscuits Brown Bread Corn Bread 
Grapenut Wiggles 
Short Cake with Spanked Cream 
Prune Pie 
For Special Rates see 
Floyd Berry, Mgr. 
Plrir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00 
No manicure (shr is gone) 
Long dis ta nee phone 
( while she is away for 
vacation) 1S minutes.. 5.00 
old cream nnd other cos-
metics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25 
J\f n n icure . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Sih•er framed photog-rnph 6.00 
f~t~~- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : tgg 
1\1:inirure . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
May M:usie f'estirnl. . . . . 10.00 
Sweet pens . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Diamond ring ......... 150.00 
(On installment plnn) 
.. Ing nnnouncemeut party 
at Sherman for frnt 
brothers ............ ,J0.00 
Chorolates for her sorority 
sisters . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;).00 
:\'0•1•>:-Dncl told L eonarcl to 
have a good lime. 
Bills and riot later. 
1'o fill this space will require 
six Jines so we must get out 
ou1· little pencil and write them. 
Now that we have written 
them, the Jwinter is s:itisfied, 
and Ro are we. 
"Let Hartman Feather 
Your Nest" 
Young man, why wait till you're through college, 
when you can enjoy all the comforts of a home and 
still get your degree? 
The available supply of nest-mates is rapidly de-
creasing. Get busy now, and get first choice. 
I will tart you right. My experience is at your 
disposal. 
Herman Hartman 
Complete Outfitter for the Home 
M.tY 15, 1916 TUE L\ \ \ 'RE;\'TL\N Three 
r-~;~-~~~,;s~;;~ .. -;;;s~-l Stop! Look! Listen! 
+,- o- i.-i•- ,•- ••- o- ct- ••- 1+.-u- u- 1)_ 1,- ,,- ,,- 11- 1+ 
}lIXERAL POIXT :MA N 
GUEST OP HOXOR 
Appleto n , Wis.-( 'peci.nl)-
Mr. Richard BrPwer, of :Mineral 
Point. ,viseonsin, was the g uest 
of honor nl the D elta totn 
formu 1, g iYen la st 1'1 ridn~· e,~en-
ing. This party is considered 
one 0£ the m ost elaborate affairs 
of the <·o lle!(e )·ear. 
Mr. Brewrr is the son of ,J. 
H. Brewer, Min t' r a l Point'~ 
hm,tling grocer.-~1 incral Point 
Po'i11tr~t. 
LOCATJ GIRL IX COLLEGF. 
PEl'n'ORMAXCE 
Stars i,1, J/oraUty Play 
Appleton, Wis.-(Special.)-
In the Lawrcn<'r Interclass Ora-
torieal co ntest, held last. night, 
Miss Jessie Cochrnn e, of Fox 
Lake, Wi s., took the leadin g 
part in th e morality 1,lay g iven 
by the sen ior class. Her part 
":as thnt or fnll(:'n Ilumnnit)\ 
the victim of Yiee. Ig-n oran ce, 
Disease, Selfishness and D1·uuk-
enness. The a udien ce was hclcl 
in suspense until beautiful Ilu-
man itr was rescued through the 
efforts of ~hristia nity, ai d('d Uy 
the Class of 1916. 'J'he se nio1· 
rlass rece ived first place by the 
jud ges for g iYin g the most ori-
1?:inal nnd t,est produced play. 
JI.Iiss Coc hrn11 e is the dau1?:hter 
of \V .. J. Coehrane of }<ox Lake, 
and is a member of Delta 
Gamma sor m·i tr.-Pox Lake Re-
7n·l'1te11tati1·P. 
SOX OF PROl\IISEXT EAU 
('T,A TRE CI'J'IZF.X lS 
COLLEGE lllINS'l'RELS 
Arthur P et er1wn the 8tn r in 
La u•re11ce Jl i11xt rPl ,\' Ji u w 
,\ Pt>leton, \\'i .-( 811ecial. )-
Arthur P("h•rson, or Enu Ula.ire. 
\Vi!-., made o tremendous hit 
last ni~ht in the .A1·i el .l\[instr el 
sho w, the popular Lawrence all-
c:o l\ C'gt~ e,·e nt of th(" year. 
The Theta Phi fraternity, of 
whieh )Ir. Peterson is a mem-
ber, presented selC"efi ons from 
S hakespear 's "M i cl s u mm e r 
Xight's Dream'' in an extreme-
Ir plC'asing fashion. 11r. Peter-
son's interpretation or the len cl -
in~ purt was parti<:ularlr suc-
cessful. 
The Theta Phi's ancl their 
fr ie nd s are co nfident that .Mr . 
Peter son's splendid acting will 
sec.: ure for them the prize for 
the most excellent perfonnanre 
of the eve ning.-Eau Claire 
Lrar1er. 
COLLEGE BOYS IX COL· 
LEG!~ MIN TRELS 
lloltz and Wright are llage of 
Et·f'11i11u in La wrn1ce ]linstrel 
Show 
Appleton, Wis.-(Spceinl.)-
Hnrold La wrenee Holtz a nd 
Allyn Lee \\'right of Columbus, 
Columbia rounty, were popular 
st a.rs last night in tho Ariel 
minstrel show, the most impor 
tant socia l event of th e college 
r<•a1·. 
Messrs . Holtz and Wright 
WC're in the group repr<'S('nting 
the Beta Sigma Phi fraternity, 
whose act was suid to he the 
most o rigina l one g iven. Al 
though anno un eemPnt of the re-
sult of the contest will not ht• 
made for a week ye t, the popu-
lari tv of }lr. Holtz and ~fr . 
\\'ri i°(ht places them at the top 
or the li st of contPstltnts, a11d 
they a re hoth considered IJ,. 
their friends to he prohaiJll' 
winners of the l)ri ze. 
.Afr. lloltz is a. so n of l•1 rNl 
IIoltz. of olurnhus, nnd is a 
member of t h E." Student St1 nat e 
and }Ir. Wright is a son of 
Dr. L. A . W1·i g ht, also of Co l· 
umlJus.-Col11mhus Rep"bliran. 
LAWRENCE MAN 
KILLED IN GREAT 
EUROPEAN WAR 
Elwood Smith , Ex· '18, Meets Death 
Near Rouen. France- Particu-
lars Not Known. 
The rumors that Elwood 
Smi th , a m em lwr of la st .'"("hr's 
freshman ctnss, hod met his 
death on the hattl,•fields of 
gurop<' ha\'e heen (·crnf-innecl. 
J fis fath<'r. who )h~es in Rhine 
lander , ~Vi s.. had not Jwnrd 
from him for some timt.>, so 
wrote to thr E:n1tlish govl•rn-
mcnt for information r ega rd1 11 g 
his whereabouts. Tht·y r eoP,~ '1 1 
saying thal be was d et1 d. 
J],' 
ror SEE JT 
IX TllE 
LA ll ' HE-:Vl'JdN 
IT'' SO 
I 
WANT 
RELIABLE 
AND 
COMPETENT 
SPELLING 
MACHINE 
l\lust be absolutely 
guaranteed. 
I will pay any price. 
MERIBAH HAZEN, 
Ormsby 
'rI1e Great ancl Glorious Guilcl of Junk Dealers annm.n1ce the 
su le of nni cles herei nafter spec ified at public a uction at chapel, 
F'riday1 ,June 9. Each and every piece is a. genuine antique, 
some d ating back as far as the year Art Johnson entered L:nvrence 
Atadcmy. 
S o. Xa,ne Desrriplion 
0 l\Iain Hall..... . . . . . . . 8tholastic h a ll of learnin g, aliec· 
tio nately known as "Black lJole 
of Calcutta." 
1 One Clrnpel Clock ........ Obviously not intended as a time· 
keeper, but an ("xcrll ent oruame11t 
for an.r w a ll. 
2 One Brown Switch ....... Pound in lib1·ary. Owner may 
have same nt reduced price. N"o 
questions ask ed. 
3 Ormsby Hall Hash ....... In g redients not known, but g uar-
anteed to la st n lifC'time. 
4 One Senior Bench ....... Large s ize . pah,ted n brilliant 
green to h a rmonize with back· 
gi·ound. Cheap heeause or one 
lost nrm. 
5 Doc. ammy's Skull Cap ... Black sntee n, lnr!(e size. R ccom· 
menclecl to Professor R ogers. 
6 Professor , pencer's Jokes .. li ghtl y depreciated. Year ' 2. 
Especially recommended to fr<'sh· 
m en and visitors. 
7 One Black llair Ribbon ... Owner hopes to be a sophomore 
next year. 1'1o r desc ription a11ply 
to Aliee Callahan . 
8 Light Blue S ilk Dress .... Covf'recl with mud a1icl ri\'er 
water. 'rl10se wishing to insp ct, 
call on Martha Shu ffl et,othnm. 
9 Bunch or Old LoYc Letters )Uurh worn from co nstant u se. 
Vnhrnhl<' to amateurs, but u seless 
to owner . See Bob Smith. 
1 0 Ariel Typewriter ......... Especially good for beginners1 as 
it is trained in the trial and err or 
system. 
IT PAYS TO AD VER TISE 
So ph o m o r es 
KIMBALL 
for Editor-in-chief of 
1918 ARIEL 
T he Only L ogical Candidate ]or the Office 
Three years experience on a daily newspaper. 
Editor-in-chief of Neenah High School Paper. Pre-
sent Athletic Editor of L AWRE TIAN. 
VOTE FOR HIM 
A11thorired and paid for by lite Green Club 
Fnm· 
THE LA WRENTIAN 
Entered as clecided1v second-
cla s matter. hy the ·overt act 
of the honrd. 
Pnhlishecl nt least once by 
the ARrnL Bored. 
~\ttempt made to secure a 
copyright, whieh was indig-nantly 
refused. 
Suhs<'ripiion price: l\i[oncy 
cant bu~· it. 
Advf'rth:ing rat s: \Vhatever 
we can get. 
S:,;rx Mr-rc111-:L1, 
Editor-in-Ohief 
CLAREXCto~ hh'T'('HELL 
A .jsoriate Bdito1· 
ALLEX ,. . \V . .\'l'SOX 
R u.1;i11N18 J[anager 
"\\~.\'l'TO" ,YAT, OX 
rlsxisla..nt B11s. Mgr. 
STA-U'l~ 
lh:s~rg HAOOE 
Cartoonist 
An:,;,:s JI,;nns~· 
svorling E'<litor 
\VARREN CANRHIIIT 
Oonse1· 1•a.t ory E ,lit or 
K .F.XORIOK L. KDlBAL.L 
Chapel Editor 
'' Al_.l..,ACJ.J \VTT,1,S 
1'-i' ol'ial E dilor 
L'EO DAWLEY 
E xr ltange Editor 
C'ARJ ... 'XELSOX 
Oo-,d Editor 
)1A , . RODERIC 
LTl~l ,l"AK 1'iflJND'1' 
EJ..,FRJ.::DA H .-H[PF:r... 
E. :MAR0;.\RE'1' RlTCl-llE 
,JANET 81'RA1.'II F:AHX 
ZELT.JA J{F~ENE 
.TOSEPHIN'"}~ Pnrn CE 
MOTTO 
.. Let us crush truth to 
earth, and not le t it rise till 
we leave town ." 
,vas you to the .Junior-
Frei;;hmnn party last 11ight 1 ,ve 
was and we had a fine time. 
* * * 
Fie f01· shame, basketball men. 
V\Thr cu n 't you keep eligible? 
Look nt ou1· debaters. Do they 
ever drop below I 
* * * Oh, Jet 11s r ememher that we 
are here primarily for scholar-
ship and our studies . Let us 
studv harcl and please Doc 
ammv and get high marks 
and please Pa and 1\/fa. Every· 
hodr out for the debate tri,out 
this afternoon. 
It has heen suggested to th o 
editor that he st:nt nn ngitati011 
in these columns to comp(') next 
yeur 's minstrel show to re_henn,e 
011 top of Main Hall. 'J.'he City 
Superintendent for the Abatt~-
ment of Unple:isant Son nds 
hencled a del egatio n whi ch 
waited 11pon us :veste,rdav. 
IToughtnling and mith , R. J., 
pl ease notice. 
Editor S11ix Mitchell wishes 
to thank the LAWREX'l'IAX s tair 
for the large amo1111t of ma-
terial that hns been hand ed in 
this year. Tie has, it is true, 
one criticism to make : namely, 
that due to the exceRsive numbe1 
of stories, articles1 pers011als, 
and news items which tbe vari-
ous members have turned in, 
he hns been at great lal)or it1 
making a wise selection. TTow-
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eve1·, h e 11as been greutl~· aided 
in th is work h)• Deak " Tills in 
the editorial d epartment and 
Kendrick Kin.1hall in the sport-
ing section, to both of whon.1 
he gives his deepest thanks. 
* * • 
\Vithout some mention of a 
freshmnn named Jamieso n 1h is 
iss11e would be incomplete. How-
eve r th e edito1· i s not ov1•ri~1 
stro~g, while said Jami e is a.~-
most a 200-pounder. Furthl:'r-
morc the eel. can only run forty 
mil es an hour, and said. .Jam,e 
is sa id to have exceeded that h)' 
i;.e\'eral knots. 1Ienre and there-
fore, this is all the s l:.Pn bl.licl 
.Jamie gets. 
* * • 
·Much plrasure has l)ee n ex-
pressecl hy the students over the 
chapel exer c ises lo.st rrhursdnr. 
Xot on]~, wns the address hy the 
I rincloo missioniur. on the needs 
for bettrr facilities to car1·y 0'11 
lhc work, of the bi~hest interest ; 
hut the promptness with wh,eh 
Oo c Sa.mmv closed the sprvic & 
<·rented Ia'VoralJle ('Omment. ] t 
is a ho1,cful si~n when the SC'J" 
vices elose p1·omptly at 9 :25. 
* * * 
As we sat in the te11th row 
in chapel and noticed the fright-
ened-fawn look in the eyes of 
one Red E lliott, as he made his 
maiden chapel speech, n. fce1ing 
of sympathy for thr poor hunted 
r renture came oveT us. 
All clay long we hroodecl over 
the matter. Om· lessons suf-
fered, for even in clnsscs the 
whitfl. fonr-strieken countenance 
of "\Villiam appeared l)f'for<' our 
e,·es. It wa s fierce. At length, 
.iust as the golclen sun was sink-
in~ in the west (grent stufl'. 
ho.,·s L a remedy rnme to mind. 
,vhv not have PreRident 
~\rtliul· .Tohnson 1·ise on a l!., ri · 
dnv morning, smile benignly 
over the upturned fn<·es of his 
diseinles, an(l rasnall y r emark: 
··.lohn Blank, who wa s to 
~peak tocla)r upon his e1ection 
as inner sentinel or the Philaln · 
thean literary society, is unable 
to he prese nt. '" 
Imagine. if you can, the out· 
burst of h earty and prolonged 
applause thnt would greet suc!t 
a rrmark. l•'11rthermore, h e-
tween cheers the gratifiNl audi-
ence would exchtim in terms or 
the warmest aclmiraUon reg:ncl· 
ing .John's ge11erosity, hi s warm· 
hPartrclness, and hi s r ej?ard fo1· 
his fellow students. 
As n final al'j?oment in favor 
·, f the adovtion of such a plan, 
it would put all the wo1·k on 
Prcside11t .Johnson, w hi ch is 
exnctl v what lw was elcrtecl for 
rind is expected to clo. 
AN APPRECIATION 
( By a Lot-i-ng Friend ) 
It has b ecomC' n. bi-monlhl'" 
nleasure lo see the bright and 
beaming features of the Bio 
D ept. as it strolls in nnd out 
amongst the mystic rnazC's of 
l'pmininity in thr Ormsbv din· 
in.i:r hall. A moment's chat with 
Zella or A witt icism with Zclia 
ndds so murh to the plensure 
of the 1·epast. 
The custom is as unique a~ 
11 ncommon. nncl we dr,ubt not 
that Miss Barber is both plensecl 
uncl surpTised. but more s. thfln 
u. , 11uon its ocru1Tenc1?. ,ve 
have been assu1·ed thnt a simi-
lar favor to the Brokaw dining 
.'falrrn wou ld win our frie11d n 
warm and hea rty w e1come there. 
St?nd the LAWRF~~1·rAX home. 
+1- 1>_ ,,_ ,,_ o_ c,- c,- c1- 1+ 
I The Uncensored I I Fillum I 
+,- ,,- 1,- 11- c1- 11- c1- ,1- ,+ 
ll'elcome. Ladies plea,'J(' re-
more their lids. 
Albert Pranzke a. k ed us to 
print his name here today. 
Don 't kiss a mi ss on the steps 
of Ormsby-the mouth is the 
proper pl ace. Besid es, the 
ground ~hlRS windows are not 
a.hsolute,l_v opaque. 
Dorothy Holbrook spoke to u s 
yesterdny in front of ilfain Ilall. 
\Vonder what Rufus Mather 
Bagg, Ph.D., Jr. , will sa~r is the 
best thin,!? in this vo1u me. 
NOTTCI: 
All "L" foothnll nrnn call at 
the office and r ece ive their little 
gold footballs. 
s. PLA>[1'Z, B. 
J u~I a n10111P11t; tl1 P oprrator 
i8 adj·ustin ,(J th" film. 
'I1his spare 1·eservecl fo1· the 
picture of the man who k eeps 
awake in ]i'nrle~··s Edu ca tional 
l'srch. 
Contrihutions to thi s column 
;ire hnclly 11eeded . 
The precariou s rondition of 
the Ornu,b~· pump cnused much 
worrv on and ahout the campus, 
espec'inlly to the r ep1·e en tat i,7 eS 
of the left side of chapel. 'rhe 
nump's health was broken b y 
Kor11reich a week ago last Mon-
d.n v when h e attC'mpted to resu1· -
l'eCt enough water for the kit-
c•hf'n fo1· all da,· and mn.ke his 
e ight o'clock on fou1·th speed. 
~rh e vnmp regained its former 
poise on l~· to suffer a r ela pse at 
t he hands of Brown. However, 
Dr. }Icinnis wns summoned 
and his vast experi ence in mat-
ters eulinarr h elped to nurse 
hnck to health the good ol<l 
J ump. Tt wos ahle to he out 
today. No, not out of order. 
JnfPnnissi<m . Those comi11n 
in lat e may renwin for the riext 
. ..:hr,111. 
ATTlrnTION, SECRET 
SERVICE 
Skelh· :Martin hasn ' t been seen 
at Ormsby Hall since 10:58 last 
night. Esther would like to have 
him call her up bv phone. That'R 
a good boy, Whirle r; 6033. 
j\(i ss Hnn-i et Barber is quoted 
as saying, "Gee whiz. ain't them 
Easter lili es pretty 1" at the in-
stallation of the lil y pl:tnts in 
Orm~hv Tlall sevf'ral we<>ks ago. 
,ve do· hate to contradict, hnt-
aw, what's the u se? 
Had a National College Men 's 
Beauty Show heen held April 30, 
La"rr nee ·woul<l undoubtedly 
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have taken fu·st place, for prac-
ti ca lly eve1·y man had a hair· 
cut an(l lll)\ how nice they 
look after they leave the bar· 
her·s. But "There's n. Reason .'' 
lfaireuts went up to 35 ceu ts 
in .Appleton )lay 1. 
Dl~ l<IXITE DE~' INI'rIONS 
ApinstC'r-.\ woman whose 
" ri~ht' s1 ' arf' al1 unlimited rights 
of C'xpe,ctation. 
Rea li ty-'rhat which cannot 
be put in a vacuum. 
Digest-A word fraught with 
strange meaning, u sed by phy-
siologi s ts and Prof. Rogers to 
denote a complicated p1·ocess 
rarely perfrdly achieved. 
Bnrber- A.n U.C'complishecl co n-
versationalist. who oc-casiona]l)• 
cnts hair and shaves. 
Burglar-On€' who llelieves 
the world owes him n. 1i,· ing and 
("O II P<.'ls it, without giving a re-
(·eipt. 
C:oocl 11ight I 
+,- ,,- ,,- ,,- 1,- 1,_ o_ ,,_ ,+ 
i j i VOX POPULI i 
+,- 1,-1,- 11- c,- ,,- ,,- ,,- 1+ 
To the Bdito,· of the LAWRE,<-
'J'rAx : 
Unaccustomed as I an1 to 
wl'iting for publication, 1 cannot 
r e frain from addressing a few 
words to your many reader i.. 
upon a sul1ject, which ha s re-
cently come to mv n.ttention. 
I r efer to the widespread and 
deplorable use of slang b)' stu· 
dents of ou1· great and glorious 
colleg . 
I could have s imply di ed of 
s hame the other day when I 
met a Jellow student on the 
campus n nd h e greeted me with 
words to this effect : 0 Ilello, old 
kill-joy; how's tricks 1 Are you 
the guy that's nuts in the upper 
dome 1 \Vl1en you queered that 
dan ce, we wanted to give, I felt 
lik e cutting it down to wh er e 
vou sat and pasting you one on 
thr bean to wake yon up." 
To add in ult to injur):·, h e 
used such word s as "gee," 
"gosh," ' 'ding it," and others 
of so <·o:n-se a nature that innate 
modesty forbids me to r epeat 
them here. It was mortifyin g, 
I assure vou. 
,vtrnt is this college coming 
to ? I r eiterate, to what ar~ 
we coming? Uncouthness, I 
r epl~·. ·vu lgn.i·it)\ I hasten to 
asse,.,.rrate. Pickles and littl e 
ronnd cucnmbers I Sweet spir-
its of nitre I And will the 
ladies pardon me if I relieve 
m" feelin,is ,vith a mild invec-
tive! Oh. Kalamazoo. 
]\[r. Editor, I beseech you to 
frown upon this horrid prnc-
t i(·e-this unmitigated evil. I 
beg you, with tears in my e~·es, 
to speak against it in your col-
umns. I beseech you, I implore 
,·ou. Yes, in the name of o1l 
true m en. their wives1 moth~1·s 1 
sweethearts, I dem,a11d you. Do 
~·ou hear me ! I demancl that 
vou lif t up your voice against 
this thing. It is wicked , it is 
awft11. yrs. that's thr word to 
drscribe it. awful! It is coar .. e, 
u11couth 1 vulgnr. low, degrading, 
immodest, un-Christinn. um·e-
fined, nncl it is horrid , that's 
whnt it is, and I dC'mand vou 
to sto n it. · 
And as for you men who use 
those awful words, I h a te you, 
I hnte you all. I hope )'OU have 
corns. I hope you sit in a 
draft and ratch cold . So there! 
DINGBAT, S. •r. B. 
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I Helpful Hints to the . I I Hopelessly Homely I 
= Let it be trnderstood that this column is a feature of our ... , I paper nnd is edited apart from the 1·egular edition. Ifigh 
=, salaried beaut)' artists are in charg-e nncl d vote their entire =, 
= time to thinking and workin~ out little salves, lotions and =, 
t mixturrs which serve lo keep the complpxio11 in its proper = state or J>l'PServation. ,= 
I Hditor Chi,,/ Safrl' Svreacler ... 
j- D,\\·10 o ... :\ .. ~DERRON IL\HH\' D.EAX -, 
.ll,le .. !J,.ji.dant Poinler :Jli.rl'r _ i FOHHE~T C. 'l'Ol"TO,C GLAIJ\"S ))>;]11,;z i 
+,- u- c,- 1,_ ,,_ ,,_ o_ ,,_ ,,_ 1+1- c,_ ,,_ o_ ,,_ ,,_ 1,- ,,- ,+ 
THE A1rnlUCAX C:EX'l'LE-
J\TAX 
(By the Editor) 
The Amc>rican gentleman has 
great possibilities. l[c has a 
('01nposite makeup of the gn.llu.nt 
mun ners of th(' Uowi 11g Fl'ench· 
man, the l>cuuty or the fair-
haired Swede, and the strength 
or the ,rarlic•-eatinit Italian. But 
whnt shall he do with nil these 
,·irLtles and no fau lts 1 'J1hat is 
the all-absorbing question and 
the one ·with which we wish to 
d('nl in this issue. 
The l)lace of the American 
gentlPmnn is by the side of his 
fn ir benr, l>e xhe tall and nar-
row, or ampnlatC'rl and cxvnn· 
sivC'. Tie cnn put his fnrulties 
to no better use thnn placing 
hi1nself on display wher(\ he is 
sure she will see him when he 
is not looking, that slw ma.\' 
ohserve the determinC'd lines of 
his fare and the firm set of his 
,·hin when dealinJ? with other 
men in his gr<'arer nurnu,nl.~. 
\\ ... p ndvise the firf-it floor in 
;\fain Hall nl 9 :30 as the 1,roper 
pla<'e to mnke the stnnd. •rri~ 
then that the she(')) :11·0 1·rliring 
from the third floor pen. It is 
hetween 9 :23 and 9 :~5 a. n,. 
that man rPn<·hes thr a1wx of 
thought in the femininr mind. 
However, during those exalting 
moments hr mui-.t keep tool. In 
order to clo so. imhibC' freel v of 
the coy H .. O ns it bubbles from 
the fount ·in Main I-Inll. Keep 
your head nnd po~e. 
The prorrssr~ whirl! nrlC' must 
pass through to keC'p his beauty, 
lhat his rhC'eks will havr that 
fre!-.h-from-the·rC'fri~rrntor ,e-low·, 
nnd tlrnt no sin~le hair mnv he 
<lisplaeecl. ·will he (le,alt with in 
othrr articlf's h.v our stnfT. 
1Iowe,·er, we miJ?ht n.cld. that 
in all cases. whethrr waiting for 
?·ou1· aclmirC'n; or simplr con-
versing with other hold. masrn· 
line men. h(' stne to hn,·r on 
,·onr person a snrnll vial of 
"i'rmt de ('olnr,nt>," "Vnnishing 
Yiolet Yapors,·· or somp other 
well known. modest pel'fumc, 
whirh at h1ten.,.nls you apnly to 
n 11C'atlv hand-embroidrred, yel-
low, bin(• and purple silk hand-
krrrhipr which must hr worn in 
the upper left hnnd pocket of 
your ront. ~\s 1·pgarcls ppl"fmnc, 
WP otn-1,;C'h·rs tJS(' ff~{ennen's 
Primrose "\Va,·r8.·, 
.TuF.t nn nddecl thou~ht-clon't 
for~et the- daily press nnd Rhine. 
DOR;\f.\X'J' BEAUTY 
(Ry lltP ,1/,/P J""i-,trml) 
)ft"n. we> mu~t remo,·r frerklel4. 
'rhat is the c-all for all .\mrrican 
urntlrmen to rise to. l t is more 
important than C'atrhini!' Villa, 
!-.c>ttlin,g the L11sitanin proh1Pm. 
or <leridin~ whethrr w(I should 
vi~it Yan \Y'yk's on . uncla>·· 
How can we overcome this 
l{rMt obstacle to our ultimate 
happiness 1 
\\'hen 1·etiring cleanse the 
forehead, cheeks, and en.rs thor-
oughy with lukewarm (110L hoL, 
for it injures the comp('xion) 
water. Dr~' nnd apply two 
tablP8poonfuls of 11De:.rn 1s nex· 
c·elled Salve'' to the visa~e and 
ma8sage gently. 
In the morning the freckles 
will have disappeared; also your 
('0111[)1exion. ' rrhis single nppli-
(•ation will hl"ing out dormant 
heuut~·. 
'J'O THE DEBUTTS~' 
The gren,f('St 1noment in the 
life of the .voung man is when 
he is breaking <lans society. rt 
is th(' paramount time when all 
fndes hut I he glory of seeing 
onl·~C'lf as others have failed to 
rofr you. 
Upon lJ<>ing introduced to 
ppoplr with whom you are 
l'lrany<,, allow your 1unch-gruh· 
h(•r to sneak 11p softly in the 
rthp1·eaJ atmosphere, gently grasp 
the paw of your virt im, and 
!o;U.Y, "Clta1·11d, l nm sm·c." 1fukP 
a. few approprinte remarks nhout 
how pleasant this drizzly clay 
has l>een, how you C'njoy so 
many jnnodnetions1 nncl that the 
('\7 E'ning is getting rathC'r lard. 
'l'u1·n your batk abruptly and 
walk awav. 
IIowe,•ei·. you mi,-rht stitk 
:nound and during the ron,~Pr· 
sation untie as many Prenrh 
WOl'ds as vou :ll'(' a.hie to retain 
in your li°mitecl vocahul:u-~· and 
as murh slang- us possible. :M'akP 
your ron,~ersation daint~·. Dis· 
c·nss f1·Pely the plot of '·LrN 
.lfilft•rablr.~." the works of Yidor 
I[ugo, M:anpassnnt, nau<let, and 
Balznr, ancl pronounre ea('h 
with :1 vengeance, artirnlnting 
all thP s's ancl h's. Altempt to 
impress your grasp or things 
social and in genf'r:11. 'I1alk 
with authoril\· about the ?tf Pxi· 
ran situation." Don't he afraid 
to ]('t -r11e world know whut :nn1 
would clo if Yo11 wpre President 
-don't won·v. You'll never ha,·e 
a rhanre to C'n.r.r.v it oui, and il 
might fu1·11ish no sm:.111 amou11t 
of illllUSC'lllPnt for thOS(\ J)l"('f-i(lnt. 
D i~russ; :i.·our score in hridge 
of the other evr11ing, onh- clon't 
let the quern beside you gel wise 
that yon don't know an arP 
from a te11-spot. In~-p('c·t y011r 
tim('tnhles befor(' yon ]('RV(' for 
the clihrrting. so you will know 
whC'n that train you nrver s:iw 
lC>ft San Frnnrisro for ('hi<·ag-o, 
or wh('n the rrwPntieth Centun· 
r,imited (which )'OU hncl l"C'n<l 
nhout in the E,·ening Blrtdrl,,,·) 
pulled into the N'Pw York Cen· 
trnl St:.itinn au milieu the cheers 
of thousanclR or aen."<. who wprp 
awniting for President Wils011. 
who, hy the Wl'L." (make it n 
r:umnl rrmnrk nnd thp rfTrrt is 
grent) 1 happened to sit in the 
chair next to you in the parlor 
c-ar nnd with whom yon dis-
cussed the great problems or 
le joto-. 
At this junrture gently ooze 
toward the outer fortifieations 
and then with u short. <·hie 
remark, as, '·I think I will ha,·e 
to he l{oing. I do hate lo 
11arlir, hut I think I might ai-. 
w<:'11 go as stirk around this 
joint. rrhe>· have g-ivl'Jl us 
qurlqu11 rlto8e a ma1111P. so I 
~u(•ss it's up to yours truly to 
make ii snappy, H I'm going to 
make the irracle. So, kid. J"ll 
srtY 'Au rrr()fr.'" Jf sh<' 1111· 
s,V('t·s ' 1UkelelP" vou·re lJ)'. 
GiL! ' ' . 
WHAT GLENWOOD Ml~.\NS 
'l'O 'l'IIE BEAUTY WORLD 
( A 11 E <luc«tional ,I rticle by lite 
Oltief Safl'e ,<.·p,-eadet) 
Our home, Glenwood City, is 
ihe home of the world's grPatest 
salve-producing roncprn; in fact, 
it ht\a1·i,; our own, dl'ar nnm('. 
Before our ndvent upon this 
ten"P1'itri;1l sphere little or noth· 
ing was known of the scientific 
use of f.inive. In fnct, we wer(' 
the pioneers in this ad. Since 
our introduction, w have found 
it un indispensable a.rtielC> nnd 
hn ,le been c1ose1>' fo11owed hy 
others. Among our customrrs 
it h~ only just thnt we should 
mention somf'. 
)fpssrs. Fawrett. Chipman, 
Paul, an<I Bob Smith are steadr 
customeri;;. 
rrhese men hnve "gotten h.v," 
to Ufif' a slang phrase. famou:-.ly 
by the use of Olli" nrticle. 'l'hey 
have found that it .is not only 
nN·C'ssnry to apply our salve 
lJe£orC' retiring, but ha,·e dis· 
C'ov<•rNl it is a great h0lp d11ring 
the cl:n. At hrenkfnst ii mukes 
!he g-ri.•C'tings cordial: it mak(•s 
things silde smoothly in the 
das:-;1·oom, and ~urmounts diffi-
rultirs on the rampus. "17 her~ 
would thC'S(' nH.'11 bf' IJut for our 
manufncture. 11dir('l'f from (+IC'n· 
wood"'? \Ve nsk ae-rdn, wherf' 
would they he? "\Vr rPpl~·. clon·t 
think o( sut'h 11nnlPasant things. 
Ji1or ourselves. WC' us<' our 
own saln• frN·lr, hr da)' and 
ni~ht, every time 1111d f'V(ll"Y· 
wh('re. \Yt.l find it a balm for 
lagging (•(JJ1VC'l"SlliiOl1. rrhus, W{' 
mnintni'n that Glenwood has. 
hroughl upon this globe the 
gr('at industry of grensing th 
wheels of Jn-ogrpss with salve. 
(Editor's ~ote: r.rhis is 
a true statC'ment of fact 
and has in it no plement of 
the subject unckr cliscus-
sion.) 
Owinit to· the rnct that the 
visage powder for our Powder 
:MixPr wits deliven•d to EsthC'r 
Unvter instead of Miss DeMez, 
tbe· lntfpr was unable to stir 
from her room toclar to hring 
her COP.\' to the office. 
THE 'l'RAGEDY OF '!'HE 
TELEPH ONE 
'l'imp-).Toon. 
Plnce-Ormshr. 
Principal _\.rtor - rrhe Tele· 
phone. 
Villainess-ThC' :Maid. 
1Ii nor Characters - Brown, 
Zimmermann, Herhst, all at 
'!'able 10. ('l'hey nil expect phone 
cnlls.) 
l\Ieal (it"s clinnC'r time) is in 
in-ogn'ss. Phone rings. 
Period of waitinj.t. Xo rrsult ! 
B.-"T wond('r what we will 
have for dessert." 
Phone rings nga.in, vigorously. 
~\nother period of watc·hful 
waitin~. 
'!'he mnicl flits hy '!'able 10. 
The silence of 1>erfect faith 
ensu(IS. D<:'ssert is brought on. 
Phone rings aj!ain. 
Y n in 1·p~rets ! 
The table ri es (mn.gic, yon 
know) and the girls approach 
the door. 
Phone ri ng-s ! 
1li nor charact('rs1 on a J,)rt 
one(' more, lingPr in vicinity nf 
phone. 
VillainC'ss enters, approaches 
fatal instrument, nnd slowly 
raises rec·Piver to patient ear. 
"Yes, this is Ornu;b,r IIall." 
].f orC' suspense I 
"\\'ho?'' 
H"\Vhat ?" 
"Oh, you want Brokaw .. \w-
right!" 
(Quick: the ernhulnnl'e.) 
Harold F . Shattuck. Chip-
pewn Falls, was nn Ormsl,y 
visitor Pridn~·. Snturcla\'. nnd 
Runda>·· It is rumm·Nl that )Ir. 
Shattuck will Sj)(ll1d thP }"('fit or 
his arlt>rnoons w;11·ming thr sofn. 
in the Ormshy pnrlo1·s. 
Send the LAWREO-TIAX home. 
I olier inslruclion in the simplest system of bookkeeping. devised it. use it constanLly. never make mistakes. make money for the ollege by it. 
Pay me one dollar and I will tell you the secret" 
0. Mead 
College Office 
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EPWORT tl LEAGUE 
CLOSES SEASON WITH 
EXCITI~G CONTEST 
Red-heads and Kill-joys Battle for a 
Week With Former Victorious 
By Close Score. 
The last gume in the Epworth 
League was brought to a close 
last Saturday, when the Reds 
won from the Blues, 12 to 10 
(new members). The game was 
one of the most exciting of the 
year and won the pennant for 
the wearers of the crimson. 
The games in the Epworth, 
contrary to the Latin Lengue, 
a.re a week in length. The mem-
bers of the two teams p layed 
hard among the students at 
school. Much credit for the work 
is due to Quarterback Schaal, 
who refunclecl two-bits to sev-
eral new members who attempt-
ed to withdraw from the race. 
Captain Elliott of the Reds, who 
tackled several hard proposi-
tions and brought them to earth, 
is also deserving of praise. 
However, on the Indigo side 
of the argument much is to be 
said for the work of Center 
Richter (better known as Mourn-
ful Bill), who bore the brunt of 
attack for the Blues. He had 
the "blues" every day for that 
week. He was assisted by the 
able Halfback Youtz, who paid 
many a new man fifty cents to 
score one for their side. rrhe 
game, in short, was one of the 
best seen in Appleton in recent 
ye.ars. 
'Membership on the Indigo 
team came to those only who 
were SU bject to the 11b)ues," or 
naturally gloomy, while the 
Crimson team demanded a sun-
lit or rusty-reel mop of wool. 
The lineup: 
BLUES 
Lydia Glaser ............. I. e. 
Bradley Conrad ........... I. t. 
Lydia Eastman ............ I. g . 
William Richte1· .. . ......... c. 
McKenzie Ainsworth ...... r. g 
Mabel Bamford ........... r. 1: 
,Jesse Chapman ........... r. e. 
Bertha Zepp ............. q. b. 
Gladys Jones ... . ....... r, h. b. 
Popular Courses Illustrated 
_r"' ~- -r ' , (t ' -) 
(~\_ 
Merrill Youtz (Capt.) ... I. h. b. 
.Merle MrCra)· ............ f. b. 
REDS 
Brick Shattuck ........... I.e. 
Rusty Corr ...... . ........ I. t. 
trawberry Top Beach ..... I. g. 
Bertha Hirt ................ c. 
Violet Hogan ............. r. g. 
Red Wnlterbach .....•..... r. t. 
Alice Callahan .....•...... r. e. 
Red cha al .............. q. b. 
Blanche Knupp ......... r. h. b. 
Adeline Janes .......... I. h. b. 
Red Elliott (Capt.) ........ f. b. 
Touchdowns-Blues, 1; Reds, 
2. Goals from touchdowns-
Reds, 2 : Blues, 1. Drop kick-
Blues, 1. 
ATHLETES TRAINING 
The contestants in the Latin 
League have been training bard 
for some time under th direc-
tion of Coach Wright. 
'.l'hursday afternoon n light 
workout was held. Verbs were 
batted around the room and 
considerable fielding of trouble-
some rules was indulged in. 
The league opens with excel-
lent prospects and it is thought 
that additional stands must be 
built to accommodate the large 
number who intend to witnes& 
the con tests. 
F01· real excitement, this 
league stands sn preme and fur-
ther comment would be super· 
fluous. 
Y.W.C.A. 
Elva Clark led Y. W. Sunday 
evening, speaking on the sub-
ject ",Vhv I Am Going into the 
Foreign Field." 
Miss Clark grnduates in Jun1, 
and expects to sa ii soon after 
for the South Sea Islands, where 
she will bring the message ot 
service to the poor heathen there. 
She is tboroughlr familiar with 
her work and should be highly 
successful in it. 
Y.M.C.A. 
The Y. M. 0. A. meeting 
unday evening was very inter-
esting. Stewart l{ount was the 
leader. He rend from II Kings, 
15: 1-7, the policy of Asariah. 
The speaker then spoke at 
considerable length upon his 
text and brought out a number 
of points in developing the 
theme. 
FL OW~RS 
Learn Kiss How 
All the Latest Kinds-French, 
German, big, little, and soul 
kisses. 
Ladies Instructed Free 
Men Sc a lesson 
Office always open 
Room 4-534 John St. Forrest Touton 
BADGER FIGHT 
Don't be a cheapskate. 
Buy a Badger and come 
to the Badger Fight. 
DON SMITH, Promoter 
Room 3 
f9 SP~CIRL.TY 
I I 
Broken Hall 
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+.-1,- 1,-,,- .,- .,- ,,- 11- •+ I ANCIENT HISTOR y I 
+,- ··- ·- ,- ·1_ ,_,,_ ,_,+ 
Ethel ·Whitmore undayed in 
Menasha. 
Norman Cawley addressed the 
Student Senate yesterday after· 
noon on "The Evils of Demon 
Rum:• A ple,asant time was 
had by all. 
LawTence won the football 
championship for the fourth 
time when they defeated Ripon 
Saturday. 
Elmer Swann has been ~lected 
president of the Woman Haters· 
U11ion. The lellgue is very 
act ive with over fifty members. 
The Ariel appeared on tim<, 
last Saturday and is considered 
the best book ever turned out. 
Three hundred voted for an 
a ll·colloge yacht ride. 
Enrl Beach ent('rtained Miss 
Feldt at the Sherman House 
Sunday. 
Chapel wa · crowded to the 
doors last Wednesday even:ng 
when Lawrence met Albion in 
debate . Hundreds of p~r.ple 
wE•re forced to d isconsolate1y 
wander downriver or spPnd the 
even ing at Vnn , Vyk's b~ca11sc 
there were no seats left. f'nn ' t 
something be done to ac,..on1mo· 
date the crowds! Perhaps the 
debntes can be held nt the 
Theater in the future and thus 
give nil a chance to hear them. 
CITIZENESSES 
ATTENTION! 
Rally Now! 
Save The Nation 
Support 
Prof. Louise Dudley 
Editoress of 
Ladies Home Journal 
FOR PRESIDENT 
Woman's Place is the HOME Party 
+,- ,,- 1,- 0_ ,,_ ,~ ,,- ,- ·+ I CHOOSE YE I 
+,- ,,- ,._,_ ,,_ t_ 1,- 1,- 1.j. 
LILLGE'S 
ix tables, new electric lights, 
newly decorated. Our new soda 
fountain a feature. Office hours: 
As long ns an;,one will stay. 
PAT'S 
The old stancl on Oneida 
Street. The favorite hangout for 
college students for generations. 
Hear the clever Irishman pull 
the latest jokes. Services start 
at 7 :30 and continue all day. 
FACULTY WIT 
(Contributed) 
ProfeHsor Dudley: 
Miss Dudley, reading from 
an American Lit quiz paper: 
" Benjamin Franklin sho1·tly 
afterwards married Miss Weed 
and became a benefit to the 
com1nunity." 
Original addition: "From this 
statement I judge that some 
member of the elnss considers 
marrying off the old maids a 
civic virtue in a man." 
Mis• Barber: 
rrime-September. 
P l are-Ormsby. 
Miss Barber greets the per· 
petual fusser (Red W.). 
Red takes position n ear the 
bulletin board, hat in hand. He 
waits -- --1 
Miss Barber pities his lonely 
plight and approaches him: 
"Good afternoon, Mr. W.; I'm 
glad to see that you are back 
at your old post again." 
Dr. Spencer: 
Assignment in Short tory 
class: "You may take Steven-
son's 'The Mn wry ~Ien. 1 " 
Student in the rear, who has 
not comprehended the infleetion: 
"Did you say 'merry' men or 
'married' men 1" 
Dr. Spencer, genially: 1•rrhe 
merry men-the happy ones." 
Dr. lrright: 
" \Ve hear of the man of the 
hour. Is there a woman of the 
hour 1" 
(Dramatic pause.) 
"No! It takes her an hour 
and n half." 
Some More of the Same Stuff . 
The Junior Class 
Presents 
EUGENE RED SCHAAL 
the Flying Dutchman 
in a:Thrilling Drama of Athletic Prowess 
" OUR HERO ' ' 
Two Acts and a Climax 
Don't Forget the Date 
MARCH 14, 1916 - Pentathlon fight 
Club Ticket No. 6 Will Admit 
Note.-Mr. Schaal will be supported by a company of ex-
ceptional merit but owing to overtraining the withdrawal of 
all but one of the members of this all-star cast is necessary. 
THE BIJOU 
Program for Sunday 
College Chums Geraldine McMullen and Mar-
garet Schatz 
The Latest in Whistling 
Contortionist and Dancer 
Grace Brewster 
Mlle. Ritter 
Admission-
Children 10c Adults 15c 
Special Rates to Students 
Right 
One of the encouraging SiJ!nS 
of the times is the continued 
growth in the use or tobacco . 
.Jnst when one is looking at the 
world's progress in a Jlessimistic 
fro.me of mind, some blase 
sophomore is seen going down 
the ...-\., ... enue puffing on the lee 
end of n big, l)lack seegar, for 
nil the world l ike the Robert K 
Lee pulling up (he Chesapeake 
or the Leander l10atc trying to 
make Combined Locks on high. 
This is, aR we have said, a.n 
cncournging si~n; fo1· it is a 
fact or medical science that a 
continual and continued usC' of 
thr weed increuses the l>l'ain 
capacity and efficiency n.t least 
!J9 45/ 100 per cent. 'i:Vhile we 
·ealize that this sounds like an 
•·ad'' for Ivory soap, we never· 
heless feel that to deviate one 
iota, jit, or jot from the facts 
of the mattet· would r ender the 
lesson of our text null and void . 
\\Te commC'nd this matter to 
eYery student and in pa1·tic·ular 
request thnt the following well-
known abstaine rs from the Wred 
onsider well th fads heforc 
rrfusing theil' next offer of n 
cheroot 01· Oma1·: 
Brit \'\Tilkinson, Roy 1-Iuve, 
Fonest Kirkpatrick, Leslie Mar· 
tin, Duane Dot,·, Charles Pond, 
Brad Conrnd, )<'loyd Monk. 
.\. rC'rent ndn•rtisemC'nt of :, 
well known hrewr1·,· offers 
food for thought to C'Ye1::r ea nwst 
Rtudent h re nt Lawrentr. There 
are ma.ny of us who will douht· 
less go forth into the husy out-
side world to spread the gospel 
of right living and clear think· 
ing among the younger genera· 
tion and il is imperativr thnt as 
pl'ospecti\'e teachrrs we lw in 
l)ORSN'lsion o[ the fads which we 
will attempt to tenc·h. 
'I111e advertisement referred to 
ii,; n sermon for earh of us. 'l,hc 
main points brought out are: 
1 A glass of hP<'r befon' each 
mC'al not 0111~· aromws more than 
n perf11nttory intrrest in the 
('oming repast but by i;.timulating 
the artion of the muscles nids 
digestion. Tn this rrspect it is 
far superior to Spenrm.int. 2. In 
cold weather a glass or the 
nmher will warm one up. 3. In 
the hot summrr months nothing 
is so cooling- or rpfreshing as a 
bottle or lagPr . 4. Jn order to 
r111Tr twenty hours of college 
work surrN;i,;(ull~·. it is a.bi;o· 
lutely essential that three bottles 
of sprcial pxt raet of hop roots 
he imbibed clail~r and twice that 
amount on Suncla.Y. 5. As 
Rtimnlus for th"' ·writing or 
clever slulT ror the .t riel noth-
ing succeeds like our m;ilt brew. 
F O R L OVE RS O F B OOKS 
Neal Reynold's lutest hook on 
ITow I Gonr111e1·ed JIii! Ba.Yhful-
nt'SR will come fron1 the prrss in 
another month . . \n a('(·urate ac· 
co u n t or the psrchological 
changes and mentnl battles that 
we1·e experienced by the writer 
l>cfore hl' hC'c-ume brave enough 
to enter Ormshr Hall. To those 
who are interested in this phase 
of college life, this llook is un· 
conditionally recommen ded bv 
the author, who suffL•red ngonie·s 
during the first .few months o+· 
the school )"enr. 
Price P ri<·P/fss. 
TllE L:\\\'RE'\"TL.\X JIIAY 15, 1916 
The Funnybone-Nobody Co. 
Apple ton, vVi 
Th e Big Stor e 
Big Bargain Sale in 
"DRY GOODS" 
For One Day Only 
Our w1 h 1s to serve the public. \ Ve offer attractive bargains 
for men, women, and ch il dren. The following are only a fe \1· of 
our ra re pnze 
IO~ yds. of my last chapel speech . ........ A. FRANZ KE 
I doz. Sm iles (a ll teeth and a yard \\" ide) .... RED Cllc\.lL 
3 bolts of Biological K now ledge .... H. \\I . B1.ASIIFJELD 
I bottle of "Ego" Oil. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .. . F. i1ERRY 
1 bund le of Correct Classified K no\\" ledge . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . ... T I LO!\.! AS \Yoon- rnE BEKTLE\' CRAFER 
Remnants of , batte red Bra in s . . .... .. .... ; \ H I EL Bo A RD 
A TRU E STO RY 
As l write, there are printerF> 
to the right of me, t,l the ldl, 
and all about. .Jim, Bob, rrony, 
Shorlr, George, Ivy, Hallie, 
Ben , !Iilt, Traer, 4 B , Paul, etc., 
ore hanginl,? around my editorial 
sanctum, doubtless wondering 
what pearls of wisdom will fall 
from heneath my pC'ncil. rrhe 
·'No Smokinf.:?;"°' sign does not 
r~dd to my p nee of mind. All 
of which accounts for this issue 
liowevrr, it's ::ill over now. ll,ve 
seen our doot:r and we done iL 
noble." 
D,·. J . G. Vaughan led th 
grand march at the All-College 
Danc·r last c,-ening. ]le was 
p,utirularly delighted with the 
fox trot and hesitntion. Hr 
da11r<1s both divinely. Dr. Nav 
lor, Arthur Johnson, nncl l\IiS8 
Ru th kewrs were on the com· 
mittees on arrnng-ements for the 
danre. 'J'he Brnkaw Hall 
Don!Jle-Bnnell ed . Smokeless Or 
('hestru furnished the music. 
- Rex"iritche1l went down rive, 
J•1rida.r. 
Murirl Lan;on 
Tive1:__Friclay. 
went clow11 
Gene Colvin vi itecl Ormsb~ 
fri<•nds last week. 
Rend the I.unVRl-~NTr.Ax home 
WANT ADS 
W .1 X'l'ED A POSITIOX-As 
floorwalker. I am the best dress· 
C'cl man in college and have a 
i:mit for PVCl"~ clay in the w euk. 
B r ad Conrad, 'l'hrtn II0 11 Re. 
LOST-ill)' desire to appear in 
public . ..\ rthur ,vittman. 
GJlU, W.\"l':TED - I have 
('OmpletC'cl my spring collateral 
and am reaclr to brave the .b.,ox. 
\Vho will help me'? I am young, 
strong-, nnd wi ll ing. Elmer 
Swann. 
\VAXTED-Kni,·es, hatchets, 
sr.r1 hes, any ~harp·eclged tool, to 
rrmove rn.rsterions growth on the 
upper lip . Art \Vi Um an, 11J udge" 
\Vatcrm1.1n, R. Green, Lro Daw· 
ler, Art Peterson, Jim l\IcCro1·y. 
\VAN'I1ED-..\.n opportunit)· to 
manage E'Yeryhocly's business. 
Kendrick Kimball. 
FOR S,U,E-1(,· last year's 
"frat'' pin . Ownr'r anxio~1s to 
dispose of sanw hefon• she 
changes her mind again. Ruth 
Pend all. 
FOR SALE OR REN'l'- -Jfv 
latest book on '"rhe Advantag-,;s 
of IJidng uncler Dormitor,· 
Rulrs.'" Allette RchrC'iner. · 
FOR .. I L!<.:-~00 rards or the 
best ta.ttiug, made from all·liiwn 
th1·L1ad. '!'au Gamma. 
LOS'l'-On Ohservator)' stc•ps. 
three ( 3) hail'pj ns. 1la ,·ion 
T.1nmont. 
POR S~\ LE-One week-end 
lock·in. Cheap if taken at 011t:r. 
Alva Koch. 
FOR SALE-One seat in Y. 
\V. C. A. Owner feels no fur· 
ther need for it. Eh·a Clark. 
FOR SALE-Closing out sule 
of neckties. ti le have changed. 
,Jim l\IcCror,v. 
W AXT~:n-A furnished /lat , 
for two. Dan Preston. 
1Jn .ffirutorinm 
'I'o the A ri,l Board's 
Original Wit, which was 
knockecl out in the first 
round of a schNlnled(1) 
page contest. 
rro the hack nmnhers 
of the '11·iel ancl the vari· 
ous other collC'ge nnnuals 
coming to our exchange 
table. 
rro our good friend 
Noah ,vchster. 
As ([))11:lhl(ers See 1IJ s 
\\ ' ith her Sunday dress and her best lookin g hat, 
Jess Cochrane went forth one clay; 
l n her seat in the st reet car demurely he sat, 
Just as you see her alway. 
A woman sat clown and J css weetly smiled, 
And remarked that the weather was fine; 
··Indeed," said the woman, "the air sure is mild; 
Are you going far on this line?" 
And so J e ·sie told her the name of the place 
\\ 'here she was going that day, 
And the woman said, ·' Js that where you work? 
And would you just tell what they pay?" 
~li i\Jacnaughton, in Drama class: "Poor man. lfe committed suicide at the en<! 
of his life." 
PROFESSOR TREVER'S CHESTNUT 
A bout 9 :45 one morning, Professor Trever's small son wandered into his classroom. 
Professor Trever: "\Veil, it's rather late for the son to ri e." 
OF II\'TEREST TO GEXTLEi\lE~ WHO DI:S:E AT OR1ISBY 
Rush into the dining-room as if you never had anything to eat. 
Pull out your chair before Miss Barber has finished saying grace. 
Flop into your chair if the eniors or girls at the table are seated or not. 
Keep the first plate that is handed to you for yourself. Never pass it to the girls. 
Don't gossip about the girls as they leave the room. They don't care for such notice. 
Don't blush. The girls may get the impression that you are fussed. 
Be sure to modulate your voice. You'll get in right with Miss Barber. 
Think up something to say before you come. Everybody likes a good entertainer. 
Don't knock the food. lt isn't the custom at Ormsby. 
Eat a hearty meal. You'll flatter the hostes . 
Don't pick your teeth. Lt isn't the best manner . 
\Vhen leaving the dining-room be sure not to stumble. It may embarrass you. 
\\'hen leaving the llall thank the girl gallantly. It may bring you another im·i .ation. 
Ruby Cranston: "llarry Gochnauer seems very preoccupied today. IIe went by with-
out speaking to us." 
\\'alker Brown: '·You will have to excuse him. He's in lo,·e.'' 
Ruby: "He isn't either: he' married." S. 0. S. 
The Biology Class wi hes to announce that the true relationship between the animal 
and vegetable kingdoms has at last been found. For the first time, it exists in that delicacy 
called "hash." 
Judge \Vaterman said, after the Glee Club left Ch icag-o, ·'Gee, that man 'Buffet' must 
be awfully rich. He owns such a big string of stores in Chicago." 
\\ 'e have been uncertain for some time as to just what Jamieson really was cut out 
for. Some thought that he would make a hit a, a minister. Some thought that he would 
be better on the stage, while still others said that as a chapel speaker he would win his 
fame. After a very careful study of his abi liti es, made hy a special comm ittee, we have 
come to the conclusion that he would do far better in the long sp rints, or in playing 
"hicle-ancl-seek." 
Fred Steele, calling up the ?\ orthwestern depot: ·'Hello! an you tell me what time 
the trains lea ye Appleton?" He must ha ,·e thought that he was in Little Chute. 
Nellie Raether, drawing the mouth cavity of a frog. "Say, l\[r. Blashfield," she called 
suddenly, "are these little holes under the tongue the eyes?" 
Arnold Fawcett, in Physiology: "I guess the hepatic artery must go to the livery." 
Professor l\lullie: ":\re there any di,eases to which older people are less susceptible 
than children?" 
Stan 11etcalf: ''Infantile paralysis.'· 
Ethel Buckmaster, in a theme, was trying to prove that girls are better student than 
boys: "Theta Alpha has high standards of scholarsh ip, and there are always more girls 
than boys in Theta Alpha." 
She: "Yes, Harold Lncc has announced his engagement to Anna." 
He: "Anna who?" 
She: "\h/hy, Anna Lytics." 
\\'omen , generally speaking, a rc generally speaking. 
}Ir. Stecker made a speech in d1apel one morning, applying an old joke to the fresh-
man president. After chapel, someone heard Ruth Bradish say: "\\' hy, our president ne,·er 
said anything like that in class meeting." 
Dess Cragoe had emphasized in house meeting at Ormsby, that no men could be 
entertained in the parlor after supper. ,\gnes Herbst and Dottie Voelker were playing a 
duet, when three men came into the parlor. 
Dottie: "Come on, I lerbst: they might think we are fussing if we don't go." 
1\gnes: "Oh, we aren't fu,sing: "'e're only be ing fussed.'" 
Arno ld Braun, in Chem istry: ''\\'hen you put arsenic in chlorine it com busts." 
Elva ·1ark had made a fine hatch of fudges on Apri l Fool's day, when Forrest Touton 
c.ame to call. 
Elva: "~ow, Forrest, open your mouth and shut your eyes.'' 
He hit. .\ml shr put a compressed yeast cake into his mouth. 
LY!JlA E.\ST~IAN 
ETHEL \\ ' nrTMOR E 
111ss F UERSTENAU 
~LIRIA~[ V1,EDER 
RcTH PENDELL 
=--
/\illL ZELLMER 
CARL ~ELSON 
IT. TT. FISK 
H. HARTMANN 
DAN" PRESTON 
The editor wishes to say, just because the abo,·e named are found in the joke section, 
that it i far from a joke in any case. 
\ 'ernon Hallenhach , in Chemistry: "l want some consecrated . ulphuric acid." 
Professor Custer: ·'Tn the early history of the United States, there was a federation 
without the 'con. '·· 
If it takes a coed three hours to walk a block on an icy sidewalk, how long will it 
take a fly with a wooden leg to crawl across Dr. aylor's bald head? 
A TELEPHONE TRt\GEDY 
Voice: "Hello, is this Ruth Pendell ?" 
Ruth: "\\ 'hy, is this you, Billy? \\'hen did you come? I'm so glad to hear you, 
old top." 
Voice: "Is this Ruth Pendell ?" 
Ruth: "\Vhy yes, Billy. Did you come on an earJ:er train than you expected? \Vhew ! 
I sure are glad to hear your voice again. \\'hat time will you be up?" 
Voice: "I guess you are mistaken, ~Liss Pendell." 
Ruth: "Vlhy, I wa sure I recognized your voice." 
Voice: "\\'ell, this is Professor Farley. I just wondered if you would play at the 
Y. ~f. C. A. meeting next week ?" 
Professor \,Vright learned that several members of his class had been using ponies in 
translations. One day he came across with this: "\\'ill the cavalry please come up on the 
front seat?" 
Professor Farley, in Psychology class: "\\'ell. class, which collateral books do you 
p1·efer ' Do you like 'Stout'? Of course that's rather heavy." 
One Sunday. when Rob Smith was preaching at Hortonville, they asked him if he 
could make use of the parson:ige. (Someone must ha\'e been telling them.) 
stoic a kiss the other night; 
11y conscience hurts, alack. 
T think I'll go :igain tonight 
,\nd put the blamed thing back-Ex. 
[247] 
Professor Atkinson, to Norman Smith: "What did th e farmers do with their wheat 
when they did not bring it to a grinding mill?" 
Xorm. S. ''They made whole wheat bread of it." 
:Miss Dudley, to Otto Trentlage: "\\,hat is com ic in witnessing a man tell the same joke 
over and over again'" 
Otto: "The sight of the pain of the victim ." 
1\. few weeks before Thanksgiving, '':\I idge'' Horne had the blues because she thought 
that Thanksgiving would come on Su nd ay and we wouldn't be able to have a holiday. 
Professor Rogers: ";\'" el son, defiP.e a chair." 
Carl: "A piece of furniture suitable for one person." 
Professor ,\tkin son, to Lola \Villiams: "You would proceed from the top up, 
wouldn't you?" 
Lola (thinking about something else): '·Yes sir.'' 
r\re you thinking of running for office? It pay~ to play safe and let an Old Reliable 
Firm manage your political afTairs. Our methods arc 99 9/ LO per cent efficient. 
\\" e have the newest and most up-to-date methods. 
We ca n g uarantee to place any man in office. 
\Vom en, men and chi ldren vote our ticket. 
\Ve conducted some of the best campa igns in the history of the school. r\sk those 
who know. 
In fact, we are the exclusive political managers for the Sophomore class. 
Lowry and Kimball, Inc. 
Professor Bagg: '' \\ 'hen you first aw this it looked like a hickory nut. That was 
because it looks so like a walnut." 
"Some professors are bald headed on the inside." 
James l\JcCrory on Biology Paper: "[,'rogs have many enemie , such as snakes, human 
beings, liza rds, and other fish."' 
\\"E BEG TO .\X1'0UXCE 
That l\1ae Gropp and Emory Rogers ,·isited N"eenah. 
That we have organi zed a Brokaw indoor-ha eball team. Schaal, 1IcRae, \\!are 
and Paul. 
That E thel Wheeler has resigned her position as i\ranager of the Laboratories. 
That McCrory u es elect ric cu rl ers. 
That Margaret Schatz subsists on pancakes, ice cream and wafers. 
That Pagenkopf says he never fusses. 
That Lois Hull registered for the second semester on J\pril 5. 
That Mabel Bamford wears a wig. 
That Grace Pratt says she is ready to work for Ring lings as water carrier. 
That the inmates of Brokaw ha,·e sta rted a circus. They already have their J urn ho. 
Ask llicks. 
That i\Jarguerite Riesenweber shot off the pistol at the gir ls' pentath. 
That Geraldine ;\,[c:\l ullen is dieting. 
That the Con er va tory got fourth place in the pentath. 
That we have resolved not to hold down the Observatory steps any longer-Reynolds 
& La:\font. 
That Reel \\'alterhach says the world has started going around again since Ann is back. 
IRemililliscelllce ]J)ay 
Decembei- L/, 1915 
One day Doc Faville came to school 
.\nd made a little peech 
,\bout the college day that passed 
Before he longed to preach. 
\\ ' e ,Yent to Prof. Baker's cla 
And ere we could begin, 
\Ve heard a lot of funny things 
That happened at Berlin. 
Then "Mully" told us how he worked 
In those old HarYard days. 
\Ve all should study just like that; 
"This high-brow business pays." 
And Custer told of Oxford, 
And how he aw the king. 
The Profs. all had a jolly time. 
\Vhen they were tudying. 
And so the day went gaily on, 
The student ached with glee, 
For when the Profs. can reminisce 
\ Ve don't recite, you see. 
Professor Atkinson, to Holtz: "Is an unharnessed waterfall wealth." 
Holtz: "\Veil, beauty is usually in demand, ah-er, that is, scenery." 
MODER SUBSTITUTE 
"Isn't there some old fable about the ass distinguishing himself with a lion's 
skin?" 
"Yes, but now the colleges do the trick with a sheepskin." 
[249] 
Nilllle11:eerrn-1I'wen11:y 
You will not need to wonder 
How you can navigate, 
\ \ ' hen the sidewalks are all snowy, 
And you start to classes late. 
Just take your little aeroplane 
And start to fly, you know-
For it is always the safe and sane 
And faster way to go. 
Just fly across to old Main Hall 
And through the window go, 
And be in time when Professors call, 
To find how much you know. 
"Indigestion is the fitting of a square meal to a round stomach." 
-MERIBAH HAZEN. 
Professor Farley, examining some figures on the board in Psychology class: 
"\\Those figures are these?" 
Katherine Davis: "Mine." 
Professor Farley: ''\\'ho's mine?" 
Jennie Pratt, in Hebrew History: "Solomon went walking on the royal 
mule." 
The Principles of Teaching class was discussing the amount of floor space 
necessary for each student. 
Frank Younger: "Floor space isn't a important as the amount of air. \\That 
do you want floor space for, anyway?" 
Voice from in back of room: "To keep your feet on." 
Professor Spencer, in Shakespeare, studying Romeo and Juliet: "These 
little puppy love affairs that we see around the campu each year are truly dis-
gusting. Don't you think so, lr. Maclnni ?" 
:Mac: "\\'ell. really, Professor, I'm not in a po ition to say as to that." 
Some day if Ruth Hull hould giggle 
Going down the treet, 
Or Herr Baker should go walking 
\\' ith a maiden sweet, 
Suppose that Gag should take to sulking-
Not a fri nd shou ld greet-
]]F 
I guess that Lawrence College cou ldn't run. 
Some day if :\Jae should take to swearing 
At a fask too hard, 
Or Walker B rown shou ld cease to study 
Or ,\rtie's nerves get jarred. 
If Katherine DaYis hould stop fussing-
Think what hearts were marred-
I guess that Lawrence ollege couldn't run. 
Suppose that Art Johnson got a Jetter 
Straight from Olie's pen, 
Said hi absence would be better 
For the college men, 
If Art were banished from the campus 
I Low should he live then? 
I guess that Lawrence College couldn't run. 
Some day i{ Bess should through a window 
E nter Orm hy Hall, 
Irene :\lcCourt v. ho hold the ladder 
Should some way let it fall, 
And :\fiss Barber waked up abruptly-
Look and see it all!!!-
I guess that Law rence College couldn't run. 
1Iiss Eddy in French class: ":\fr. Atkinson, will you please run up the blind?" 
Auna Dean Kellman: ''Go to it kid! Be a sport 1" 
Erna had taught German in the TTigh School fo r a few days. 
Professor Haker: '' \\ 'ell :i\riss Lemke, how <lid you get along"'' 
Erna: "Oh, fine I I had a bunch of good-lookin g fe ll ows in my eta 
Frieda Glaser \\'ent lo the bookroom to purchase "Rubyiat of Omar Khayyam." 
'·I can't remember the name of the hook that I want," she said to 11 r. ----, who 
wa balanced on one foot ready to clutch the desired book. ·'Oh, yes, I know now. It wa 
'Omar, the Rube 011 the Yacht.'" 
Ir certainly is curious 
How some things do appear-
Some things look better at a distance 
And some look better near. 
But one thina eems never changing, 
It always just looks queer, 
It's omething you all have noticed, 
So Ii ten, and you shall hear. 
Did you ever sit in chapel 
And gaze at that front wall, 
\,\/here the mural decorations 
Your rapt attention call? 
And did vou ever notice 
That n;ost peculiar bi rel 
*Poetic License. 
That is sitting on the chair hack* 
Always seen but never heard? 
Do those holly-hocks grow brighter, 
Or is that sky more blue? 
Is that checkered floor annoying,-
Or does it all please you? 
Just why is that large portrait 
Hung in the midst of thi ? 
I'm sure the lines don't harmonize, 
They just go "hit-or-mis ." 
Such problems now we cannot solve,-
We need not even try; 
\\'e cannot make the world revolve, 
But we can sit and sigh. 
D.S. 
Shorty: ··Speaking of football, Reel Elliot will soon be our best man." 
Ma urine: "Oh, this is too sudden." She got him. 
Professor Atkinson: "Nothing is free. Some people think that free lunches are free, 
but they are not." 
Pete Lloyd : ·'There 
lose your bet." 
nothing the matter with hor e-racing it. elf, except when you 

WE, the 1917 Arie/Board, wish to express our appreciation and to 
thank all who have so materially as-
sisted us, by willingly and cheerfully 
giving their advice, suggestions and 
contributions, in making this book a 
success. 
JfliNKS 
,_ 
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THEY BOOST US 
LET'S BOOST THt:M I 
1 
"4 Per Cent and 87 1-2 Per Cent-
Some Figur es/" 
"Less than 4% of the aggregate annual income of the people of 
the United States is invested in life insurance premiums. 
"87;1 0 of all e tates left for administration consist only of 
life in urance. 
"Of lhe people who dic-
66 0 leave nothing 
25% leave estates (average) of 1,292 
9% leave estate of 5,000 and upwards. 
"These figures are worth careful thought. They prove why 
you should have life insurance. " 
The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
G1·ves llze Best Results to Policyholders 
Wetten ge l & W ett e nge l 
District :Uanagers 
First ational Bank Bldg. Appleton, Wisconsin 
One Jf ilh'on D ollars for 1916 
ARRAHAM LINCOLN SAID- "Teach economy, that Is 
one o( the first virtues. It. be,iins wlth savin,i money .. "' 
THEY ALL SAY SA VE-
Saving is the first great principle of all success. 
A savings account with this hank represents 
more than the money saved. It stands for charac-
ter, purpose, achievement and ambition. 
This bank also offers various classes in its First 
National Savings Club, being an excellent method 
of a definite weekly saving.o;. plan. 
We offer the BEST in Banking Service 
First National Bank, Appleton, Wis. 
"The Largest .Bank in Appleton .. 
WILLIAM JENNINGS RRYAN SAID--"Work earnestly; save st.eadfastly; and 
turn your face away fron1 no man. These niake true America n Citizens ... 
For that desired 
Difference 
We advise 
Society Brand 
Hughes-Cameron Co. 
Clever Clotlzes Slzop 
The Finest Line of Homemade Candies and 
Chocolates. Dainty Lunches 
VANWYK BROS. 
726 College A venue 
You 
can always get something good 
for that down-river feed or 
lunch, or for your Clifton trips 
at the 
Original Mike's 
Grocery 
Mike Steinhauer 
Proprietor 
COLLEGE A VENUE 
Kunitz Livery 
306 Phone 306 
How about that Horse and 
Buggy for 
Clifton 
Give Us a Trial 
Autos and Cabs for all Occasions 
The 
Great 
Lover 
of style always finds a 
response to his expec-
tations when he drops 
in to see us about his 
clothes and furnishings. 
Thiede 
Good Clothes 
Lawrence College 
is one of the strongest Colleges 
in the rniddle west because of 
High Scholarship, 
succc S 111 
Debate and Athletics, 
adherence to 
Highest Scholastic Ideals, 
equipment in 
Laboratory, Library: and Other 
Facilities, 
also for 
Great Variety and Number of Courses, 
but specially 
Hz!f hly Trained Specialists in 
Faculty 
Lawrence is the College 
for You 
Send For C a talo g u e 
W e think, sometimes, that we stand too close to our business to get the proper per-
spective. 
We are pleased beyond words when peo-
ple come in and criticise us. Many and many 
a time they show us where we can improve 
our servzce. 
Will you-as a personal favor-step in 
and see our Spring Showing, and tell us Just 
what you think of it-and of our store? 
Thank you! 
SAECKER-DIDERRICH CO. 
Furniture, Rugs, Draperies. 
Kl\ll.UCINI\TIONS PLEASE NOTICE 
:My Beta Pin .......... . ..... ETHEL W1-11TMORE 
My gold footba ll , D. I. Pin, "L" Sweater ...... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ZELLA KEENE 
Mv Forensic ··u· .............. MAY vVILLlAMS 
My interest in men ........... . ... ELSIE LUECK 
My accumulation of squelches .... LAURA GoROON 
My Love-sick look ............. HowLANO F1sK 
:vry care-free air ........ ANNA DEAN KELLMAN 
The flowers J got in the mail ...... MARY \VEBB 
:vly joyful disposition ... ... ....... BERTHA ZEPP 
My spring suit. . . ............. . ... EARL BEACH 
My diamond .................. LYDIA E.~STMAN 
My craze for girls ............. SAM ARN QUIST 
BITS FROM THE GLEE GIRLS' 
TRIP 
Al, have you got the mail yet? 
Letters from l\Jac-\Vhy does Mae sit gazing out of the window? 
v\lhy don't Shorty and Allyn write? 
Wonder why Amy and Betty a lways brought their stationery and pens to conce1·to? 
\ ,\fhy do we need a drum for the Lawrence Glee Club Orchestra when R. H. has 
her Ingersoll with her? 
Did they miss us at home? 'Nell, you should have seen the bouquet "Mrs. Reed 
received at Green Bay. 
We have a better one yet up our sleeve. If we could only tell you what happened to 
Aunt Beth at Iron l\lountain. But p haw, the li lm is censored. 
Why did Jerry always know where the Boys' Glee Club was? 
Just the same there was some class to the Club-they got a $75 hat. 
Jlatt ~rqmtht & g,nu 
Hatters and Furnishers, Appleton 
ETHEL .JtKN ~3'T(ft 
V1' ll()O~,; TOR l. Lt<T 
Exc l usive R et ai l D istrib uters of 
Hirsh-Wickwire Clothes 
Interwoven Hosiery 
Dutchess Trousers 
Eagle Shirts 
Trimble and Stetson Hats 
CAN YOU IMAGINE 
FRANK ScHNEJDER .... . .......... . ........ Going fussing 
BRAD CONRAD ........................... . . Out of style 
ROBEY ]ONES ......... . .... . .. . . . Dancing the Fox-Trot 
PROFESSOR TREVER ................. . . .. ~ ot Bald-headed 
PROFESSOR :.'I IULLENlX . .. .. . .......... . .. .. . Looking thin 
DR. VA UG HN . .... . .......... Cracking a joke in chapel 
A S1rnJOR .................. . ....... On the Senior bench 
ANNE SrnouD ...... ... .... .. .................... Dieting 
THETA Pn rs ............ . ...... Going to prayer meeti ng 
Mrss SM lTH .... . ........................ Chewing Gum 
Doc. SAMMY ...... . ... . . . ..... . ......... Giving a dance 
WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND 
\ Vhen a revival meeting is held during Chapel. 
When Doc. Sammy won't let Dean Evans respond 
to another encore. 
\ \ 'hen the Bijou is not good. 
\Vhen your girl orders a twenty-five vVhen some one else is holding down 
cent sundae and you only possess twenty the Observatory steps. 
cent . vVhen you lose your fraternity pin ( '). 
v\lhen ome one runs off with your new When father arrives unexpected ly and 
tie. finds the room blue with-?-. 
\\'hen "she" does not write for a week. \ Vhen you go to Ormsby Hall and 
W-hen your bluff fails to work. meet her coming out the door with the 
. vVhen your " lin e" breaks. other fe llow. 
\Vhen your laundry doe not come and \\/hen you look like the "missing link" 
you have to get out the trusty jersey. in your cap and gown. 
When you overdraw your bank ac- vVhen there·s a mouse in your room at 
count. 2 P. ~I. 
Kodaks and Kodak SuJJplies 
KODAK Developing Film, per rol l, any size ..... .... . .... . .... roe Film, per pack, any size ...... . ......... .. zoc Printing 
2Y.( x 3Y.( or ,mai ler ..... 3c each-35c per doz. 
2Y.( x 4!4-3Y.; x 4Y.( .... . 4c each-45c per doz. 
3Y.( x 51,/,-4 x s ..... . ... sc each-soc per doz. 
5 x 7 ....... . ............ Sc each-75c per doz. 
Post Cards ........ .. . .. 5c each-soc per doz. 
Reproduction .......... 20c each 
Enlargements 
3Y.; x sY.i from Vest Pocket '.\/egatives .. 15c 
5 X 7 .... . .... . ............ . ......... . 2$C 
5 0 X 8 )/, .. · · · · • · · · · · • " • • · • · " · " • " · J5C 
8 X JO ... . , . .. • . . .. ..•..... •.. ........ 45c 
IOX J2 ........•.....•....... .. ...... . 60C qx 17 ...... .. .. .. .. . . . ... .. ..... .. $1.00 
ILxq . .. ............................ Soc 16 X 20 . . .... .. .............•....... $I.SO 
We also carry a full line of Fountain P ens 
VOJGT' S DRUG and KODAK STORE 
THE KODAK SHOP 
SCHLAFER HARDWARE COMPANY 
Better Pictures at 
Harwood's 
Studio 
Commercial National Bank 
APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
Capital and Surplus $250,000.00 
Tlzree Per Cent Interest 
Paid Upon Savings Deposits 
H. G. FREEMAN, President JAS. A. WOOD, Vice-president 
C. S. DICKINSON, Cashier 
HOME OF THE 
PETTI BONE- PEABODY COMPANY 
The in t itution which has 
grown up side by side with Law-
rence College, and which, with 
Lawrence College, ha made 
A p p 1 e t o n broadly known 
throughout the state in educa-
tional and commercial circles. 
Of the hundred of gradu-
ates of Lawrence who are living 
in all parts of the world, a large 
percentage of them shop at Pet-
tibones or deal with them by 
mail. They still con ider Petti-
bones the mo t satisfactory 
shopping place. If you are one 
of tho e who live away, may we 
not have your name on our mail-
ing list? 
SELECTED HIM 
Oh, Happy Day that Fixed My Choice .................. ET11EL \V111n10RE 
1 Need Thee Every Hour. ...................... . .... . ... GUY BANNISTER 
How Firm a Foundation .............. . ........ .. .............. "To UTE" 
Be Ready \ Vhen He Comes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . K E STROUD 
Work, for the Night Is Coming ......... . ... .. ....... GEORGE McFETRJDGE 
All Praise to the Lamb ... ....... ... ....... .. ............. ORMSBY HALL 
Jut a. 1 Am ...................... . ......... . ...... . ..... ART JoHNSON 
Draw Me Tea rer . ...................................... LYDIA EASTMAN 
Love Divine .......................................... Mrss FUERSTENAU 
Oh! Love that \Vil! Not Let Me Go ................. . .. .. ESTIIER HAYTER 
Safely Through Another \Veek ................... .. .. KENDRICK KIMBALL 
Throw Out the Life-line ....................... l\lARTHA SnuFFLEBOTJLAM 
1 \ i\T as a \V andering Sheep ........... .. . . ......... .... .. BRAXTON HICKS 
Angel Voices Ever Singing ............................ ,IRLS' GLEE CLUB 
A Charge to Keep 1 Have . ... . ........................... EDWARD SoPER 
Abide \Vith Me ....... ...... .... ..... .......... ........ ... FLOYD BERRY 
Blest Be the Tie that Binds ....................... . ...... JAMES Mc RORY 
Almost Persuaded .. ........ . ..... .... ...... .. ........ .. .. JEN NIE PRATT 
Forsaken .................. . ........... . .............. MAURINE GrnsoN 
How Precious Is the Book .... .. ............... . ... ..... ... AR LEL BOARD 
Late, Late. So Late ...................................... DoROTIIY Ross 
\Velcome, Delightful Morn ................................ CASEY SISTERS 
Passed by th<' Na tional Board of Censors. 
Every Picture made for 
the Showcase 
STIMSON 
THE LA T DAY BEFORE VACATION 
Not a single idea will stick in my mind, 
Not a single logical thought can I find. 
I've counted the hours and the minutes for davs, 
I've marked them all down in a tlwusand of ~vays. 
I've packed up my suit-case a dozen times over, 
\ Vith my tooth-brush and pocketbook under its cover. 
How can anything serious stay in my brain 
\ \Tith such a big thought as the going-home train? 
I can see in a farmhouse a glimmering light; 
I can see in a window a lamp burning bright; 
I can see the door open and mother stand there 
\ \Tith the smile on her face that I know she will wear. 
Surely time never dragged on so slowly for me. 
\ \'ill the hour never come when at last I am free? 
The Continental 
The Horne of 
.Hart, Shaffner~ Marx Clothes 
How is My Sweater Coat for Fall? 
Sweater Coats will be worn more this summer and fall 
than ever before. 
The style will be the Jumbo titch in the Ruff Neck. 
The best colors are Silver, Maroon, White, running 
about in order named. 
The standard of Quality is lhe coat we make under 
number 894, which is sold by the be t dealer in your 
town for 7 .50. 
If he does not have it, write to us and we will ee that 
your wants are supplied. 
Appleton Superior Knitting Works 
Our New 
Building 
equipped with every con-
venience for prompt, cour-
teous SERVICE. 
Ladies' department espe-
cially complete. Lady tel-
ler in charge. 
: . 
. . 
.· • 
~ . 
Citizens National Bank 
For the New Novelties in Footwear 
go to 
Corner College ,\\·enue and Oneida St. HECKERT SHOE CO. 
APPLETON, \VlSCONSIN 
THE SADDEST THO 'GHT 
Two Ormsby maids to a banquet went; 
"Think what we'll have to eat!" 
ot one whit of their appetite spent, 
"Think what we'll have to eat!" 
They were ushered into a wonderful place, 
But where wa the banquet spread? 
Then sadly each looked in the other's face, 
For there was only a punch-bowl instead. 
The hours dragged by at this swell affair, 
Punch is not very filling, you know. 
They smiled and miled at the guests who were there; 
How that gnawing feeling did grow. 
At last they departed, the hour wa late; 
They stopped at a restaurant near. 
The hour was twelve. "Squelched!" cried cruel fate. 
Rescue from starvation was dear. 
• 
E. W. SHANNON 
all makes of 
Typewriters 
Sold- Rented- Exchanged- Repaired 
Bank, School and Office Equipment and Supplies 
ADDING MACHINES 
ENVELOPE EALERS 
ScnooL DESKS AND SEATS 
STEEL VA LT EQUIPMENT 
MODERN FILING DEVICES 
SAFES AND SAFE CABI ETS 
Agents for 
THE SAFE CABINET, EGRY REGISTERS, ALLSTEEL OFFICE FuRi"'\'ITURE 
AND VAULT EQ IPMENT, STANDARD ENVELOPE SEALER A m STA:'.llP 
A1,· rrxER, AND THE IDEAL STENCIL MAcm E. 
Expert R epairing of Typewriters, Cash R egisters and 
Adding ]1 acldnes. Parts and Accessories 
Phone 8(-i Appleton, " 'is. 
• 
THE P A LA CE 
Candy and 
I ce Cream 
H ot D rinks 
and L unches 
F ine Candies and Ice Cream 
Parties a Special ty 
Save Your Yellow Tickets and Get 
a Bo.1: of Chocolates Free 
C. F. Smith 
Livery & Transfer Co. 
Both Phone 105 
LIVERY, HACK, BAGGAGE 
AND TRANSFER LINE 
Special Attention given to 
Students 
Finest Equipment in the City 
Give Us a Call 
Lawrence and Appleton Streets 
PLUMBING 
VAPOR, STEAM 
and 
HOT WATER 
H EATING 
The Latest Improved Systems 
W. S. Patterson Co. 
7 37 College A venue 
APPLETON, WISCONSI 
Novelty Cleaners 
and Dyers 
J. 0. \\ 'OEHLER, Proprietor 
735 College 1\ve. Bell Phone 623 
Headquarters for College Girls 
and Boys. \Ve can clean, re-
pair, press and make your 
clothes last twice as long as 
they would otherwise. We get 
the goods out promptly. Bring 
your garments and gloves in 
and let us show you. \Ve also 
remodel ladies' suits. 
Novelty Cleaners 
and Dyers 
Thompson's R estaurant 
629 .\ppleton Street 
No better place in town to eal 
Regular 
Dinners and Suppers 
Special 
Sunday Meals 
Try Us 
Cigars Tobacco 
E . J. Lillge's Smoke Shop 
Billiards and Pocket 
Bdliards 
Soda Fountain in Connection 
College Avenue 
Pipes Candy 
Schlintz Brothers 
Drug Store 
Corner College A venue and 
Oneida Street 
Wm. J. Voss 
8~1 College A venue 
\ ' ictr o las 
and 
Re co rd s 
Trunk s 
and 
Trave lin g B ags 
JOHN T. BRIDGE 
·when your footsteps wandering go 
And you saunter calm and slow 
You will find you always end 
On John St. Bridge. 
E,·ery man and maiden fair 
As thty saunter here an<l there 
Find their footsteps surely wend 
To John St. Bridge. 
Every kodak fiend has hot-
He's no real one who has not 
~ L = ~lil!..=-=="""'""""'""""..,;;;;~="!l~:,. Tried the Aood a it de cends 
Above the Bridge. 
Big Joe Flour 
Occident Flour 
Autocrat Coffee 
I 
Sole Distributors 
'l!Jhe 
S. C. Shannon Co. 
THE SHERMAN 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
M odern E uropean 
H otel 
Handsome ew Venetian Room 
First Class Cafe and Lunchroom 
@ 
Dainty French Room for Banquets and 
Private Dinners, Dancing Parties, etc. 
Has il ever occurred to you that 
P re pa re dn e ss 
a home as well as a rational issue 
Think it over-
Then talk to 
John M. Balliet 
" The Insurance Man . " 
812 College Avenue 
Phone 22 
Appleton, Wis. 
THIS SPACE RESERVED 
f'or 
i!;ammrrsmitq 1£ngrauiug O!n. 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
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INTELLIGENCE 
ms PRINTERS ·we sell more than 
~ just the product of our up-to-date 
machinery and equipment. \Ye 
offer a tra ined organizat ion of skilled ar-
tisans who ·work together like clockwork 
to :i.nticipate your wants. That is why we 
say that we' sell" int elligence. In print-
ing this is for more important than the 
quality of the materials used. 
(I.Take this into consideration in buying 
printing. Think what a printer has to 
offer you when he makes you a pnce. 
\\ 'e make it 'worth your w lzile to be cus-
tomers of ours. Ask the Ariel Boa rd. 
iill1 r (!Loll r g i u tr 11 r rs !l 
GEORGE BANTA PUBLISHING CO. 
Pri11ters-Publishers-Bi11ders 
450-454 Ahnaip Street MENASHA, WISCONSIN 

